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! INTRODUCTION
Overvi ew
The IBM-PC version of the Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP)
Propeller Analysis System (PAS) is a set of computational programs for
predicting the aerodynamics, performance and noise of propellers. The
ANOPP-PAS is a subset of a larger version of ANOPP which can be executed on
CDC or VAX computers.
This manual provides a description of the ANOPP-PAS system and its
capabilities, and instructions on how to install and use the system on an
IBM-XT or IBM-AT Personal Computer. Section I provides an overview of the
ANOPP-PAS prediction capabilities. Section II contains the IBM-PC system
requirements, a list of programs on the IBM-PC version of ANOPP-PAS diskettes,
and instructions for installation of the system. Section Ill describes the
system design and includes overviews of the programs, data components, and
terminology that make up ANOPP-PAS. Section IV covers ANOPP-PAS usage.
Section V provides documentation and examples of how to use the 9 data entry
programs, called preprocessors.
Section VI documents the installed ANOPP functional modules available on
the system. These are the coded modules that perform specific
acoustic-related functions and that are available for user execution during
ANOPP runs. A brief functional description, input and output documentation,
and examples are given for each functional module. For a detailed description
of the methodology for each module, the user should refer to the ANOPP
Theoretical Manual (ref. I).
Appendixes A to C support the main sections: Appendix A contains a
glossary of ANOPP terms, acronyms, and commands; Appendix B contains a summary
of the ANOPP-PAS functional modules; and Appendix C contains techniques for
error diagnostics and recovery.
All ANOPP-PAS programs have been compiled using Ryan McFarland
Corporation's IBM Personal Computer Professional FORTRAN. The system requires
the use of IBM's Disk Operating System (DOS), version 2.1 or higher. The user
should have a copy of the IBM Personal Computer DOS Reference Manual (ref. 2).
ANOPP is also documented in the "Aircraft Noise Prediction Program
Theoretical Manual" (ref. 1), and the "Aircraft Noise Prediction Program
Users' Manual" (ref. 3).
The ANOPP Theoretical Manual provides a rigorous description of the noise
prediction methods implemented in ANOPP. Equations, diagrams, and technical
references allow the user to select the methods applicable to the problem.
Data requirements are described carefully and limiting values are given for
each data item. Every ANOPP user should have a copy of the Theoretical Manual
in addition to this manual.
The ANOPP User's Manual provides the instructions needed to solve a wide
variety of aircraft noise prediction problems. Input preparation, method
selection, data storage, and programming shortcuts are described. The
introduction of this manual contains brief overviews of the noise prediction
problem, the capabilities and advantages of the ANOPP software, and the
organization of the manual.
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*NOTE: The user should refer to "Differences between the IBM-PCversion of
ANOPPand other versions", in Section Ill of this manual, before using
reference 3.
Description of Predictions
The key feature of the ANOPP-PASis its capability to predict wind tunnel
and flyover noise with a limited amount of input data. The predictions
require knowledge of the propeller geometry, propeller operating state, source
to observer geometry, and atmospheric data. Table 1 provides a summaryof the
input data requirements.
A total of 18 program modules makeup ANOPP-PAS.A system flowchart is
shown in figure I. The user has a choice of using the original Blade Geometry
modules or the ImprovedBlade Geometrymodules. The original Blade Shape
(RBS) module and the Improved Blade Shape (IBS) module read the propeller
geometry and store it in a convenient form for use by other modules. The
original Blade Section Aerodynamics (RBA)Module and the Improved Blade
Section Aerodynamics (IBA) Module compute the blade pressure and blade section
lift distributions. The original Blade Section Boundary Layer (BLM) Module
and the Improved Blade Section Boundary (IBL) Module compute the blade skin
friction and section drag distributions.
The computedpower coefficient is matched to the measuredpower
coefficient using the Propeller Performance (PRP)Module. An initial guess of
the blade 3/4 radius pitch angle is madeand the PRPModule is executed. The
computedpower coefficient is comparedto the measuredvalue. Iterations will
continue until the computedand measuredpower coefficients converge. Thus,
the absorbed power for the predictions match the measureddata, but the blade
3/4 radius pitch angles differ to account for limitations in the method. Then
the final blade pressure and skin friction distributions are determined using
the Propeller Loads (PLD) Module.
The propeller noise signature is predicted by the Subsonic Propeller
Noise (SPN) Module using the blade geometry and performance data. The method
is a full-surface implementation of the solution of the Ffowcs
Williams-Hawkings equation as presented by Farassat (ref. 1). The module
produces acoustic time histories and narrowband spectra of the loading,
thickness, and total noise. The broadband noise due to the interaction of the
blade turbulent boundary layer with the trailing edge is predicted by the
Propeller Trailing Edge (PTE) Module.
The variation of atmospheric state variables and atmospheric absorption
coefficients are computedwith the Atmospheric (ATM) and Atmospheric
Absorption (ABS) Modules, respectively. The aircraft flight path is defined
by the Steady Flyover (SFO) Module and the range and directivity angles from
the observer to the source at sound emission are computed by the Geometry
(GEO)Module. The Tone Propagation (PRT) Module applies Doppler, spherical
spreading, characteristic impedance, atmospheric absorption, and ground
effects corrections in propagating the narrowband spectra from the source to
the observer. The Propagation (PRO)Module applies spherical spreading,
characteristic impedance, atmospheric absorption and ground effects
corrections in propagating the 1/3 octave frequency band spectra from source
to observer. Finally, the Noise Levels (LEV) Module computes levels such as
Overall SoundPressure Level (OASPL)and A-Weighted SoundPressure Level
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(LA), and the Effective Noise (EFF) Module computes the Effective Perceived
Noise Level (EPNL).
TABLE 1 - INPUT DATA REQUIREMENTS
Propeller Ge_metr_
Airfoil Section Coordinates
Chord Distribution
Twist Distribution
Leading Edge Displacement Distribution
Blade Length
Number of Blade
Propeller Operatin 9 State
Propeller RPM
Forward Speed
Absorbed Power
Source to Observer Geometry
Flight Path Angle
Propeller Angle of Attack
Microphone Positions
Atmospheric Data
Ambient Temperature Profile
Ground Level Pressure
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Figure 1.- Flowchart of ANOPP-PAS program modules used for predictions.
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INSTALLATION
IBM-PCSystem Requirements
To successfully run the IBM-PCversion of ANOPP-PAS,you need:
• IBM-XTor IBM-ATPersonal Computer
• A fixed disk drive (10 MBor larger) and at least one 1.2 MBor 360 KB
diskette drive
• 640 K bytes of memory
• A math coprocessor compatible with your system
• IBMPersonal ComputerDisk Operating System (DOS), version 2.1 or
higher for IBM-PCXT or version 3.00 or higher for IBM-PCAT
A printer (132 column capability recommended)
IBM-PCversion of ANOPP-PASdiskettes (total of 38 diskettes)
*NOTE: This manual refers to the fixed drive as Drive C and the diskette
drive as Drive A. If your system uses different letters to reference those
drives, then your systems drive letters must be substituted for A and/or C in
the commandinstructions given in this manual.
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Contents of the IBM-PCVersion of ANOPPPASDiskettes
Program Diskettes
Diskette Program Size of Command to
Name File Name File (bytes) Run Program
A-01 IBGPREP.EXE 235776 MAKE
B-01 UPFEDT.EXE 75072 PARAM
ANTEDT.EXE 43744 ALT
C-01 MMEDT.EXE 301824 UNIT
D-01 TMEDT.EXE 336720 TABLE
E-01 RBS.EXE 342640 RUN RBS
F-01 RBA.EXE 339584 RUN RBA
G-OI,G-02 BLM.EXE 394544 RUN BLM
H-01 PRP.EXE 350032 RUN PRP
1-01,1-02 PLD.EXE 388864 RUN PLD
J-O1,J-02 SPN.EXE 580112 RUN SPN
K-01 ATM.EXE 300528 RUN ATM
L-01 ABS.EXE 300320 RUN ABS
M-01 SFO.EXE 300272 RUN SFO
N-01 GEO.EXE 322640 RUN GEO
0-01 PRT.EXE 348784 RUN PRT
P-01 LEV.EXE 280016 RUN LEV
Q-01 EFF.EXE 242368 RUN EFF
R-01 COMPACT.EXE 233232 REDUCE
S-01 PRFPREP.EXE 231200 INPUT
T-01 SNSPREP.EXE 237840 INPUT
U-01 FLPPREP.EXE 243312 INPUT
V-01 PLEPREP.EXE 220128 INPUT
W-01 UNMA.EXE 223344 LEVELS
X-01 IBS.EXE 345408 RUN IBS
Y-OI,Y-02 IBA.EXE 364464 RUN IBA
Z-OI,Z-02 IBL.EXE 377936 RUN IBL
AA-01 PTE.EXE 348448 RUN PTE
BB-01, BB-02 PRO.EXE 370384 RUN PRO
System Diskette I, II
Two diskettes which contain BATCH files and systems files.
Documentation Diskette I, II
Contain on-line documentation of Section V and Section VI of this manual.
j
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Installing the ANOPP-PASystem
Step I System Check
Refer to System Requirements at the front of this section to be sure
that you have all of the hardware and software that the IBM-PC Version
of ANOPP-PAS requires.
Step 2 System Configuration
• File CONFIG.SYS must contain the following statements:
FILES = 10 (or larger number)
BUFFERS = 10 (or larger number)
(The configuration file (CONFIG.SYS) is explained in your IBM Personal
Computer DOS Reference manual.) If your system does not have a
CONFIG.SYS file installed, you must create one on your fixed disk. If
you have a CONFIG.SYS file, use an editor and make sure that it
contains the FILES = 10 and BUFFERS = 10 comm_nds.
• File AUTOEXEC.BAT must contain a PATH command to C:\ANOPP\EXE and to
the directory on which DOS is installed.
EXAMPLE 1: If DOS is installed on the main directory of drive C, then
PATH C:\; C:\ANOPP\EXE would be part of the path command.
EXAMPLE 2: If DOS is installed on directory C:\DOS, then PATH C:\DOS;
C:\ANOPP\EXE would be pa_ of the path command.
(The AUTOEXEC.BAT file is explained in your IBM Personal Computer DOS
Reference manual. If your system does not have an AUTOEXEC.BAT file
installed, you must create one and include the required PATH command.
The PATH command tells DOS which directories to search for .EXE, .COM,
and .BAT files, if not on the current directory. Additional directory
references selected by the user may be included in the PATH command.)
*NOTE: If you create or change the CONFIG.SYS or AUTOEXE.BAT, then you must
restart your system before running ANOPP-PAS programs.
• Create directories C:\ANOPP, and C:\ANOPP\EXE (if they do not exist on
your system) by entering the following commands:
TYPE
Press ENTER
Type
Press ENTER
Type
Press ENTER
C:
Prompt C> appears on screen
MD C :\ANOPP
Directory C:\ANOPP is created
MD C :\ANOPP\EXE
Directory C:\ANOPP\EXE is created
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Step 3 Installin9 the System Files
You will need approximately 10 MB of free space on your fixed disk to
install and run the entire ANOPP-PAS System. (If you do not have this
much space available, then the system can be installed and run in
separate stages.)
Install the Systems Diskettes (Version 2.0) by typing the following
commands:
Type
Press ENTER
Place System
Diskette #I in
Drive A
Type
Press ENTER
Place System
Diskette #2
in Drive A
Type
Press ENTER
CD C:\ANOPP\EXE
C:\ANOPP\EXE is now current directory
Copy A:\*.*
Files on System Diskette #I are installed
Copy A:\*.*
Files on System Diskette #2 are installed
*NOTE:
Installin 9 the Executable Files
If you wish to install the entire ANOPP-PAS system, repeat the
following instructions for diskettes A through BB. When there is a 2
diskette set, part 01 and part 02 with the same letter (EXAMPLE: G-01
and G-02), place diskette 01 in disk drive A and enter the RESTORE
command following the instructions below. The program will prompt you
to place diskette 02 in drive A.
If you do not wish to install the entire system, then choose the
diskettes which contain the desired programs and repeat the following
instructions for those diskettes.
When installing executable files (.EXE files) directory C:\ANOPP\EXE
must be the current directory. To check the current directory:
Display shows current directoryTYPE I CDPress ENTER
If C:\ANOPP\EXE is not shown as the current directory, then type the
following:
TYPE I CD C:\ANOPP\EXE
Press ENTER I
C:\ANOPP\EXE becomes the current directory
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• Repeat the following instructions for each ANOPP-PAS program that is
to be installed:
Refer to Table 2 in this section to determine which diskette(s)
contain the required program. In the following instructions
substitute the actual diskette letter for x.
TYPE
Press ENTER
Place diskette
x-01 in disk
drive A
Press ENTER
RESTORE A: C:\ANOPP\EXE
Display prompts user to place diskette 01 in drive A
Display will prompt user when the .EXE file has been
copied to directory C:\ANOPP\EXE
*NOTE: The format for the RESTORE command may vary for different versions of
DOS. Some versions require the following format:
RESTORE A: C:
If the file is continued on a second diskette, then the display
prompts the user to place diskette 02 in drive A.
If prompted:
Remove
diskette x-01
Place
diskette x-02
in disk
drive A
Press ENTER
Remove
Diskette
Display will prompt user when transfer is completed
The above process can be repeated for as many programs as will fit on
the available free space on the hard disk of your system and still
allow 1/2-2 MB of free space for input and output data files. (The
amount of reserved space depends on the number of programs installed
on your system.)
If a limited amount of free space on the fixed disk is available, it
is possible to install and run the system one program at a time with a
minimum of I MB of free space for both program and data files. (See
Section IV.)
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SYSTEM DESIGN
The Noise Prediction System consists of 5 prediction procedures, 18 noise
computational programs called functional modules and 9 data entry programs
called preprocessors. Prediction procedures check the input data required by
specific functional modules and initiate the execution of those modules.
Functional modules perform specific noise prediction functions. Preprocessors
create, edit and list data items used by the functional modules.
Prediction Procedures
Each of the prediction procedures controls the execution of a specific
area of the noise prediction system. The prediction procedure sets up or
verifies the existence of all required input files and controls the execution
of one or more functional modules.
Functional Modules
Each functional module (FM) is made up of a program driver and 2 types of
subprograms: executive system subprograms and noise-prediction-related
subprograms.
The executive system subprograms are the same for all functional module
programs. They provide all interfacing with DOS (IBM's Disk Operating System)
and provide data base management of external files on which data items
identified by the user reside. They also perform data storage management
within the central memory established for the functional module. They manage
global dynamic storage (GDS), where executive system and user tables are
maintained. They also manage local dynamic storage (LDS), the portion of the
program's central memory left available for the internal data storage required
during the functional module execution.
Each noise-prediction-related subprogram performs a specific prediction
function or a utility (data preparation or modification) function required by
a single functional module. The functional module driver initializes the
executive system, calls the main noise prediction subprogram, opens and closes
the external files containing user parameter tables, alternate names tables
and the functional module results.
Section Vl of this manual documents the functional modules currently
installed on the IBM-PC version of ANOPP-PAS. The section defines the noise
prediction or utility capabilities of each FM and describes the data items
(user parameters and data base unit members and tables) required as input or
created as output by the FM.
The FM internally satisfies its data requirements by referencing
alphanumeric ANOPP names of data base items and user parameters. These names
are used in Section Vl to identify the items required by the FM. ANOPP named
data items (data base items and user parameters) are described in the
following subsections. The preprocessors used to create, modify or list these
data items are documented in Section V.
The user has the option of substituting alternate names, other than those
recommended in Section Vl, for the FM data. The alternate item may have been
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created by a preprocessor, or by a functional module. The required nameand
the alternate namemust be entered in an alternate namestable file. During
the FMexecution, the identified alternate items are used. This alternate
nameconcept also applies to output data items. The user can establish output
items under different namesthan those used within and documentedas output
from the functional module. Alternate namesare entered in the alternate
namestable by using the Alternate NamesTable Editor Preprocessor.
Data Base
Data Base Components
All data items used within an ANOPPrun reside within the ANOPPdata base
with the exception of user parameters. The ANOPPdata base concept provides a
method of storing and retrieving data on random-access files. In addition,
through the ANOPPconvention of namedprimary data base componentsand the
capabilities of the ANOPPdata base manager, the user is relieved of the
responsibility for interfacing with the host operating system whenopening,
closing, reading, and writing external files.
The ANOPPdata base is a hierarchical structure consisting, from top to
bottom, of:
I. Data unit - An ANOPPnamedcollection of members,which resides alone
on a random-accessmass-storage file.
2. Member- An ANOPPnamedcollection of records.
3. Record - A collection of elements.
4. Element -A collection of words.
Figure 2 illustrates the basic structure of an ANOPPdata unit and the
relationship between its resident components.
The ANOPPdata base convention of assigning a nameto a data unit and to
each of its membersallows easy identification of the specific primary data
base components required by functional modules and referenced by the user
throughout the ANOPPrun.
The executive data base manager records the record number of each named
memberon the data unit file. This technique results in efficient direct
accessing of membersin the internal system.
Data Units
The ANOPPdata unit (DU) is a namedcollection of namedmembers. Each
data unit is stored in a direct access file that has the samenameas the data
unit with a '.UNT' extension. [EXAMPLE: data unit GEOwill be stored in
external DOSfile GEO.UNT.]
The data unit is the primary componentwithin the ANOPPdata base.
Section Vl documentsthe data base item requirements of a functional module by
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DATA UNIT
Unit Header & Member Directory - includes the ANOPP name of the data unit
and the name and address of each resident member
MEMBER (Formatted)
Member Header - includes the member's ANOPP name, the address of each
of its records, and a format specification indicating that each record
is composed of the same sequence of data element types
RECORD
Data elements as specified by member format
ELEMENT1 ELEMENT2 ELEMENT3
_ELEMENTI
RECORD
ELEMENTn
Data elements as specified by member format
ELEMENT2 ELEMENT3 J ......
$
MEMBER (Card Image)
ELEMENT
n L
Member Header - includes member's ANOPP name, the address of each
record, and a format specification indicating that each record has
a single 80-character (card-image) element
RECORD
I 80 character string (card image)
RECORD
I 80 character string (card image) I
MEMBER (Unformatted)
Member Header - includes a member's ANOPP name, the address of
each 'record, and a format specification indicating that all its
records and unformatted (undefined elements)
RECORD
I unformatted data
RECORD
i unformatted data (
Figure 2.- ANOPP data unit structure
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identifying each item by a combination of its data unit nameand membername.
As previously discussed in this section, the internal references to a specific
data item within the FMare also madewith this unit (member)combination.
Normally the combination documentedin Section Vl is used. However, the user
can substitute other data unit (member)combinations via the alternate name
capability of the system.
Members
An ANOPPmemberis a namedcollection of logically related and organized
records. Each memberresides on a nameddata unit and must possess a name
unique to all other membersresiding on the sameunit. The memberis the
second and last of the namedcomponents in the ANOPPdata base structure, the
data unit being the first. Since no two data units may have the samename
within an ANOPPrun at the sametime, and becausemembersmust be uniquely
namedwithin their data unit, any combination of data unit nameand member
nameis also unique within an ANOPPrun.
The unit (member)combination is used to address a specific data base
item:
a) Whenreferenced within a preprocessor, MMEDT
b) Whenreferenced within a functional module
c) In Section Vl, when identified as a functional module's data item
requirement
Whena user has established a data unit in a file, each namedmemberthat
resides on that unit is automatically known in the run by its unit (member)
combination. A preprocessor or internal functional module reference to the
combination results in access to the specified member.
Preprocessor MMEDTcan be used to create new membersor new data units.
The new membersmaycontain combinations of records read directly from the
user's input or records read from any other membercurrently established in a
unit file.
A memberconsists of one or more records, each conforming in structure to
the member's format specification. The ANOPPrecord is not a nameddata
component• The user who builds or modifies a multirecord membermust be aware
of the sequential order of the records. The ANOPPrecord is not formatted in
the sense of a format conversion as are FORTRANcomputer language records.
The format of an ANOPPrecord is specified for a memberand must correspond to
one of three general format types:
I • Unformatted records on a member are variable-length streams of data
with no uniform structure (data element content) defined for the
member.
. Card-image records on a member are fixed-length (80-character)
alphanumeric records, each with only one element corresponding to a
Hollerith card image.
. Formatted records on a member are fixed- or variable-length records
with their structure defined by a member format specification of the
sequence of data element types for each record in the member.
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! TABLE 2 - MEMBER-FORMAT SPECIFICATION RULES
I
Format type
Unformatted
Card image
Fixed-
length
format
Variable-
length
format
Format-type specification rules
An unformatted member requires the integer 0
(zero).
A card-image formatted member requires the
character string CI.
A member containing formatted fixed-length
records. The basic specification form is
et,et,et$
where et is an ANOPP alpha data-type specifica-
tion of I, R, C, L, or An that indicates
a data element type occurring within each of
the member's records. (See Table 3.)
When two or more elements of the same type or
two or more series of elements of the same
types occur within the format of a record, they
ithey may be shown by using a group specifica-
tion of net. Integer n indicates the number of
times the element type or series of element
types repeat.
, L .... -
Variable-length records always contain a trail-
ing portion of one or more elements which may
occur from zero to an undefined number of
times. If specified, each variable-length
record will contain a leading portion of one or
more elements. The * is used as a special
character within variable-length format speci-
fications to indicate the beginning of the
variable portion of its record. The basic
specification form is
[et...,et]*([et...,et])$
The element-type specification rules, presented
above for fixed-length records, also apply
within the fixed and variable portions of
variable-length format specifications.
NOTE: For each occurrence of the variable por-
tion in any variable length record, each ele-
ment specified as part of that portion must
exist.
Examples
FORMAT=O
FORMAT=CI
FORMAT=II,IC,2R$
FORMAT:3Ag,2c$
FORMAT=A9,L,I,A9,L,I$
FORMAT=*(R)$
FORMAT=*(R,I)$
FORMAT:*(2A8,1OR)$
FORMAT=*(L,IOR)$
FORMAT:A8,*(25R)$
FORMAT:L,I,*(IOC)$
FORMAT:AI,*(I,C,5R)$
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Data
type
Integer
Real
Complex a
Logical
Character
string
Name
TABLE 3.- DATA TYPES
ANOPP
type
code
R
C
Output listing
forms
±nnn. o.n
(+ optional )
±n.nnDn
n.nnD+n
n.nnD-n
nD+n
nDn
nD-n
(+ optional)
(R,R)
(R,R)
(Two real values
Value
range
Largest, (2"'31)-1;
smallest, O
(absolute values)
Largest, 10"*+308;
smallest, 10"*-293
(absolute value)
See R
Examples
L
A
N
within parentheses)
XXX .... X
XXXXXXXX
1 to 132 characters
(alphanumeric)
1 to 8 characters
(first character
alpha)
576460752
O
17.72D27
36245.1029D+25
-522.365D-02
-1D+300
2000000D15
1D-293
(7.,10279)
(1DZ80 273.28D+2)
(-1.7002,0.52)
123456
ABCDEFGHIJK
JETUNIT
FANTABLE
aThe complex (C) value is specified as two R values enclosed within a required set of
parentheses and separated by one or more delimiter characters (space or comma).
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In the format specification of a member, the data types of the elements
within records are designated by
I integer
R real
C complex
L logical
An alphanumeric string of n characters
Internally, the executive system equates each element type specification with
the number of computer words required to store a corresponding data value.
Member format specification rules are documented in Table 2 and in MMEDT
documentation in Section V.
In addition, there are special purpose data base members, called table
members. Any member that does not fall within this category is simply called
a data member.
Table Members
A table member is an unformatted member containing a single record
referred to as a data table. A data table has an internal format that
corresponds to a valid ANOPP data table type structure. Currently only type I
data tables, defined below, are valid. A table manager editor, TMEDT, is
available to create a table member and to print summary reports describing a
table's structure and contents.
A type I data table may be output from a functional module or created
using TMEDT. A type i data table may have from one to four independent
variables. An independent variable in the table may be integer or real. A
dependent variable may be integer, real, or complex. The independent
variables need not be the same type, nor must the tyre of the dependent
variables be the same as that of the independent variables.
While creating the table, the user specifies the acceptable interpolation
procedures to be used on the table and, for each independent variable, the
extrapolation method to be used if an interpolation request is outside the
range of the independent variable. Interpolation and extrapolation
procedures, number of independent variables, variable types, and data values
are defined via Table Manager Editor entries.
User Parameters
The user parameter is a named data array of one or more elements of the
same data type. User parameter elements may be integer, real, complex,
logical or alphanumeric strings of characters.
User parameters are used as input to functional modules (FM). Section VI
of this manual identifies the name, purpose, data type and number of elements
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of all user parameters required by each FM. Alternate namescan be used for
user parameters. Functional modules may internally create new user
parameters, or changethe value of existing parameters.
Input user parameters are established before functional module execution
by using the User Parameter File Editor, UPFEDT, to create a new user
parameter file or edit existing user parameter files (Section V of this manual
explains UPFEDT).
Alternate Names
The user has the option of substituting alternate data item names for
those recommended in the functional module (FM) descriptions (see Section
Vl). These alternate names must exist in an Alternate Names Table in a DOS
file, which has the same name as the FM but with a .ANT extension. [EXAMPLE:
functional module PRO would access DOS file PRO.ANT to obtain any alternate
names requested by the user.] An Alternate Names Table file must exist before
each functional module is executed, even if the Alternate Names Table is
empty. Alternate Names Table Files can be created using the ANTEDT
preprocessor or by executing the DOS COPY or RENAME command. If no alternate
names are to be used during a functional module execution, then an empty
Alternate Names Table DOS file, KEEPME.ANT, is copied to the required [FM].ANT
file. Alternate names can be used for user parameters and data base items
which are required as input to a functional module or which are created as
output from a functional module.
Preprocessors
There are four executive system preprocessors and five procedure
preprocessors. The executive system preprocessors include the User Parameter
File Editor (UPFEDT), the Alternate Names Table Editor (ANTEDT), the Member
Manager Editor (MMEDT), and the Table Manager Editor (TMEDT). Each of these
preprocessors allows the user to create or modify a different type of named
data. The procedure preprocessors include the Blade Geometry Preprocessor
(IBGPREP), the Performance Preprocessor (PRFPREP), the Noise Preprocessor
(SNSPREP), the Flight Path Preprocessor (FLPPREP), and the Propagation
Preprocessor (PLEPREP). Each of the prediction procedure preprocessors
interactively reads the input data required by the corresponding prediction
procedure.
UPFEDT provides the capability to create, change, or list named data
arrays called user parameters.
ANTEDT allows the user to create, change or list alternate names that
will be used in place of named data items referenced during functional module
execution.
MMEDT provides the capability to create, modify, or list name data base
items that do not require interpolation and are called unit members.
TMEDT allows the user to create, or list data tables, which are a special
type of unit members which allow interpolation of the data.
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IBGPREPinteractively reads all data items required by the Blade Geometry
Procedure. It executes functional modules RBS, RBA, and BLM, or IBS, IBA, and
IBL.
PRFPREPinteractively reads all data items required by the Performance
Procedure (functional modules PRPand PLD).
SNSPREPinteractively reads all data items required by the Noise
Procedure (functional modules SPNand PTE).
FLPPREPinteractively reads all data items required by the Flight Path
Procedure (functional modules ATM,ABS, SFO, and GEO).
PLEPREPinteractively reads all data items required by the Propagation
Procedure (functional modules PRT,PRO,LEV, and EFF).
Documentation on each of the preprocessors is contained in Section V.
Differences Between IBM-PC Version of ANOPP and Other Versions of ANOPP
The IBM-PC version of ANOPP does not contain the control statements used
by previous versions of ANOPP. Each functional module is contained in a
separate program which can be executed alone or as part of a system run (a
sequence of functional module program executions controlled by a DOS BATCH
file). The User Parameter and Alternate Names Tables exist on external direct
access files in the IBM-PC version and must be established by the user before
the functional module program execution.
In the IBM-PC version, an ANOPP-PAS system run which contains multiple
functional module executions can be established by creating a DOS BATCH file
which contains DOS COPY commands, to set up user parameter and alternate names
table files, and functional module execution commands.
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Control Statements
in Previous Versions
of ANOPP
PARAM
UPLIST
EVALUATE
TABLE
TABLIST
CATALOG
CREATE
UPDATE
- COPY
- ADDR
- CHANGE
- INSERT
- DELETE
- QUIT
MEMLIST
CATALOG
EXECUTE
Preprocessors Used by
IBM-PC Version of ANOPP
UPEDT Interactively creates,
changes or lists a user
parameter file.
{No equivalence on IBM-PC Version)
TMEDT interactively creates
changes or l_sts a data table,
or creates a catalog listing of
all members on a data unit.
MMEDT interactively creates,
changes, or lists a unit member,
or creates a catalog listing of
all members on a data unit.
ANTEDT interactively creates,
changes or lists an alternate
names table file.
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ANOPP-PAS USAGE
Overview
Two types of program make up the IBM-PC Version of ANOPP-PAS: executive
system programs and functional module programs. The executive system programs
include preprocessors which create, edit, and list data items used by
functional modules, a file compacting program which enables data unit files to
be stored in the least number of bytes, and a graphics postprocessor which
plots noise prediction results. Functional module programs perform
noise-prediction-related functions. Prediction Procedures control the
execution of multiple functional modules.
All predictions are executed on subdirectories of C:\ANOPP. Each
different propeller will have its own subdirectory and all predictions using
that propeller will be run on that subdirectory. This section contains the
instructions needed to create these subdirectories and to formulate and
execute noise prediction applications.
Using ANOPP-PAS
Step I System Check
If the ANOPP-PAS system has not been installed on your computer
system, refer to Section II for installation instructions. Your
system must contain all of the requirements listed on page 2-1.
Step 2 File Preparation
If a new propeller is to be installed in the system, then a
<propeller id> name of I-8 characters must be chosen by the user and
a file containing the blade geometry for that propeller must be
created. (See Section V pages 5-6 to 5-8 for a description of this
file.) The file must be named <propeller id>.DEF or <propeller id>.
IDF and placed on directory C:\ANOPP.
EXAMPLE: If <propeller id>, ABCBLADE, is chosen by the user, then
file ABCBLADE.DEF or ABCBLADE.IDF must be created.
Step 3 System Start
• COMMAND: ANOPP
To start the system:
Type i ANOPPPress ENTER The system displays:
THE CURRENT DIRECTORY IS C:\ANOPP. A SUBDIRECTORY OF C:\ANOPP MUST
BECOME THE CURRENT ANOPP DIRECTORY. [THERE MUST BE A SEPARATE
SUBDIRECTORY FOR EACH PROPELLER AND THE SUBDIRECTORY WILL HAVE THE
NAME OF THE PROPELLER ID (I-8 CHARACTERS).] DO YOU WISH TO SEE
DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING OR CHANGING AN ANOPP SUBDIRECTORY (MAKE AND
CHANGE COMMANDS)?
PLEASE ENTER Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER"):
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If the user types Y, then an explanation of the MAKE and CHANGE
commands will be displayed on the screen.
The system then displays:
AFTER THE C> PROMPT TYPE:
Subdirectory Commands
Command: MAKE
or
MAKE <propeller id>
CHANGE <propeller Id>
If a new propeller is to be installed in the system:
Type
Press ENTER
MAKE <propeller id>
Subdirectory C:\ANOPP\<propeller id>
will be created.
The following prompt will be displayed:
DO YOU WISH TO USE THE IMPROVED BLADE GEOMETRY MODULES? PLEASE PRESS
Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER"):
The Improved Blade Geometry Modules, IBS, IBA, and IBL, allow the
user to choose compressibility correction methods for lift and
pressure coefficients, and include a zero pressure gradient flat
plate model option. The user presses Y to choose the Improved Blade
Geometry modules or N to use the original Blade Geometry modules,
RBS, RBA, and BLM.
The Blade Geometry Preprocessor will prompt the user to enter the
input data for the chosen modules.
The following prompt will be displayed:
DO YOU WISH TO RUN BLADE GEOMETRY PROCEDURE AT THIS TIME?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER"):
If the user presses Y, then functional modules RBS, RBA, and BLM, or
IBS, IBA, and IBL, will be run.
If the user presses N, then the user must execute the Blade Geometry
Procedure by typing the GEOM command, before running any other
Prediction Procedures.
Command: CHANGE
If the propeller has already been installed on subdirectory C:\ANOPP\
<propeller id>:
Type
Press ENTER
CHANGE <propeller id>
C:\ANOPP\<propeller id> will become the current
directory
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Step 5
If the Blade Geometry input and output files were backed up to
diskette, then the system displays:
BLADE GEOMETRY FILES WERE BACKED UP. DO YOU WISH TO LOAD PROPELLER
DATA FOR <PROPELLER ID> FROM A DISKETTE?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER"):
If the user presses Y, then the system instructs the user to place
the backup diskette in Drive A and press any key. All backed up
files will be restored to the current directory.
If prediction input and output files were backed up to diskette, then
the system displays:
PREDICTION FILES HAVE BEEN BACKED UP. DO YOU WISH TO LOAD PREDICTION
DATA FOR <PROPELLER ID> FROM A DISKETTE?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER"):
If the user presses Y, then the system instructs the user to place
the backup diskette in Drive A and press any key. All backed up
files will be restored to the current directory.
After the CHANGE or MAKE command has been executed, the following is
displayed:
LIST OF COMMANDS THAT CAN BE RUN FROM AN ANOPP SUBDIRECTORY:
INPUT
GEOM
m_TF
NOISE
FFA_
- Create input files for any or all of the performance,
noise, flight path or propagation modules.
- Execute blade geometry modules.
- Execute performance modules.
- Execute noise modules.
- Execute flight path modules.
L-E'_'I_S- Execute propagation modules.
- Back up all input output files to floppy diskette.
- Execute plot postprocessor.
(The user must type one of these commands to continue. The user can
display these commands at any time by typing LIST.)
Input Data
Command: INPUT
The user must input data items, required by the Performance, Noise,
Flight Path and Propagation Procedures, before executing these
procedures. To run the data input preprocessors:
Type I INPUTPress ENTER The system displays the following prompts:
DO NOT press the ENTER key after pressing Y or N in response to any
of the following prompts. If N is pressed, then the system does not
run the preprocessor.
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DOYOUWISHTO RUNPERFORMANCEPREPROCESSOR?
PLEASEPRESSY ORN (DONOTPRESS"ENTER"):
If Y is pressed, then the system asks the user to input or verify all
data items required by the Performance Procedure, which executes
functional modules PRPand PLD. (See PRFPREPin Section V for
instructions for Performance Preprocessor.)
DOYOUWISHTO RUNNOISEPREPROCESSOR?
PLEASEPRESSY ORN (DONOTPRESS"ENTER"):
If Y is pressed, then the system asks the user to input or verify all
data items required by the Noise Procedure which executes functional
modules SPN and/or PTE. (See SNSPREP in Section V for instructions
for Noise Preprocessor.)
DO Y_)UWISH TO RUN FLIGHT PATH PREPROCESSOR?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER"):
If Y is pressed, then the following prompt is displayed:
THERE ARE 3 OPTIONS FOR ATMOSPHERIC TABLES:
I. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE (PRESSURE:2116.22 LB/FT**2) EXISTING TABLES
WILL BE USED.
2. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE + 10 DEGREES CENTIGRADE (PRESSURE:2116.22
LB/FT**2) EXISTING TABLES WILL BE USED.
3. TABLES WILL BE CREATED FROM ATMOSPHERIC PROFILE INPUT BY USER.
DO YOU WISH TO USE STANDARD ATMOSPHERE (OPTION I)?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER"):
If Y is pressed, then the atmospheric tables will be created from the
following atmospheric profile:
Standard Atmosphere
Pressure: 2116.22 Ib/ft 2
Altitude (ft) Temperature (°R) Rel. Humidity (%)
0.0 518.67 70.
1000. 515.10 70.
If N is pressed, then the following is displayed:
DO YOU WISH TO USE STANDARD ATMOSPHERE + 10 DEGREES CENTIGRADE
(OPTION 2)?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER"):
If Y is pressed, then the atmospheric tables will be created from the
following atmospheric profile:
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Standard Atmosphere
Pressure: 2116.22 Ib/ft 2
Step 6
Altitude (ft) Temperature (°R) Rel. Humidity (%)
0.0 536.67 70.
1000. 533.10 70.
If N is pressed, then the following is displayed:
OPTION 3 (USER INPUT) WILL BE USED.
The user will be asked to verify or enter the data required to create
the atmospheric tables.
If the user requests that the Flight Path Preprocessor be run, then
the system prompts the user to enter or verify all data required by
the Flight Path Procedure, which executes functional modules ATM,
ABS, SFO and GEO. (See FLPPREP in Section V for instructions for
Flight Path Preprocessor.)
DO YOU WISH TO RUN PROPAGATION PREPROCESSOR?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER"):
If Y is pressed, then the system asks the user to enter or verify all
data required by the Propagation Procedure which executes functional
modules PRT, PRO, LEV and EFF. (See PLEPREP in Section V for
instructions for Propagation Preprocessor.)
The system then displays the foi 1owing message:
...ENDING PREPROCESSORS
Input Data Modification (Optional)
To examine or modify input data created by the prediction
preprocessors, executive system preprocessors must be used. The
following table lists the required preprocessor commands, and the
files and data types that they reference:
Command Preprocessor File Data Type
ALT ANTEDT.EXE Alternate Names
PARAM UPFEDT.EXE User Parameters
TABLE TMEDT.EXE Data Tables
UNIT MMEDT.EXE Unit Members
The Preprocessor files (.EXE files) must be installed on directory
C:\ANOPP\EXE. Typing the command and pressing ENTER will cause the
appropriate menu to be displayed. Section V documents the
instructions for using each preprocessor.
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Step 7
Each functional module references a user parameter file and an
alternate name file. The files have the same name as the functional
module with a .PAR or .ANT extension, and reside on the current
directory.
(EXAMPLE: Functional module SPN references user parameter file
SPN.PAR and alternate names file SPN.ANT.)
A user parameter file (with the same name as the functional module
and a .PAR extension) and files containing all required input unit
member and data tables (documented in section Vl) must exist before
executing a functional module.
If alternate names are to be used, they must be entered in an
alternate names table file that has the same name as the functional
module and a '.ANT' extension. EXAMPLE: RBS.ANT will contain the
alternate names (if any), that will be used by RBS. An alternate
names table file is required by each module. If they do not exist,
then each Prediction Procedure will create an empty .ANT file for the
functional modules that is executes.
Prediction Procedure Execution
To execute a prediction procedure the user must type the procedure
command and press the ENTER key. The procedures should be run in the
following order:
Approximate
Command Procedure Name Functional Modules Run Time
GEOM
PERF
NOISE
FPATH
LEVELS
B1ade Geometry
Performance
Noise
Flight Path
Propagation
RBS, RBA, BLM or
IBS, IBA, IBL
PRP, PLD
SPN, PTE
ATM, ABS, SFO, GEO
PRT, PRO, LEV, EFF
5-8 1/2 hrs.
30-60 minutes
18-26 hrs.
5-12 minutes
15-25 minutes
The printed output from each procedure will be stored in a results
file (one for each functional module [FM] that is executed). The
files will be named RESULTS.[FM]
EXAMPLE: Printed output from the execution of the Blade Geometry
Procedure will be found in files RESULTS.RBS, RESULTS.RBA
and RESULTS.BLM or RESULTS.IBS, RESULTS.IBA, and
RESULTS.IBL.
Command: GEOM
This command is used only if the Blade Geometry Procedure is not run
under the MAKE command, when a new propeller subdirectory is
created. Functional modules RBS, RBA, and BLM or IBS, IBA, and IBL
will be executed (See Section Vl for a description of these
functional modules.)
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• Command: PERF
This command will execute functional modules PRP and PLD. (See
Section Vl for a description of these functional modules.) The
procedure will display the following prompt:
DO YOU WISH CONVERGENCE OF POWER COEFFICIENT TO MEASURED POWER?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS THE ENTER KEY):
If an exact blade pitch setting at the root was entered in the
Performance Preprocessor, then the user presses N. (The ENTER key is
not pressed after the N.) Functional module PRP will be executed
only once and then PLD will be executed. If an initial guess for the
blade pitch was made in the Performance Preprocessor, then the user
presses Y. (The ENTER key is not pressed after the Y.) The system
executes iterations of PRP, changing the blade pitch value until the
calculated power coefficient matches the measured power. The system
will calculate up to 10 iterations of PRP. If convergence does not
occur, then an error message will be printed and PLD will not be
run. If convergence does occur, then the system places the new value
for the blade pitch in the Noise parameter file and runs PLD.
Command: NOISE
This command will execute functional modules SPN and/or PTE. (See
Section VI for a description of these functional modules.) The
procedure will display the following prompts:
* NARROWBAND AND OR BROADBAND NOISE MAY BE PREDICTED *
DO YOU WISH TO PREDICT NARROWBAND NOISE ?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER"):.
If Y is pressed, then functional module SPN will be executed.
DO YOU WISH TO PREDICT BROADBAND NOISE ?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER"):.
If Y is pressed, then functional module PTE will be executed.
Command: FPATH
If the standard or current atmospheric tables are not to be used,
then functional modules ATM and ABS will be run. Functional modules
SFO and GEO will be executed. (See Section VI for a description of
these functional modules.)
Command: LEVELS
This command will execute functional modules PRT, PRO, LEV and EFF.
(See Section Vl for a description of these functional modules.) This
command also executes UNMA.EXE, which prepares plot files, PRES.PLT,
BBND.PLT, PNLT.PLT, OSPL.PLT, AWGT.PLT, and COORD.PLT, which are used
by the plot postprocessor.
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Step 8 Plottin 9 Noise Prediction Data
Command : PLOT
In order to successfully execute the Graphics Plot Postprocessor, one
of the following graphics boards must be installed in your computer
system:
Hercules Monochrome Graphics Board
IBM Color Graphics Board
IBM Extended Graphics Board
To run the Graphics Plot Postprocessor:
Type
Press ENTER
PLOT
If the graphics board has not been identified on the
system, then the following menu is displayed:
GRAPHIC PLOTS ARE AVAILABLE USING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING GRAPHICS
BOARDS (code H or I):
ID CODE GRAPHICS BOARD
H HERCULES MONOCHROME GRAPHICS BOARD.
IBM COLOR GRAPHICS BOARD/OR IBM EXTENDED GRAPHICS
BOARD.
N NO GRAPHICS BOARD/OR GRAPHICS BOARD NOT LISTED.
ENTER GRAPHIC ID CODE
If the user enters H, then file HERCULES.TYP will be created on
subdirectory C:\ANOPP\EXE. If the user enters I, then file
IBMCORE.TYP will be created on the same subdirectory. If the user
enters N, then the following message is displayed:
** THE GRAPHICS PLOT PROGRAM CAN ONLY BE RUN IF ONE OF THE GRAPHICS
BOARDS LISTED ABOVE IS INSTALLED IN THE COMPUTER SYSTEM.
The system will prompt the user to enter the correct graphics ID only
if file C:\ANOPP\EXE\HERCULES.TYP or file C:\ANOPP\EXE\IBMCORE.TYP
does not exist.
If an incorrect Graphics Board ID is installed on the system, then
the SETUP command (see page 4-13) must be used to change the Graphics
Board ID.
If a valid Graphics Board ID has been entered, then the following
menu will be displayed:
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PLOTMENU
PLOTTYPE
P
N
B
0
A
E
PNLT.VS. RECEPTIONTIME
NARROWBANDSPL .VS. FREQUENCY
BROADBANDSPL .VS. FREQUENCY
OVERALLSPL.VS. RECEPTIONTIME
A-WTSPL .VS. RECEPTIONTIME
EXIT PLOTPROGRAM
ENTERPLOTCODE
CODE: P If the user enters code P then the following prompts are
d'isplayed:
PNLT .VS. TIME
OBSERVER COORDINATES:
NUMBER X Y Z
I xl Yl Zl
N Xn Yn Zn
ENTER OBSERVER NUMBER (INTEGER) (See note I)
ENTER PLOT TITLE
(I-50 CHARACTERS) (See note 2)
CODE: N If the user enters code N, then the following prompts are
displayed:
NARROWBAND SPL .VS. FREQUENCY
OBSERVER COORDINATES:
NUMBER X Y Z
I Xl Yl zl
N Xn Yn Zn
ENTER OBSERVER NUMBER (INTEGER) (See note I)
ENTER RECEPTION TIME (REAL) (See note 3)
ENTER PLOT TITLE
(I-50 CHARACTERS) (See note 2)
CODE: B If the user enters code B, then the following prompts are
displayed:
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BROADBAND SPL .VS. FREQUENCY
OBSERVER COORDINATES:
NUMBER X Y Z
I xl Yl zl
N Xn Yn Zn
ENTER OBSERVER NUMBER (INTEGER) (See note 1)
ENTER RECEPTION TIME (REAL) (See note 3)
ENTER PLOT TITLE
(I-50 CHARACTERS) (See note 2)
CODE: 0 If the user enters code O, then the following prompts are
displayed:
OASPL .VS. RECEPTION TIME
OBSERVER COORDINATES:
NUMBER X Y Z
1 xl Yl zl
N Xn Yn Zn
ENTER OBSERVER NUMBER (INTEGER)
ENTER PLOT TITLE
(1-50 CHARACTERS) (See note 2)
(See note 1)
CODE: A If the user enters code A, then the following prompts are
displayed:
A-WEIGHTED SPL .VS. RECEPTION TIME
OBSERVER COORDINATES:
NUMBER X Y Z
1 xl Yl zl
N Xn Yn Zn
ENTER OBSERVER NUMBER (INTEGER)
ENTER PLOT TITLE
(I-50 CHARACTERS) (See note 2)
(See note I)
CODE: E The Plot menu will be displayed after each plot until Code E
_is entered.
The user must press the ENTER key after each response• After a plot
has been displayed, the user must press the ENTER key to continue• A
prompt asking if another plot of the same type is to be created is
displayed. If Y is entered, then the user is asked to enter an
observer number. If N is entered, the Plot Menu is displayed•
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Step 9
Note I: ENTER OBSERVER NUMBER (INTEGER)
The postprocessor displays the observer coordinates (x,y,z), for each
observer that was entered in the Flight Path Preprocessor (see page
5-39). The user must type one of the listed observer numbers and
press the ENTER key.
Note 2: ENTER PLOT TITLE (1-50 CHARACTERS)
The user types a 1-50 character plot title and presses the ENTER
key. The tit?e will be displayed at the top of the plot screen.
no title is desired, then the user presses only the ENTER key.
If
Note 3: ENTER RECEPTION TIME (REAL)
The user enters the desired reception time and presses the ENTER
key. The reception time must include a decimal point. If the
reception time is not valid for the prediction run, then a message
which contains the high and low reception time boundaries is
displayed and the user is asked to enter another observer number
and/or reception time.
Backup of Input/Output Data
Command: BKUP
This command allows the user to back up input and output files to
diskettes. The system displays the following prompt:
YOU WILL NEED UP TO 6 EMPTY FORMATTED DISKETTES.
CONTINUE WITH BACKUP?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER"):
DO YOU WISH TO
If the user has prepared the required diskettes, then Y is pressed
(the ENTER key is not pressed) and the backup continues with the
output file reduction. All unit files listed under the SMALL command
will be reduced to their smallest size. The system displays:
DO YOU WISH TO BACKUP PROPELLER BLADE GEOMETRY FILES?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER"):
If Y is pressed, then the system displays:
PLACE EMPTY FORMATTED DISKETTE IN DRIVE A: STRIKE A KEY WHEN
READY...
The user places an empty formatted diskette in Drive A and presses
any key. The system will copy the following files to Drive A:
BLM.UNT BLM.ANT BLM.PAR IBL.UNT IBL.ANT IBL.PAR
RBA.UNT RBA.ANT RBA.PAR or IBA.UNT IBA.ANT IBA.PAR
RBS.UNT RBS.ANT RBS.PAR IBS.UNT IBS.ANT IBS.PAR
GRID.UNT
GEOM.UNT
<propeller id>.DEF or <propeller id>.IDF
(blade geometry input file)
The system then displays:
CAN THESE FILES BE REMOVED FROM THIS ANOPP SUBDIRECTORY?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER"):
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If the user presses Y, then the files will be deleted from the
current subdirectory. The system displays:
DOYOUWISHTOBACKUPALL OTHERANOPPDATAFILES?
PLEASEPRESSY ORN (DONOTPRESS"ENTER"):
If the user presses Y, then the system displays:
PLACEEMPTYFORMATTEDDISKETTEIN DRIVEA: Strike a key when
ready...
The user places an empty formatted diskette in Drive A and presses
any key. The system will copy any remaining .UNT, .PARand .ANT
files to Drive A (blade geometry files will not be copied at this
time).
The system then displays:
CANTHESEFILES BE REMOVEDFROMTHIS ANOPPSUBDIRECTORY?
PLEASEPRESSY ORN (DONOTPRESS"ENTER"):
If the user presses Y, then the files will be deleted from the
current subdirectory.
The system displays:
• ***WARNING: IF RESULTSAREBACKEDUPTODISKETTE,ONLYTHEFOLLOWING
FILES WILL BE SAVED:
RESULTS.PRP
RESULTS.SFO
RESULTS.LEV
RESULTS.SPN
RESULTS.GEO
RESULTS.EFF
*** ALL OTHERESULTSFILES MAYBE DELETED.
*** PLEASEHAVEANEMPTYFORMATTEDDISKETTEREADYBEFOREREQUESTINGBKUP.
DOYOUWISHTO BACKUPRESULTSFILES?
PLEASEPRESSY ORN (DONOTPRESS"ENTER"):
If the user presses Y, then the results files listed above will be
backed up to Drive A. The user places an empty diskette in Drive A
and presses any key after each prompt displayed by the DOSbackup
command. The system then displays:
MAYALL RESULTSFILES BE REMOVEDFROMTHIS ANOPPSUBDIRECTORY?
PLEASEPRESSY ORN (DONOTPRESS"ENTER"):
If the user presses Y, then all results files will be deleted from
the current directory.
Plot files are not backed up to diskette. They can be recreated by
executing the LEVELScommand.
Optional Commands
Command:RUN
This command----willexecute individual functional modules chosen by the
user. A program file [fm].EXE must be installed on directory C:\
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ANOPP\EXEfor each functional module, before it is executed.
EXAMPLE:C:\ANOPP\EXE\ABS.EXEmust exist before executing functional
module ABS.)
To execute a functional module, type RUNand the functional module
nameand press ENTER. A prompt will be displayed when the program
terminates.
EXAMPLE:To run functional module GEO.
Type
Press ENTER
RUNGEO
The printed output from the functional module will be stored in file
RESULTS.[FM].
EXAMPLE:Printed output from the execution of BLMwill be found in
file RESULTS.BLM.
Command: PAS
This commandwill run 13 of the modules in the ANOPP-PASsystem
in the following order: RBS, RBA, BLM, PRP, PLD, SPN, ATM,ABS, SFO,
GEO,PRT, LEV and EFF. The functional module files (.EXE), the user
parameter files (.PAR), the alternate namesfiles (.ANT) and all
required data base files for each module must be installed on the
appropriate directories. Your system must also have at least 2 MBof
free space on the fixed disk after all of the required files are
installed. The user types PASand presses ENTERto run the system.
The system run maytake 35 hours or longer to complete. All data
unit files that have their nameslisted in the subsection below will
be reduced to their minimumsize at the end of the function module
executions.
Commands: REDUCE and SMALL
These commands will reduce the size of data files. Files that
contain Data Units (files with .UNT extension) can contain fragmented
free space after several functional module runs. To reduce the size
of any .UNT file to the minimum required number of bytes, type REDUCE
and the Unit file name without the .UNT extension.
(EXAMPLE: To reduce unit file PRT.UNT:
Type
Press ENTER
REDUCE PRT
PRT.UNT will be reduced to its minimum size
Command SMALL will reduce any or all of the following files, if they
exist on t-_'-6current directory:
ATM.UNT SFIELD.UNT
GEO.UNT PRT.UNT
GRID.UNT PRP.UNT
GEOrI.UNT RBS.UNT
PLD.UNT OBSRV.UNT
FLI.UNT BLM.UNT
RBATMP.UNT RBA.UNT
SPN.UNT
IBL.UNT
IBA.UNT
IBS.UNT
PRO.UNT
PTE.UNT
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To use this command, type SMALL and press ENTER.
Command: SETUP
This command allows the user to change the Graphics Board ID file,
which informs the Plot Postprocessor which graphics board, if any, is
installed on the system:
The following menu is displayed:
GRAPHIC PLOTS ARE AVAILABLE USING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING GRAPHICS
BOARDS:
ID CODE GRAPHICS BOARD
HERCULES MONOCHROMEGRAPHICS BOARD
IBM COLOR GRAPHICS BOARD/OR IBM EXTENDED GRAPHICS
BOARD
NO GRAPHICS BOARD/OR GRAPHICS BOARD NOT LISTED
ENTER GRAPHICS ID CODE
The user enters the ID CODE and presses the ENTER key. If N is
entered, then the Plot Postprocessor cannot be executed.
Command: MPAS
This command allows the user to run multiple ANOPP-PAS predictions on
separate subdirectories of ANOPP, each of which contain blade
geometry unit files. The blade geometry unit files are created by
the Blade Geometry Procedure (command GEOM). Once the Blade Geometry
Procedure for a particular propeller has been run on one
subdirectory, the user can create another subdirectory for that
propeller and copy the following blade geometry unit files to the new
subdirectory:
GEOM.UNT RBA.UNT IBA.UNT
GRID.UNT and RBS.UNT or IBS.UNT
BLM.UNT IBL.UNT
EXAMPLE: If the Blade Geometry Procedure was run with the Improved
Blade Geometry Option, on subdirectory SDIRI, and the user wishes to
create a new subdirectory SDIR2 for predictions using the same blade
geometry, then the following commands would be used:
Type and
Press ENTER
after each
line
MD ANOPP\SDIR2
COPY \ANOPP\SDIRI\GEOM.UNT
COPY \ANOPP\SDIRI\GRID.UNT
COPY \ANOPP\SDIRI\IBS.UNT
COPY \ANOPP\SDIRI\IBA.UNT
COPY \ANOPP\SDIRI\IBL.UNT
_ANOPP\SDIR2
\ANOPP\SDIR2
\ANOPP\SDIR2
\ANOPP\SDIR2
_ANOPP\SDIR2
The user must run the Performance, Noise, Flight Path, and
Propagation Preprocessors, using the INPUT command, on each
subdi rectory.
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• To execute the MPAS command:
Type
Press ENTER
MPAS namel [name2 name3 . . .]
where namel, name2, and name3 . . . represent the subdirectory
names. The command MPAS and the directory names must be separated by
a space or comma. There is no limit to the number of different
subdirectory predictions that can be run with this command, but the
entire command line must not exceed 127 characters.
EXAMPLE: To execute prediction runs on SDIR1 and SDIR2:
!
Type I MPAS SDIRI SDIR2
Press ENTER I
THE MPAS command computes the blade pitch by matching the power
coefficient to measure power on each subdirectory.
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PREPROCESSORS
Description of 9 Data Preprocessors
There are 9 data entry programs, called preprocessors, in the ANOPP-PAS.
There are five procedure proprocessors which display prompts and read values
for all data items required by each of the five prediction procedures. There
are four executive preprocessors, which create, edit or list specific named
data items used by the prediction procedures.
Procedure Preprocessors
IBGPREPinteractively reads the data items required by the Blade Geometry
Procedure (functional modules RBS,RBAand BLMor IBS, IBA and IBL).
PRFPREPinteractively reads the data items required by the Performance
Procedure (functional modules PRPand PLD).
SNSPREPinteractively reads the data items required by the Noise Procedure(functional modules SPNand PTE).
FLPPREPinteractively reads the data items required by the Flight Path
Procedure (functional modules ATM,ABS, SFOand GEO).
PLEPREPinteractively reads all data items required by the Propagation
Procedure (functional modules PRT,PRO,LEVand EFF).
Executi,,_ D
... reprocessors
The IBM-PCversion of ANOPP-PAScontains four executive preprocessors,
one for each type of input data available to the functional modules.
The User Parameter Editor (UPFEDT)provides the following options:
I. Create a new user parameter file.
2. Edit an existing parameter file.
3. Print a directory listing of all parameter files installed on the
system.
4. Print a user parameter file dumpto the screen display.
5. Print a user parameter file dumpto a listings file.
6. Exit the program.
The Alternate NamesTable Editor (ANTEDT)provides the following options:
I. Create a new alternate namestable.
2. Edit an existing alternate namestable.
3. Print a directory listing of all alternate namestable files that are
installed on system.
4. Print an alternate namestable to the screen display.
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5. Print an alternate names table to a listings file.
6. Exit the program.
The Member Manager Editor (I_EDT) provides the following options:
1. Enter a member in a data unit.
Z. Print a member to the display screen.
3. Print a member to a 11stings file.
4. Print a catalog listing of all members on a unit to the screen
display.
5. Print a catalog listing of all members on a unit to a listings file.
6. Print a directory listing of all units installed on the system.
7. Edit the records of an existing member.
O. Exit the program.
The Table Manager Editor (TMEDT) provides the following options:
1. To enter a data table on a data unit.
Z. Print a data table to the display screen.
3. Print a data table to a listing file.
4. Print a catalog listing of all members on a unit to the screen.
5_ Print a catalog listing of all members on a unit to a listings file.
6. Print a directory listing of all units installed on the system.
O. Exit the program.
This section provides documentation for these preprocessors, explains the
options available on each, and gives examples of how they are used. The
symbol <cr> is used to represent 'press the ENTER key' in this documentation_
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Blade Geometry Preprocessor (IBGPREP)
IBGPREP is a BLADE GEOMETRY PREPROCESSOR for interactively
entering the input data required by the original Blade Geometry
functional modules, RBA, RBS, and ELM, or the Improved Blade
Geometry modules, IBS, lEA, end IBL.
File IBG. PAR will be created. If the original Blade GeoMetry
modules will be used, then IBG. PAR will be copied to files:
RBS. PAR, RBA. PAR and ELM. PAR. If the Improved Blade Geometry
modules will be used, then IBG. PAR will be copied to files:
IBS. PAR, IBA. PAR, and IBL. PAR.
Files IBGPREP. EXE and MAKE. BAT must be installed on directory
C:\AMOPP\EXE. The propeller blade geometry input file,
<propeller id>.DEF (for the original Blade Geometry modules) or
(propeller id>.IDF (for the Improved Blade Geometry modules)
must exist on directory C:\ANOPP. (The <propeller id> is the
identification name (1-8 characters) chosen by the user for a
propeller. All predictions made for that propeller will be made
on directory C:\ANOPP\<propeller id>.)
To create a directory for a new propeller and run
the BLADE GEOMETRY PREPROCESSOR, the user types:
MAKE <propeller id>
IIII
|gl
ell
gin
gill
gill
ilgl'
Ill
Ilgl
|11
aN
III!
ENNNINNNNIINNIIlNINNNNINNNNNIINNINNNININIltNNINNNINNtlNNNNNNNNNNN
NItNNNNNNNNINIlNNINNNNNNNIlNIlNNNNNNNNlllNNNNNNNNNINNNNINNNNNN||N
|N _U
mm Example: If the user wishes to run predictions with a eu
ms new propeller, BLADEB, then the user must create s.
a blade geometry input file named BLADEB. DEF (if m,
the original Blade Geometry modules are to be ml
used) or BLADEB. IDF (if the Improved Blade uu
Geometry modules are to be used) and place it on mu
directory C:\ANOPP (see PART 1 for description mu
of file) and type: m,
MAKE BLADEB <cr> wm
wm
BE
J|
mJ
|I
A directory C:\ANOPP\BLADEB will be created and
viii be made the current directory, and the
blade geometry preprocessor will be run.
||J|l|||||mJN||mul||m||NmlM||uJNNN|||l|ll|NimNj||m|ujmmRmmmmm|u|m
NINNNNNNNNNNNNNIININNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNINNNNNNININNNNININNNNNNN
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The program displays the following prompt:
DO YOU WISH TO USE THE IMPROVED BLADE GEOMETRY MODULES?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS ENTER):
If the user wishes to use the Improved Blade Geometry modules,
IBS, IBA, and IBL, then Y is pressed. If the user wishes to use
the original Blade Geometry modules, RBS, RBA, and BLM, then N
is pressed.
PART 1
If a current blade geometry file exists, then the program
displays the blade name or description. If the file does
not exist, then the program prints an error message and
execution of the preprocessor is terminated.
If the file exists, then program asks the user to
verify the blade geometry description:
DO YOU WISH INPUT BLADE 6EOMETRY FOR
A DIFFERENT BLADE ?
The user enters "Y" and presses the ENTER key, if a
dilferent blade is to be used, or presses only the ENTER
key if the current blade will be used.
If Y is entered, then the program prints an exit message and
execution of the preprocessor is terminated.
|1||!||||||!1|i11111|t111111111t!||11111111t111t11111111t!1111111
t11111111111111111111111111111111111t111111111111t1111111t1111111
I! II
i, Example: If current blade geometry file, BLADEB. DEF, ii
,m contains the blade geometry for BLADEB and ee
exists on C:\ANOPP, then the following prompts *m
will be displayed: sm
wu
(typed by user) ee
sm
||
||
I|
l|
I!
|1
l|
II
l|
It
II
l|
(displayed on terminal)
THE INPUT FILE ON THIS DIRECTORY
CONTAINS BLADE GEOMETRY FOR -
BLADEB
DO YOU WISH INPUT BLADE GEOMETRY FOR
A DIFFERENT BLADE ?
ENTER .yl OR PRESS IENTERI FOR NO=>
|1
el
tl
II
II
<or> sl
|e
I1||11111|!111tltllt!1|||11111111|111111|111tlt11111|!t1111111111
IIIiiit1111111111111tt1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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BLADE GEOMETRY INPUT FILE FORMAT FOR IMPROVED BLADE
GEOMETRY MODULES: IBS, IBA, AND IBL
If the Improved Blade Geometry modules, IBS, IBA, and IBL are
to be used, then the blade geometry input file must be named
<propeller id>.IDF (vhere <propeller id> is any name choosen
by the user), and lust have the folloving format:
LINE
1
2
3
4
5
6
N*4
N*5
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
BLADE NAME OR DESCRIPTION (1-8@ CHARACTERS)
NUMBER OF AIRFOIL SECTIONS ON THE BLADE (INTEGER)
A SET OF NUMBERS OF DIFFERENT CROSS SECTIONS
(INTEGER) (IE. , IF LINE 2 IS: 8 AND LINE 3
IS: I, 1, 1, 2, 3, THEN THERE ARE 8 DIFFERENT
SPANWISE STATIONS, BUT AT THE 4TH
AND 5TH SPANWlSE STATIONS, THE CROSS
SECTIONS HAVE THE SAME (X,Y) COORDINATES
AND AT THE 6TH, 7TH, AND BTH SPANWISE
STATIONS, THE CROSS SECTIONS HAVE THE
SAME (X,Y) COORDINATES. )
SPANWlSE COORDINATE, (RE BLADE LENGTH), (REAL),
LEADING EDGE ABSCISSA (RE BLADE LENGTH), (REAL),
LEADING EDGE ORDINATE (RE BLADE LENGTH), (REAL),
CHORD LENGTH, (RE BLADE LENGTH), (REAL),
LEADING EDGE RADIUS (RE CHORD LENGTH) (REAL),
BLADE TWIST ANGLE MEASURED POSITIVE CLOCKWISE
LOOKING OUTBOARD, IN DEGREES (REAL),
NUMBER OF (X,Y) PAIRS ON UPPER SURFACE (INTEGER),
NUMBER OF (X,Y) PAIRS ON LOWER SURFACE
OF FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION (INTEGER)•
FIRST (X,Y) PAIR ON UPPER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION (REAL)
SECOND (X,Y) PAIR ON UPPER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION (REAL)
NTH (X,Y) PAIR ON UPPER SURFACE OF FIRST
AIRFOIL SECTION ( REAL )
FIRST(X,Y) PAIR ON LOWER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION ( REAL )
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M+6 SECOND (X,Y) PAIR ON LOWER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION ( REAL )
N+4+M MTH (X, Y) PAIR OH LOWER SURFACE OF FIRST
AIRFOIL SECTION (REAL)
( LINES 4 THROUGH H+4*N MAY REPEAT FOR EACH AIRFOIL SECTION•
IF THERE ARE IDENTICAL CROSS SECTIONS, THE SAME FORMAT
OF RECORD THREE REPEATS FOR EACH OF THE SAME CROSS
SECTIONS AND THE (X,Y) PAIRS ARE ENTERED ONLY ONCE•
NOTE : N AND N MAY BE UNEOUAL AND MAY BE DIFFERENT FOR
EACH SECTION. )
( Each line may end vith an optional <epace>$ )
Text file C:\ANOPP\EXE\GEON. IDF can be examined as an example
of a Blade Geometry input file for the Improved Blade
Geometry modules.
BLADE GEOMETRY INPUT FILE FORMAT FOR ORIGINAL BLADE
GEOMETRY MODULES: RBS, RBA, AND BLN
If the original Blade Geometry modules, RBS, RBA, and BLN are
to be used, then the blade geometry input file must be named
<propeller id>.DEF (vhere <propeller id> is any name ohooaen
by the user), and must have the folloving format:
LINE
1
2
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
BLADE MANE OR DESCRIPTION (I-80 CHARACTERS)
NUMBER OF AIRFOIL SECTIONS ON THE BLADE (INTEGER)
5-7
3R,3
H,4
N*5
H*3*N
SPAHWISE COORDINATE (REAL),
LEADING EDGE ABSCISSA (REAL),
LEADING EDGE ORDINATE (REAL),
CHORD LENGTH (REAL)p
( THE FIRST FOUR ENTRIES OH LIHE 2 HUST BE
IN THE SANE UNITS AS THE SYSTEN OFUHITS
INDICATOR LISTED ABOVE)
LEADING EDGE RADIUS (RE CHORD LENGTH) (REAL),
BLADE TWIST ANGLE NEASURED POSITIVE CLOCKWISE
LOOKING OUTBOARD, IN DEGREES (REAL),
NUNBER OF (X,Y) PAIRS OH UPPER SURFACE (INTEGER),
HUNBER OF (X,Y) PAIRS ON LOWER SURFACE
OF FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION (INTEGER)•
FIRST (X,Y) PAIR ON UPPER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION (REAL)
SECOND (X,Y) PAIR ON UPPER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION (REAL)
HTH (X,Y) PAIR OH UPPER SURFACE OF FIRST
AIRFOIL SECTION ( REAL )
FIRST(X,Y) PAIR ON LOWER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION ( REAL )
SECOND (X,¥) PAIR OH LOWER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION ( REAL )
NTH (X,Y) PAIR OH LOWER SURFACE OF FIRST
AIRFOIL SECTION (REAL)
( LINES 2 THROUGH H+3+N REPEAT FOR EACH AIRFOIL SECTION.
HaTE : N AND N NAY BE UNEQUAL AND NAY BE DIFFERENT FOR
EACH SECTION. )
( Each line say end vith an optional <epace>$ )
Text file C:\AHOPP\EXE\GEON. DEF can be examined as an example
of a Blade Geometry input file for the original Blade
Geometry modules.
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PART 2
The program displays the description and default eettlng, for all
single value input data required by each of the blade geometry
functional modules. (If the data is listed as (REAL), then
the entry must include m decimal point. If the data is listed
as (INTEGER), then the entry may NOT include a decimal point.)
The user is prompted to enter the value or press "ENTER" only,
if the default setting is to be used, for the following data:
||NNNNNNN||INNNINIIIININNNNNINNIN|N|||N|NNNN
ENTER SYSTEM OF UNITS INDICATOR:
"S" FOR SI UNITS
"E" FOR ENGLISH UNITS
OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR DEFAULT (SI)=>
If SI units are chosen, then the following is displayed:
|uum_.uwu.Jlmwu.u_wwlmmlwmwuwlu.ummmwlmlmlwa
ENTER BLADE LENGTH IN NETERS (REAL)
OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR
DEFAULT (1.016 METERS)=>
If ENGLISH units are chosen, then the following is displayed:
J|mE_EmNNmEmmMum|mgwu|_lmJ_m|mE|jmjmN|jEum|l
ENTER BLADE LENGTH IN INCHES (REAL)
OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR
DEFAULT (40 INCHES)=>
if a value is entered for blade length, then thit value is
dliplayed on the screen.
NWNNIINIlINNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNINNINNNNINNNNNN|NNNN|N|N|NN|||NNIN|N
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNINNNNNNNNtNNIIINNNNNNNNININNNtNNNINNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
I| aN
mu Example: me
sm ENTER BLADE LENGTH IN INCHES (REAL) ms
aN OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR ew
aN DEFAULT (40 INCHES)=> aN
• m (displayed on terminal) am
aN la
em To enter a value of 38 inches, the user types 38.1)0 an
aN and presses the ENTER key: aa
m| l|
SN => 38oDO <or> as
N| ml
mm The program echos back the following value: el
IN a|
• m 38.00000000_000000000 me
!1 al
IIlININIINIIINNIINIIIIINNIIIlililIilNIIIIIIINIItIIItlIIIIINNNINNI
IIINIIIIIINIIIIIIIilINNIIlllIlIINNIIIINttINININIINININNIIIINIIIN!
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The program then asks the user to enter a print directive:
_mmmam_aa_mwwuum_u_Jwwm_ummuummumaullwwm
ENTER PRINT FLAG (INTEGER)
zO, NO PRINT DESIRED
=1, INPUT PRINT ONLY
=2, OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
=3, BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR DEFAULT(3)=>
mmmmummmummmuwmmmuwmmumwuwmwmmmmuwmummuwmmmu
If the user vtshes to have both input and output data printed
to results files: RESULTS. RBS, RESULTS. RBA, and RESULTS. BLH,
or RESULTS. IBS, RESULTS. IBA, and RESULTS. IBL, then only the
ENTER key is pressed. These files viii be created
vhen functional modules, RBS, RBA, end BLN, or IBS, IRA,
and IBL are executed.
If the Improved Blade Geometry modules, IBS, IBA, and IBL
are to be used, the program then asks the user to enter
the folloving:
|mNJm|INNN|mmNN_||mN_WNNNN|IJm_NmR|NNll|||MNNN
ENTER RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEAT (REAL)'
OR PRESS 'ENTER" ONLY FOR
DEFAULT (I.4BO) =>
||N|N||Nm|NINNJmIUN|NI|_|m|NNNmmNm||INm|JmU'
ENTER COMPRESSIBILITY CORRECTION INDICATOR'
FOR PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS:'
"K" FOR KARMAN-TSIEN CONPRESSIBILITY CORRECTION'
"5" FOR GLAUERT COMPRESSIBILITY CORRECTION'
"N" FOR NO CORRECTION'
OR PRESS 'ENTER" ONLY FOR DEFAULT (KARMAN-TSIEN)=>'
gI||tlN|NINNIHNNIHI|ttH|IIINH|||g||H||NNNHg'
ENTER COMPRESSIBILITY CORRECTION INDICATOR'
FOR LIFT COEFFICIENTS:'
"G" FOR GLAUERT COMPRESSIBILITY CORRECTION'
"N" FOR NO CORRECTION'
OR PRESS 'ENTER" ONLY FOR DEFAULT (NO CORRECTION)'
IN_NN|_NNtI|Nt|I|_NNtNm||N||NINNI|NNNNN|Nt_'
ENTER MODEL INDICATOR:'
"F m FOR FLAT PLATE DESCRIPTION'
"L" FOR FULL LAMINAR AND TURBULENT FLOW DESCRIPTION'
OR PRESS 'ENTER" ONLY FOR DEFAULT (L)=>'
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PART 3
If • set of chordvtse blade stations exists on file GRID. UNT,
then the program displays those values.
EXAMPLE:
CURRENT CHORDWISE STATIONS:
INIIlIlUNIIIIINIINIIillNlllIININIllUlIlNt||||||||III|NIN||I|N|||
UNIT MEMBER GRID{XI2) - CHORDWlSE STATIONS-
e.e00 e. lee 0.200 e.3eo e.4e0 e.se0 0.600
e.70o 0.8o0 0.900 1.000
||iN|NNE|E|N|NN|EEEN||NNN|N|IININ|NNNNNNNEEENNENIENNEN||||E|ENNN
If the set of chordvtse stations does not exist on file GRID. UNT,
then the program displays relieving default values:
DEFAULT CHORDWISE STATIONS:
IIIlllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllltllllltlllllilllllllllllllllll
UNIT MEMBER GRID(XI2) - CHORDWISE STATIORS-
0.000 0.050 0.100 0.150 0.200 0.250 0.300
0.350 0.400 0.450 0.500 0.550 0.600 0.650
0.700 0.750 0.800 0.850 0.900 0.950 1.000
|||II|t|||ItlIII|t||I|III|I|U|I||NIIN|||INNI|II|IN|I||||||||I|I
After either the current or default values are printed to the
screen, the relieving prompt is displayed:
|lllt||l|l||llllllllllllll|l||lll||llllltlllltll
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THESE CHORDWISE STATIONS?
ENTER "Y" OR PRESS "ENTER" FOR NO=>
If the user vtshes to use the printed values (either the
current values or default values), then only the ENTER key
is pressed. If the values are to be changed, then Y and the
ENTER key are pressed and the relieving prompt appears:
|lllll|l||llllllltllll|ll|l|l|ll|ltll|lllllllll|llll
ENTER THE NUMBER OF CHORDWlSE STATIONS (INTEGER)
(MAXIMUM OF 25) "_
The program vllI then prompt the user to enter each of the
chordvise stations.
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NNNN|NNNNNNNNNNNNNNINNI|NNNNIINNNNNNNINNNNNNNIINNNINN|HNN|INNNINN|
NIIN|NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNINNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN|NNNN|NNNINNNNNNNNNN||NNNNN
|| ||
mm Example: (intermctively enter chordvise stations) mm
mm {displayed on terminal) {typed by user) al
J| N|
mm ENTER THE NUMBER OF CNORDWISE STATIONS {INTEGER) au
mm {MAXIMUM OF 25) =) 7 ¢_r_ mm
I| aU
mm ENTER POSITION I {REAL) => 0.000 ¢or_ m,
mm ENTER POSITION 2 {REAL) => 0.200 <or> mm
mm ENTER POSITION 3 {REAL) => 0.250 <or> mu
me ENTER POSITION 4 {REAL) => 0.500 <_> am
mm ENTER POSITION 5 {REAL) => 0.700 <or> am
um ENTER POSITION 6 {REAL) => 0.750 <or> IN
sm ENTER POSITION 7 {REAL) => I.e00 <or> ,m
ml a|
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII|IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIINIII
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII|IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
PART 4
If m set of flach numbers exists on file RBA. URT,
(if the original Blade Geometry modules are to be
used) or on file IBA. UNT (if the Improved Blade
Geometry modules are to be used), then the program
displays those values.
EXAMPLES:
If the original Blade Geometry modules are to
used:
CURRENT MACH NUMBERS:
UNIT MEMBER RBA(MACH) - MACK NUMBERS
0.100 0.200 0.500 0.900
llllllllllllllmllUtltllllttlllllttllllllllllWll
If the Improved Blade Geometry modules are to
used:
CURRENT MACH NUMBERS:
IIItllllllllllllllllllllllIIIIIilNIIIIIIllllll
UNIT MEMBER IBA{MACH) - MACH NUMBERS
0.100 0.200 0.500 0.900
IIII!11111111111111111111111111111111111111|!11
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If the set of Mach numbers does not exist,
then the program displays one of the followlng
sets of default values:
If the original Blade Geometry modules are to
used:
UNIT MEMBER RBA(MACH) - MACH NUMBERS
0.100 0.300 0.500 0.700 0.900
II|i|iJilli|mNlil|glllllB|l|g|lHlil|tgiNtigiigi
If the Improved Blade Geometry modules are to
used:
ImmIN||t_mUNJJlIIJUlDURmUaN|IlmUmmIINNNUmIltNIm
UNIT MEMBER IBA(MACH) - MACH NUMBERS
0. Z00 0.300 0.500 0.700 0.900
IHHHHmN|WNNHNI|HHHHN|HNHHH|HH|UHHRNNNIHNNNNNN|N
After either the current or default values are
printed to the screen, the following prompt is
displayed:
illlliil||lilil|lllili|lllllll||i|lm||lll|ilit||
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THESE MACH NUMBERS ?
ENTER "¥" OR PRESS "ENTER" FOR NO=>
If the user wishes to use the printed values (either the
current values or default values), then only the ENTER key
is pressed. If the values are to be changed, then ¥ and the
ENTER key are pressed and the following prompt appears:
|lll||ll|lmJl||l|llllJl|llWl|l|lmlNUlmNINlml|Nlg
ENTER NUMBER OF MACH NUMBERS (INTEGER)
( MAXIMUM OF 10) =7
The number of MACH NUMBERS to be entered should be typed by
the user. The program will then prompt the user to enter
each MACH NUMBER.
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|NNIINNNNNNINNNNtNNNNNNNINNININNNN|INNNNNNINNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNI|N
||||IINNNNNNNINNHNNNH|NHI|Ht|N|INNNtNN|HHHNNNNH|N|N|||N|NN||N||N
II II
m| Example: (interactively enter 5 MACH NUMBERS) u|
|| J|
|| (displayed on terminal) (typed by user) am
|| El
|| ENTER NUMBER OF MACH NUMBERS (INTEGER) ||
w| ( MAXIMUM OF 10) => 5 <cr> um
|| ENTER POSITIOH I (REAL) -> e. lee <or> m|
m| ENTER POSITION 2 (REAL) => 0.200 <or> ||
|| ENTER POSITION 3 (REAL) => 0.300 <cr> m|
|| ENTER POSITION 4 (REAL) => 0.500 <cr> m|
m| ENTER POSITION 5 (REAL) -> 0.700 <or> e|
IN I|
|IllIlllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllilillllllllllllllllll
lllllllltllllllllllllllllllltlllllltillllllllllltllllllllllllltl
PART 5
If • set of ANGLES OF ATTACK exists on file RBA. UNT,
(if the original Blade Geometry modules are to be used)
or on file IBA. UHT (if the Improved Blade Geometry modules
are to be used), then the progrma displays those values.
EXAMPLE:
If the original Blade Geometry modules are to
used:
CURRENT ANGLES OF ATTACK:
|mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm|||||
UNIT MEMBER RBA(ALPHA) - ANGLES OF ATTACK
1.000 3.000 5.000
llllllllllllllilllilllllilllllllIllllllliilllll
If the Improved Blade Geometry modules are to
used:
CURRENT ANGLES OF ATTACK:
|mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm|
UNIT MEMBER IBA(ALPHA) - ANGLES OF ATTACK
1.000 3.000 5.000
llllllllllllilllllllliililllllllllllliillllllll
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If the set of ANGLES OF ATTACK does not exist,
then the program displays one of the folloving
sets of default values:
If the original Blade Geometry nodules are to
used:
g|gg|eggglgggJ|ggg||ggggg|g||||gJgggggggggggg|g
UNIT MEMBERRBA(ALPHA) - ANSLES OF ATTACK
1.000 3.eeo 6.000
|NiiNNNINNNNNiiNiNmlliNlili|ilNi|Ilii|NUlmg||||
If the Improved Blade Geometry modules mrs to
used:
g|||g|gm||J|gNmNgggIg|g|g|g|||g|||ggg|g|gggN|gg
UNIT MEMBER IBA(ALPHA) - ANGLES OF ATTACK
1.000 3.000 6.000
gmJlm_um_|mluDIl_wg|u|wm||m|||lgjRmJu|uDulmE|ml
After either the current or default values are printed to the
screen, the folloving prompt is displayed:
twuuwmwummuwwmmwwmwwwu.wwmwmuHmmmmummwmwmummuw,
DO YOU VISH TO CHAHGE THESE ANGLES OF ATTACK ?
ENTER "Y* OR PRESS aENTERa FOR NO=>
If the user vishes to use the printed values (either the
current values or default values), then only the ENTER key
is pressed. If the values are to be changed, then Y and the
ENTER key are pressed and the folloving prompt appears:
mmwuuww,umwumwm,wuw,wJmu,wmmwwwm_mwmmHm_wwwmmmw
ENTER NUMBER OF ANGLES OF ATTACK (INTEGER)
( MAXIMUM OF 10) z>
The number of ANGLES OF ATTACK to be entered should be typed by
the user. The program will then prompt the user to enter
each ANGLE OF ATTACK.
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INNNNNNNNNINNNtNNNINININIDNNNNN|NINNINRININUNtNNNIINN|NNNINNNNN||NN
|||||N|tN||II|NIINIINNIII||IIItNNIN|IIIINIINItNINIIII|NNINII||I|IIN
IN IN
mw Example: (interactively enter 5 ANGLES OF ATTACK ) mm
EN Nm
mm (displayed on terminal) (typed by uBer) mm
|| ............ |U
om ENTER NUMBER OF ANGLES OF ATTACK(INTEGER) mm
mm ( HAXIHUN OF 10 ) -> 5 mm
_| mN
mr ENTER POSITION 1 z> -4.000 <cr> la
mm ENTER POSITION 2 => -2.000 <cr> H
mm ENTER POSITION 3 => e.eoe <or> ,.
mm ENTER POSITION 4 => 2.000 (or> mw
mm ENTER POSITION 5 -> 4.000 <cr> mr
_N Jm
|NNNNNNNINUmNIIHIIINIINNIINIINIINNHNININNINRN|NNNNIIN||mNNNINN|INN!
N||N||NINN|NI|II||IN|NNNINI|H||NNINIIININNENINH||NIHNNENI|IN|ENININ
The follovtng exit message vtll be displayed:
m|l|||||l|gmlmlll|mml|m|l|l|||||N|Nlm
m BLADE GEOHETRY INPUT CONPLETED •
NNNN|INNNHNNNNN||NIINII|NIINNINNNNNN!
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Performance Preprocessor (PRFPREP)
PRFPREP Is s PERFORMANCE MODULE PREPROCESSOR for interactlvely
entering the input data required by the performance functlonal
modules, PRP and PLD.
User Parsleter file PRF. PAR rill be created and rill be copied to
files PRP. PAR, end PLD. PAR. Alternate names file PLD. ANT vii1
be created.
The user must sake C:\ANOPP\<propeller id> the current
directory. (If it is not the current directorypthen the
user types: CHANSE <propeller id> and presses ENTER.)
<propeller Id> is the identification name given to a
propeller (1-8 characters) and is also the name of the
subdirectory used for predictions vtth that propeller
(see MAKE command in Section IV.)
File PRFPREP.EXE and INPUT. BAT aust be Installed on
directory C:\ANOPP\EXE.
To run PRFPREP the user types:
INPUT <cr>
The system rill ask the user if each preprocessor is to be
run. The following prompt is displayed:
DO YOU WISH TO RUN THE PERFORMANCE PREPROCESSOR?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER'):
The user types Y to run the preprocessor.
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PART I
The program displays the 1alloying description and default
setting, in parenthesis, for the single value input data
required by performance modules PRP and PLD. The user is prompted
to enter the value or press the ENTER key only, if the default
metring is to be used. (If the data is listed as (REAL), then the
entry must include s decimal point. If the data is listed as
(INTEGER), then the entry may ROT include a decimal point.)
|NNNNNNNNNNI|H|NHNNNNH|NHH||HHNNNHNNHHNH|NNHHN|NNNH
ENTER PROPELLER ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEOREES (REAL)
OR PRESS tENTER" ONLY FOR DEFAULT (4,36) =>
||NIINININNNNIH||IINNNI|HNNNI|NNtIIII|IIN||IIINNNNN
ENTER NACN NUNBER OF BLADE TIP (REAL)
OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR DEFAULT (0.86434) =>
IB|||||||NNN||||||||||I||I||||||||||INNtINBIIBNBBB|
ENTER INFLOV NACH NUHBER (REAL)
OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR DEFAULT (0,12327) =>
||NgHHNHiNNNNNii|iliHNi|iiHiHNNilllliNilliHiIiiNNil
ENTER NUHBER DF PROPELLER BLADES (INTEGER)
OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR DEFAULT (2) ">
||NNIINININNIINIHIINHNINHNINHNININNNINNNNNHNHHIINHN
|||U|
||NB|
||
||
||
||
||
||
U|
IN
!!|
gin
||
gli
I|
I|
|N
am
NIIINNIINNNINNIINNHN,INHINNININNNH|INNIN|INHI|NNIINNNNNINNDIN
NNNN|H|NNNNN|NNNNIBN|NB|NINH|IHNNINHNHINNHIBIIN||HB|NBNIIII!
(0.12327) ">
(displayed
on terminal)
Example:
ENTER INFLOW HACH NUHBER (REAL)
OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR DEFAULT
To enter m value of e. 4, the user
types 8.4D8 and the presses the ENTER key:
• > 8.4D8 <cr>
To enter the delault value of 8.12327, the user
presses the ENTER key:
|'l
ill
||
gill
|l
J|
HI
gll
Ill
||
|11
gl|
I1|
I1|
glgl
I1|s> <CT>
|||||||||||HNNNNN|N|NNNN|N|NNNHNNN|INNNNNNNNNNNNNNN|NNNNIII|IINll
IHNHNNNHNNNNNNNNINNNNNIINNNNNNNINNIHNNNN|HHININHNNNNH|NINNHIININ|
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PART 2
The program then displays the following prompt:
DO YOU WISH TO COMPUTE OR ENTER BLADE PITCH VALUE?
ENTER "C" FOR COMPUTE OR "E j FOR ENTER=>
NN|NINN|NNNllNNtUllmlNNNtlNNNNNINJtttNINiNNNNRNJ|IN
The user must press "E" and the ENTER key, if an exact value
for the the blade pitch ls to be entered. The user must press
"C" and the ENTER key, If the blade pitch is to be computed from
an initial guess and convergence of the power coefficient to
measured power, using the secant method.
If the user chooses E, then the program displays the following
description and default setting, in parenthesis, for the
blade pitch input data. The user is prompted to enter
the value or press "ENTER" only, if the default setting is
to be used.
ENTER BLADE PITCH SETTING AT THE ROOT (RADIANS)
OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR DEFAULT (0.0) =>
*mumwummmmeemm,mmm**emum**mu,mm,mewmmmm,ee,eeeemmme
If the user chooses C, then the program displays the following
descr!pt!on and default setting, In parenthesis, for all single
value input data required for computation of the blade pitch.
The user is prompted to enter the value or press "ENTER" only,
if the default setting is to be used, for each of the following
values:
mmmmmmm,mmummmmmm.mmmu.mmmummmmmmwmmmmmmmumummmmmm.
ENTER INITIAL GUESS FOR PROPELLER PITCH
AT 3/4 SPAN IN DEGREES {REAL) OR PRESS
"ENTER" FOR DEFAULT (20. B DEGREES)=>
ENTER BLADE TWIST FROM ROOT TO 314 SPAN
IN DEGREES (REAL) OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY
FOR DEFAULT (13.5 DEGREES)=>
ENTER POWER COEFFICIENT (REAL)
OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR
DEFAULT {0.4740BD-1) =>
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ililllllllltllillllllillllllllillillllililllllilllllillililllllll
lllllllllllilllitiillllllilllllllilllillilililillllllllllllllllll
il I*
** Example: I,
** ENTER INITIAL GUESS FOR PROPELLER PITCH ( displayed e,
el AT 3/4 SPAN IN DEGREES _REAL) OR PRESS on terminal) wl
** 'ENTER" FOR DEFAULT (20.8 DEGREES)=) m*
** To enter a value of 20.0, the user am
** types 20.0d0 and presses the ENTER key: **
el -> 20.0D0 <or> el
El II
** To enter default value of 20.8, the user **
** presses only the ENTER key: el
*l II
II _) (cr) II
Ilillllllllllllllillllllllllllllllillililllllllilllllllilllllllll
llilllllliitllililillililllllllllilillilliillilillllllllilllltlll
PART 3
The program displays the description and current value for the
print directive (if it was entered in the blade geometry
preprocessor) and asks the user if the value is to be changed.
If the value was not found or if the user requested to
change the value, then the program displays the following
description and default setting, in parenthesis, for
the print directive. The user enters the value or presses
•ENTER" only, if the default setting is to be used.
lllllllliliillililllllilllilillilliililliliiliillll
ENTER PRINT FLAG (INTEGER)
=0, NO PRINT DESIRED
=I, INPUT PRINT ONLY
=2, OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
=3, BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR DEFAULT (3) =)
If the user chooses I, 2, or 3, then any requested input mnd
any printed output for functional module PRP will be located
in file RESULTS. PRP, on the current subdirectory. This file
will be created when the functional module is executed. Only
the input data for functional module PLD will be printed to
file RESULTS. PLD.
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PART 4
If • set of spanwise blade stations exi•ts on file GRID. UMT
then the program displays those values.
lEII|lIllltlJiItiIIiEillelilIJlElilJIUEllmEllEilIl|tl
llilllilIililli|llilliilliiliilillillillliliIi|ll|ll|
** EXAMPLE: **
II II
mm CURRENT SPANWISE STATIONS: mm
** ********************************************* m,
m, UNIT MEMBER GRID(XI1) - SPANWISE STATIONS- em
mi DEFAULT GRID: i.
** 0.400 0.500 0.600 0.700 0.750 m,
mm mm
mm 0.800 0.850 0.900 0.9)0 0.990 mm
II II
IIIII|IIlIIilliIIIIiiIIiIIIiIiIIIliIIIiIiIIIIIiI|II|I
IIIIIIIIIIiIIIIIIililiIiI|IiIiIIIiI|II|iiI|I|I|II|Iil
If the set of spanwlse •tatlon• doe• not exist on file 6RID. UNT,
then the program dl•plays the following default values:
DEFAULT SPANWISE STATIONS:
IIIIIIIINIIINNNJNIIINililmlII|I|IIIIImlmI|mNNN|NIII|||I||II
UNIT MEMBER GRID(XII) - SPAHWISE STATIONS-
0.400 0.500 0.600 0.700 0.750
0.800 0.850 0.900 0.950 0.990
IIl|l|||IlllllI|liili|IIl|lll|l|illiiliJlllIil|il||I|||||||
A_ter the current or default value• are printed to the
screen, the following prompt is displayed:
IIIIIIIIIIlliltlllllllllll|tllll|lllllllllllJlJi
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THESE SPANWISE STATIONS?
ENTER "Y" OR PRESS "ENTER' FOR NO ">
llllltlltlllillilIllmlllitIIliilllmlIlliiI|iliiI
If the user wishes to use the printed values {either the
current value• or the default value•), then only the ENTER
key is pressed. If the value• are to be changed, then Y
and the ENTER key are pressed and the following prompt
appears:
mmimuiimmmmmmmmmi,mimimmiimummmmmmlnlmuimm,mmmiimmmimimilI!
ENTER NUMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS (INTEGER)
{MAXIMUM OF 10) s>
lllllllllllllllllilllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllltIIilllI
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The program vlll then prompt the user to enter each of the
spanviae stations.
|NNNINiI|ltlNHNNNHNNNiNi|iiN|IiiliN|NNNUNNI|mNNNINNiiNNiNiN||i|||N
IINNNNNINNIINNNNNNNINNNNNNNNNNNNINNNNHNINNNNNNNNNNNNllNNNNNNNNNNNN
Jl
mm Example: (Interectlvely enter ? spanvlse stations )
am
mu (displayed on terminal) (typed by user)
|| ..........
mm ENTER NUMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS (INTEGER)
,u (MAXIMUM OF 10) => 7 ,cr>
,m ENTER POSITION I => 0.000 <cr>
** ENTER POSITION 2 =_ 0.200 <cr_
w, ENTER POSITION 3 => 0.250 <cr>
** ENTER POSITION 4 => 0.500 ¢cr>
mm ENTER POSITION 5 => 0.700 ,cr>
mr ENTER POSITION 6 _ 0.750 _cr_
mr ENTER POSITION 7 =_ 0.900 ¢or_
Dg
l|llE||iEillltEEEmllUEIE|EEIEl||l|llWtlE
IINEm|lEEililml|l|lltEIIIllttElll|ElilmE
Ill
Ill
liE'
I,I!
m,I!
Ilm
Ilgl
gill
nil
gill
III!
Ilgl
gtgl
Ill
llgl
mmuNgmtumt|JJuumlmuJuuNl|u
lliliNliliitilliNlilitiIil
PART 5
If a set of BLADE INPLANE STATIONS exists on file GRID. UNT,
then the program displays those values.
|INIIINEI|||NEINIIN|IllEEImNEI|IIEEElllEEElUII|IEIE|EtE|EEEImEEEUE
m, EXAMPLE: ,u
j| NI
mm CURRENT BLADE INPLANE STATIONS: nu
** ********************************************** m,
,u UNIT MEMBER GRID(PSI)- BLADE INPLANE STATIONS m,
mm 0.0000 0.2500 0.3750 0.5000 0.6250 0.7500 m*
am 0.8750 1.0000 a,
mm Jm
|II|II|||IINN|NII|N|||EEllEilN||EltllEN|tEE|JEEE|EIE||IIE|EEE|E||E
lllilillillliiliIiilillillilililllllilillllllillltiililll|ili|illi
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If the set of BLADE INPLANE STATIONS does not exist,
then the program displays the following default values:
DEFAULT BLADE INPLANE STATIONS:
********ll*llmlili********lmlillll********|*|*
UNIT MEMBER GRID{PSI)- BLADE INPLANE STATIONS
0.0000 0.0625 0.1250 0.1875 0.2500 0.3125
0.4375 0.5000 0.5625 0.6250 0.6875 0.7500
0.8750 0.9375 1.0000
0.3750
0.8125
After either the current or default values are printed to the
screen, the following prompt is displayed:
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THESE INPLANE STATIONS?
ENTER my, OR PRESS mENTERW FOR NO=>
If the user wishes to use the printed values (either the
current values or default values), then only the enter key
Is pressed. If the values are to be changed, then Y and the
ENTER key are pressed and the following prompt appears:
ENTER NUMBER OF BLADE !NPLANE STATIONS (INTEGER}
(MAXIMUM OF 25) =>
The number of BLADE INPLANE STATIONS to be entered
should be typed by the user. The program will then prompt the
user to enter each of the BLADE INPLANE STATIOHS.
*ii*lil***lillilillililllillillllililililill****lilllill|*liill|a
lllllllillillllillililliliililllillillillililllilllllllllilllilli
lI ll
** Example: (interactLvely enter 3 BLADE INPLANE STATIONS) a|
ll li
ll (displayed on terminal) (typed by user) ,|
ll ll
** ENTER NUMBER OF BLADE INPLANE STATIONS am
** (INTEGER) (MAXIMUM OF 25) z> 3 <or> i|
** ENTER POSITION I (REAL) -> 0.000 <cr> ml
** ENTER POSITION 2 (REAL) => 0.100 <cr> mm
** ENTER POSITION 3 (REAL) m> 0.200 <or> mm
!1 II
IIIIIIIt*tllllllllllllllllllllllllllll*llll*lilllllltllilll*lllll
*llilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll*llt*l*llillilllltll
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PART 6
The program then verifies that the unit members, required
by functional modules PRP and PLD, exist and do not exceed
maximum numbers. Any errors or missing files will cause one
or more of the following messages to be displayed:
** REQUIRED FILE GRID. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER GRID(XII)DOES NOT EXIST
( GRID(XII} is created by execution of module RBS
or it is created by the performance prepocessor.}
** REQUIRED FILE GRID. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER GRID(XI2) DOES NOT EXIST
(GRID(XI2) is created by the blade geometry preprocessor.}
** REQUIRED FILE GRID. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER GRID(PSI) DOES NOT EXIST
(GRID(PSI) is created by the performance prepocessor.}
*** ERROR- NUMBER OF CHORDWISE
STATIONS EXCEEDS 25 **
*** ERROR- NUMBER OF SPANWISE
STATIONS EXCEEDS 10 **
*** ERROR- NUMBER OF INPLANE
STATIONS EXCEEDS 25 **
*** ERROR- PRODUCT OF CHORDWISE, SPANWISE, AND
INPLANE STATIONS EXCEEDS 3600 **
If the original Blade Geometry modules: RBS, RBA, and
BLM are to be used, then the following messages may
be displayed:
** REQUIRED FILE RBS. UNT CONTAINING UNIT MEMBER
RBS(SLPSPN) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(RBS(SLPSPN) is created by execution of module RBS.)
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U, REQUIRED FILE RBS. UNT CONTAINING UNIT MEMBER
RBS(SLPCRD) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(RBS(SLPCRD) is created by execution of module RBS.)
** REQUIRED FILE RBS. UNT CONTAINING UNIT MEMBER
RBS(SPAN) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(RBS(SPAN) is created by execution of module RBS.)
** REQUIRED FILE BLM. UNT CONTAINING UNIT MEMBER
BLM(LIFTDRAG) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(BLM(LIFTDRAG) is created by execution of module BLM.)
** REQUIRED FILE RBA. UNT CDNTAINING UNIT MEMBER
RBA(MACH) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(RBA(MACH) is created by the blade geometry preprocessor.)
If the Improved Blade Geometry modules: IBS, IBA, and
IBL are to be used, then the following messages may
be displayed:
** REQUIRED FILE IBS. UNT CONTAINING UNIT MEMBER
IBS(SLPSPN) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(IBS(SLPSPN) is created by execution of module IBS.)
** REQUIRED FILE IBS. UNT CONTAINING UNIT MEMBER
IBS(SLPCRD) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(IBS(SLPCRD) is created by execution of module IBS.}
** REQUIRED FILE IBS. UNT CONTAINING UNIT MEMBER
IBS(SPAN) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(IBSfSPAN) is created by execution of module IBS.)
** REQUIRED FILE IBA. UNT CONTAINING UNIT MEMBER
IBA(LIFT) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(IBA(LIFT) is created by execution of module IBA.)
** REQUIRED FILE IBL. UNT CDNTAINING UNIT MEMBER
IBL(DRAG) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(IBL(DRAG) is created by execution of module IBL.
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mm REQUIRED FILE IBA. UNT CONTAINING UNIT MEMBER
IBA(_ACH) DOES NOT EXlST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(IBA(NACH) is crested by the blmde geometry preprocesmor.)
The tolloving exit message vtll be displayed:
NNNNi|NINNIHtNINNNNN|NNNN|NN|NNNNNNN
I |
u PERFORHANCE INPUT COHPLETED n
E |
wummunmmuwumuwmmmuml.muummummmmlmmmu
Execution suspended: PRESS "ENTER" TO CONTINUE
The user must press the ENTER key to continue vith the
next preprocessor prompt.
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Noise Preprocessor (SNSPREP)
SNSPREP is a NOISE MODULE PREPROCESSOR for intersctively
entering the input data required by the noise functional
modules SPN and PTE.
User Parameter files SPN. PAR and PTE. PAR will be created.
The user must make C:\ANOPP\<propeller id, the current
directory. (If it is not the current directory, the user
types: CHARGE <propeller id> and presses ENTER.}
<propeller id> is the identification name given to s
propeller (1-8 characters} and is also the name of the
subdirectory used for predictions with that propeller
{see MAKE command in Section IV.)
File SNSPREP. EXE and INPUT. BAT must be installed on
directory C:\ANOPP\EXE.
To run SNSPREP the user types:
INPUT <cr>
The system will ask the user if each preprocessor is to be
run. The following prompt ie displayed:
DO YOU WISH TO RUN THE NOISE PREPROCESSOR?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER'}:
The user types Y to run the preprocessor.
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PART 1
The program displays prompts for the single value input data
required by the noise module. If the value has been entered
for the performance modules, then the program displays the
description and given value and asks if the value is to be
changed. If the value is to be changed or if the value was
was not found, then the description and default setting,
In parenthesis, are displayed. The user is prompted to
enter the value or press the ENTER key only, If the default
setting ls to be used. (If the data is listed as (REAL), then
the entry must lnclude a decimal point. If the data Is listed
as {INTEGER), then the entry may NOT lnclude a decimal point.)
The program displays prompts for the following input data:
NNNNNNNNN|NNNNNINNmNNNI||N||N|NNNNNNNNUNNNN
SYSTEM OF UNITS INDICATOR:
"S ° FOR SI UNITS
"E" FOR ENGLISH UNITS
DEFAULT {SI)
If SI units entered:
BLADE LENGTH IN METERS (REAL)
DEFAULT {1.016 METERS)
I|m|NH|HNNmNMNNN||||NJJU||N|mNm||mmJmU|||_m
If ENGLISH units entered:
BLADE LENGTH IN INCHES (REAL)
DEFAULT (40. INCHES)
mmmmnmmu***mmmmem,mmmmmmummmmmmemummmemmmm,
mmmmmumummmmmmmmmmmmmuummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
NUMBER OF PROPELLER BLADES (INTEGER)
DEFAULT (2)
mmmmmmeweue**mmmm,mmme**e,memmmmmmmmemm,emm
MACH NUMBER OF BLADE TIP {REAL)
DEFAULT (0.86434)
mmmm*umm*****mwme,m**mm**meemm,mmmmmmmmemm.
INFLOW MACH NUMBER {REAL)
DEFAULT (0.12327)
mmemmmmmemmmummmummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
BLADE PITCH SETTING AT THE ROOT
(REAL) DEFAULT (0.0 RADIANS)
mmmmmmmwmmmmmmmmemmemmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmemmmmmm
If Sl units entered:
DENSITY IN KG/Mmm3 (REAL)
DEFAULT (1.164 KGIMmm3)
mmmmmmmmm**mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmemmmm
II ENGLISH units entered:
DENSITY IN SLUGSIFTmm3 (REAL)
DEFAULT (2.3766E-3 SLUGS/FTmm3)
mmmmmmmmmu,mmmm,mmmmmmmmmmummmmmmmmmmmmummm
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miliimmiimillimillmUWiIilJIiiJimiUJmUUmNiUJ
PRINT FLAG (INTEGER)
=0, NO PRINT DESIRED
=I, INPUT PRINT ONLY
=2, OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
=3, BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
DEFAULT (3)
mwmmDummwmmw_mmHwm**um,l,mm,mtmmli,lmulmmm
mummwwumimuumimwwwwwiwmiwimimuwwuwiwummwuwm
If SI units entered:
AMBIENT SPEED OF SOUND IN METERSISEC
DEFAULT (342.2 M/S)
mmawmu**m,mlmm**umu,wlJwuuitawwwlmummwwlmml
If ENGLISH units entered:
AMBIENT SPEED OF SOUND IN FEETISEC
DEFAULT (1122.7034 FT/S)
BLADE LOADING SELECTOR:
"S" FOR STEADY LOADING
iT" FOR TIME DEPENDENT LOADING
DEFAULT (TIME DEPENDENT)
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD SELECTOR (INTEGER)
I, FULL BLADE FORMULATION
3, COMPACT CHDRD APPROXIMATION
4, COMPACT SOURCE APPROXIMATION
DEFAULT ( I, FULL BLADE FORMULATION)
|llillliliNliilllllltlIllllillllltlllllINlINllllililiilllllilIlll
lilliliIiilllil_iIiiINilillilllllilliiNillillilitillilNliillIilli
N| aN
ml Example 1: ( 4 propeller blades were entered In ma
mu performance preprocessor mnd wlll lm
im be changed to 2 for noise module) ml
II II
,m NUMBER OF PROPELLER BLADES = 4 lu
m, DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE NUMBER OF BLADES? II
II ENTER "Y" OR PRESS 'ENTER" FOR NO=> Y <cr> ml
mi ENTER NUMBER OF PROPELLER BLADES (INTEGER) lw
lm OR PRESS "ENTER" O_LY FOR li
mw DEFAULT (2) => <cr> mm
l| II
ii The number of bladee will be 2. II
i| ||
IIIIIIIlIIIlllllIllllliitllllIIIllllIIIIllittlltlillilllIIIIIl|ll
llililililliililllillliltiilitilllllllillllllllllllllilillllIiIII
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a|lIllll|IllIatllmlmlllllimmml_lllllllIlllllmlmIl_J_lliIIlIlIUImJ
NNNIINNNIIINNNIIltINIHNIIHINIIII||IINNIItNINNNNINNNIN|IN|||N|NNNN
ei el
H Example 2: al
mm ENTER AMBIENT SPEED OF SOUND IN METERSlSEC eu
al OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR el
wu DEFAULT ( 342.2 M/S) => ( displayed iw
lu on terminal) mt
mm (If the user has chosen ENGLISH unite, then the prompt el
wm and default setting will be shown in FT/SEC.) al
IN el
mm To enter m value of 325.6, the user lu
m. types 325. D0 and the presses ENTER key: ml
!1 Sl
Im => 325. D0 <cr> ee
im |l
Im To enter defsult value of 342.2, the user il
iw presses only the ENTER key: Im
I| II
ii =) (or) el
iiltliilllltliilliiliiliil|llltllitliliilillillllilllilllliltlilt
llllllliliiillllllitilillltlillltllttliillttlllliilllllltlllltill
PART 2
If a set of OBSERVER POLAR DIRECTIVITY ANGLES exists on file
SFIELD. UNT, then the program displays those values.
|,||ull|||l|ii.Niil|||ll|i|il|i|iiiii|||||iili|||im||||i|i||illill
||mmrmmNmNNNmrmmrmr|mmi|mm|mmmmmmrmmrNrmmm|m||mm||r|r|||Im|||lllll
lm EXAMPLE: el
l| IN
u, CURRENT OBSERVER POLAR DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : ul
mr ||mmmm|mm|ummmmmumum||||||||||||||||||||li||i| II
|| UNIT MEMBER SFIELD(THETA) - OBSERVER POLAR ii
i| DIRECTIVITY ANGLES : ml
|| 1.0000 50.0000 90.000 110.0000 150.0000 ml
II iI
IiiIIlIiIillililllIiliiII|IiliIlIlilliIiliiliiIiIiiIiilllliillillI
IIIiIIiiIiiIiII|IIIIIiIIIIIIIIIIIIIiII||IIIIIIIIIIIIIiiIiIIillilii
If the set of OBSERVER POLAR DIRECTIVITY ANGLES does not exist,
then the program displays following default values:
DEFAULT OBSERVER POLAR DIRECTIVITY ANGLES:
UNIT MEMBER SFIELD{THETA} - OBSERVER POLAR
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES :
1.0000 30.0000 50.0000 70.0000 90.0000
110,0000 130.0000 150.0000 179.0000
mll,ummmmmm_m,um**Jml,m,m,mmmmmmm|um,tmummlmwml|_ml
After elther the current or default values are printed to the
screen, the following prompt Is displayed:
|N|l||mumNm||uN|mmJNm|mmmumNNNmmu|mmummulN|miN||
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THESE DIRECTIVITY ANGLES?
ENTER "Y" OR PRESS "ENTER" FOR NO=>
If the user wishes to use the printed values (either the
current values or default values}, then only the enter key
is pressed. If the values are to be changed, then ¥ and the
ENTER key are pressed and the following prompt appears:
NNNN||||NNNNNNN|NNNN|mNNNNN|NN|NNNN|N|N|NNNN|N|N
ENTER NUMBER OF OBSERVER POLAR DIRECTIVITY ANGLES
(INTEGER} (MAXIMUM OF 25) =>
|||||UmUN|Nm|NNI|J|W|||UUm|INN||||N||m
The number of OBSERVER POLAR DIRECTIVITY ANGLES to be entered
should be typed by the user. The program wlll then prompt the
user to enter each of the OBSERVER POLAR DIRECTIVITY ANGLES.
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Example: (Interactlvely enter 5 OBSERVER POLAR **
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES ) mm
ms
(displayed on terminal) (typed by user) wa
N|
ENTER NUMBER OF OBSERVER POLAR DIRECTIVITY ANGLES
(INTEGER) (MAXIMUM OF 25) =>
ENTER POSITION 1 (REAL) s>
ENTER POSITION 2 (REAL) s>
ENTER POSITION 3 (REAL) #>
ENTER POSITION 4 (REAL) =>
ENTER POSITION 5 (REAL) =>
Nm
5 <or> in
1.000 <cr> am
50.000 <cr> am
90.000 <cr> ma
110.000 <cr> mm
150.000 <cr_ am
||
IIINNIIINNINNIINIIIININIIINIIIINININHINNHIINNININNII
Iilillllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllilillialllllll
lllllllllllll
|||lllaaal|||
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PART 3
If a set of OBSERVER AZIMUTHAL DIRECTIVITY ANGLES exists on file
SFIELD. UNT, then the program displays those values.
wmu|mumwmuuuwmwu.mlmmmmwmumumuwmuwmwuwmwummmmtuuuwtwwummmmmwmm||mww
mmmmmmmumwwwmuluwumwwlmwuuumummummwwwimuwwwamwmmmmmummummmmmwwmmmu
mm EXAMPLE: mw
II Hi
mm CURRENT OBSERVER AZIMUTHAL DIRECTIVITY ANGLES x wi
a, umuu**u**muu,mmu,u_ww,uuummwmwumauumwwu*Hum*m mu
In UNIT MEMBER SFIELD(PHI) - OBSERVER AZIMUTHAL mm
•u DIRECTIVITY ANGLES x m*
re 0.0000 50.0000 **
IV II
IIl|ll|tlllllllll|lllllltlll|llllNlilllllll|l||Nl|ll|illllll|ll|t|
llllNlililiillllillilililtlil|lililllillilililiiliilillii|iilillt|
If the set of OBSERVER AZIMUTHAL DIRECTIVITY ANGLES does not exist,
then the program displays the following default values:
DEFAULT OBSERVER AZIMUTHAL DIRECTIVITY ANGLES:
UNIT MEMBER SFIELD(PHI} - OBSERVER AZIMUTHAL
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES:
0.0000
Illlllltllllllllltllilllllllllllllllllllillllllllll
After either the current or default values are printed to the
screen, the following prompt is displayed:
IIIIttllllillllltliittlltilllllttllillliitllltll
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THESE DIRECTIVITY ANGLES?
ENTER mym OR PRESS tENTERm FOR NO=_
If the user wishes to use the printed values (either the
current values or default values), then only the enter key
is pressed. If the values are to be changed, then Y and the
ENTER key are pressed and the following prompt appearsx
ENTER NUMBER OF OBSERVER AZIMUTHAL DIRECTIVIT¥ ANGLES
(INTEGER) (MAXIMUM OF 25) =>
Illllllllliilllilllttllillllllllltllll
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The number of OBSERVER AZIMUTHAL DIRECTIVITY ANGLES to be entered
should be typed by the user. The program rill then prompt the
user to enter each of the OBSERVER AZIMUTHAL DIRECTIVITY ANGLES.
|HNININNNNNNNINNNNINHIHNHIINNi|NNHNNHN|NHNNHINHINNH|IINNHNN||N|N|
||INININllNININNNNNNNNN|IINNIIIHNINNNHNNNHNNNNt|NNHNNINHINNNNNNNN
m| NN
mm Example: (Interactlvely enter 2 OBSERVER AZIMUTHAL in
mm DIRECTIVITY ANGLES ) lu
mN mN
im (displayed on terminal) (typed by user) mw
mM -- IU
mm ENTER NUMBER OF OBSERVER AZIMUTHAL DIRECTIVITY ANGLES nm
em (INTEGER) (MAXIMUM OF 25) z> 2 <cr> w_
am ENTER POSITION I (REAL) => e. 000 <cr> am
i, ENTER POSITION 2 (REAL) => 30.000 <or> **
Illllllllllilltllllllllllllllllllllllllllltll|lillllllllltlllllll
IllJJJlJllllJillllJlllllJJllJlJllJllJJllJliilllllJlellllllJlllJlJ
PART 4
The program then verifies that the unit members required
by functional modules SPN and PTE exist and do not exceed
maximum numbers. Any missing files or errors cause one or
more of the following messages to be displayed:
** REQUIRED FILE GRID. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER GRID(XII)DOES NOT EXIST
(GRID(XII) is created by execution of module RBS or IBS
or it is created by the performance preprocessor.)
l! REQUIRED FILE GRID. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER GRID(XI2) DOES NOT EXIST
(GRID(XI2) is created by the blade geometry preprocessor.)
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,_m ERROR- NUMBER OF CHORDWISE
STATIONS EXCEEDS 25 m*
_*u ERROR- NUMBER OF SPANWISE
STATIONS EXCEEDS I0 mr
uu REQUIRED FILE PLD. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER PLD(LOADS) DOES NOT EXIST
(PLD(LOADS) is created by execution of module PLD
and is required as input to module SPN.)
**u ERROR- SIZE OF PLD(LOADS) TABLE
TOO LARGE RERUN MODULE
PLD WITH IN RANGE INPUT **
u, REQUIRED FILE PRP. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER PRP(PERFORM) DOES NOT EXIST
(PRP(PERFORM) is created by execution of module PRP
and is required as input to module PTE.)
,u REQUIRED FILE SFIELD. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER SFIELD(THETA} DOES NOT EXIST
(SFIELD(THETA) is created by the noise preprocessor.}
u, REQUIRED FILE SFIELD. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER SFIELD(PHI) DOES NOT EXIST
(SFIELD(PHI) is created by the noise preprocessor.}
If the original Blade Geometry modules: RBS, RBA, and
BLM are to be used, then the following messages may be displayed:
** REQUIRED FILE RBS. UNT CONTAINING UNIT MEMBER
RBS(SLPSPN) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(RBS(SLPSPN) is created by execution of module RBS.)
** REQUIRED FILE RBS. UNT CONTAINING UNIT MEMBER
RBS(SHAPE) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(RBS(SHAPE) is created by execution of module RBS.)
,m REQUIRED FILE RBS. UNT CONTAINING UNIT MEMBER
RBS(SLPCRD) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(RBS(SLPCRD) is created by execution of module RBS.)
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If the Improved Blade Geometry modules: IBS, IBA, and
IBL are to be used, then the following messages say be dtsplsyed:
mm REQUIRED FILE IBS. UNT CONTAINING UNIT MEMBER
IBS(SLPSPN) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(IBS(SLPSPN) is created by execution of module IBS.)
mm REQUIRED FILE IBS. UNT CONTAINING UNIT MEMBER
IBS(SHAPE) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(IBS(SHAPE) is created by execution of module IBS.)
a| RERUIRED FILE IBS. UNT CONTAINING UNIT MEMBER
IBS(SLPCRD) DOES NOT EXIST ON THIS DIRECTORY
(IBS(SLPCRD) is created by execution of module IBS.)
The following exit message will be displayed:
m |
m NOISE INPUT COMPLETED *
a |
t!!!1t1111111111111111111111t1111111
Execution suspended : PRESS "ENTER" TO CONTINUE
The user must press the ENTER key to continue with
the next preprocessor prompt.
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Flight Path Preprocessor (FLPPREP)
FLPPREP is a FLIGHT PATH NODULE PREPROCESSOR for Intersctlvely
entering the input data required by the FLIGHT PATH functional
modules ATM, ABSp SFOt and GEO.
User Parameter file FLP. PAR vill be created and will be copied
to files ATM. PAR, ABS. PAR, SFO. PAR and GEO. PAR.
The user must make C:\ANOPP\<propeller id> the current
directory. (If it is not the current directory, the user
types: CHANGE <propeller id> and presses ENTER.)
<propeller id> is the identification name given to s
propeller (1-8 characters) and is also the name of the
subdirectory used for predictions vlth that propeller
(see MAKE command in Section IV.)
File FLPPREP. EXE and INPUT. BAT lUSt be installed on
directory C:\ANOPP\EXE.
To run FLPPREP the user types:
INPUT <cr>
The system will ask the user if each preprocessor is to be
run. The following prompt is displayed:
DO YOU WISH TO RUN THE FLIGHT PATH PREPROCESSOR?
PLEASE PRESS Y DR N (DO NOT PRESS "ENTER'):
The user types Y, if the preprocessor is to be run.
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PART 1
The system displays the following:
1. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE (PRESSSURE:2116.22 LB/FTmm2)
EXISTING TABLES WILL BE USED
2. STANDARD ATMOSPHERE * le DEGREES CENTIGRADE
(PRESSSURE:2116.22 LB/FTu_2) EXISTING
TABLES WILL BE USED
3. TABLES WILL BE CREATED FROM ATMOSPHERIC
PROFILE INPUT BY USER
oeoeeooeoeoooeooeeeaooeoeolooeoeeoooooooooooooooeelo
DO YOU WISH TO USE STANDARD ATMOSPHERE (OPTION 1)?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS mENTERW):
If Y is pressed, then the STANDARD ATMOSPHERE tables
rill be used.
If N is pressed, then the following Is displayed:
eeeeoo•o•Tt66•oeo6•IeeJ.oeooooeeeeoeeoee•ooooooo•J•o
DO YOU WISH TO USE STANDARD ATMOSPHERE * 10 DEGREES
CENTIGRADE (OPTION 2)?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N (DO NOT PRESS tENTERt):
If Y Is pressed, then the STANDARD ATMOSPHERE * 10
DEGREES CENTIGRADE tables will be used.
If N 18 pressed, then the following is displayed:
••eeeeoe....oeo•o.e••e•.aeeeeeo•ooe•ooe•ee•e
OPTION 3 (USER INPUT) ¥ILL BE USED
The user wlll be asked to enter the atmospheric profile.
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PART 2
The progrom displays the description and current values for the
type of units and the print directive (entered or verified in
the noise preprocessor) and asks the user if eich
value is to be changed.
If the value was not found or if the user requested
to change the value, then the program displays the
description and defsult setting, in parenthesis, for
the type of units and/or the print directive. The user
enters the value or presses "ENTER" onlT, if the default
ietting is to be used.
If systei of units indicator exists, then the following
prompt is displayed:
or
SI UNITS WILL BE USED (If units entered as SI)
ENGLISH UNITS WILL BE USED(If units entered as ENGLISH)
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE TYPE OF UNITS ?
ENTER "Y" OR PRESS "ENTER" FOR NO z>
If systeu of units do not exist or Y was entered, then the
following prompt is displayed:
IlllililllilillllillilllilllilNIilillililil
ENTER SYSTEM OF UNITS INDICATOR:
"S" FOR SI UNITS
•E" FOR ENGLISH UNITS
OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR DEFAULT (SI)=>
The user must press S or E and the ENTER key (or
only the ENTER key if the default (SI) Is to be used.)
NININIININNNNNNHNNNNNNNINNNNINNNNINNNINNNNIIN|NI|iN
Illiillliiiliiililililililiilli|llililillilitlil|ll
If the print directive exists (in this exaIple it
equals 0), then the following prompt is displayed:
IPRINT = 0 NO PRINT DESIRED
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE PRINT DIRECTIVE ?
ENTER "Y" OR PRESS "ENTER" FOR NO ">
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If print directive does not exist or Y was entered, then the
following prompt is displayed:
ENTER PRINT FLAG (INTEGER}
=0, NO PRINT DESIRED
=1, INPUT PRINT ONLY
=2, OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
=3, BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
DR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR DEFAULT {3} =>
If the user chooses 1,2, or 3, then any requested input and
any printed output for flight path functional modules will
be located in files RESULTS. ATM, RESULTS. ABS, RESULTS. SFO
and RESULTS. GEO, on the current directory. These files will
be created when the functional modules are executed.
PART 3
If the S_rARDARD ATMOSPHERIC TABLES are not to be used, and
if an ATMOSPHERIC PROFILE exists on file ATM. UNT, then the
program displays those values. If SI units are to be used,
then all displays include the following units:
ALTITUDE TEMPERATURE REL. HUMIDITY
(METERS) (KELVIN} (PERCENT}
If ENGLISH units are to be used, then all dlsplsys
include the following units:
ALTITUDE
{FEET}
TEMPERATURE REL. HUMIDITY
{RANKIN) {PERCENT}
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( SI units vii1 be used in the following example.)
mmummwummmumww_umuwwN.mmwwumnmmul_mmlu_mwmuuwaaummlmmmmmwmu|mumu_u
mmuul,mmmmmmmmmmumummmuwmmmummuummmwmmmmmmmummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmummwm
am EXAMPLE: mm
mm NN
am CURRENT PROFILE FOR ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE mu
,m AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY: me
mm mmmmmmummmmm,mmmmwm,mwemm,mmmmmmwmmmmmmmmummmu m,
mm UNIT MEMBER ATM(IN) - ATMOSPHERIC PROFILE mm
IN NI
mm ALTITUDE TEMPERATURE REL. HUMIDITY au
wm (METERS) (KELVIN) (PERCENT) mm
mm 0.88 280.0 70. mm
mu _0.08 270.0 78. mu
mm 1e80.88 268.8 78. mm
|m JR
NNNINNIINNNIINNNNNINNNNNNINNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNNINNNNNNNNNNNINNNNNNNNNNINNINNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNINNNNNNNNNNNNN
If the ATMOSPHERIC PROFILE does not exist, then
the program displays the following default values:
DEFAULT PROFILE FOR ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY:
IIIlIIllllIIIINIINlltlIIllllItlllNINNNIll|||||
UNIT MEMBER ATM(IN) - ATMOSPHERIC PROFILE
ALTITUDE TEMPERATURE REL. HUMIDITY
(METERS) (KELVIN) (PERCENT)
0.88 288.15 78.
304.88 286.17 78.
After either the current or default values
screen, the following prompt is displayed:
sre printed to the
mm.mmmmmummNmmu.uum****mmmumummummmmmmmmNm*mmmm*
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THESE values?
ENTER my. OR PRESS "ENTER" FOR NO=>
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If the user wishes to use the printed values (either the
current values or default values), then only the ENTER key
is pressed. If the ATMOSPHERIC TABLES for that profile
exist on the current directory, then a flag is set and
modules ATM and ABS will not be executed.
If the values are to be changed, then Y and the
ENTER key are pressed and the following prompt appears:
****w**m,mmmu.**m**a,mwm,uu,wuumu,w**.muu,ammum,
ENTER NUMBER OF ALTITUDES FOR ATMOSPHERIC
PROFILE (INTEGER) (MAXIMUM OF 25) z>
The number of ALTITUDES to be entered should be tFped
by the user. The program will then display the
following prompt:
ENTER ATMOSPHERIC PROFILE (REAL) FOR EACH ALTITUDE
(separate the values by comma or space and press
"ENTER" after each set of values)
ALTITUDE TEMPERATURE REL. HUMIDITY
(METERS) (KELVIN) (PERCENT)
................... mD .......
s>
The user must enter each set of altitude, temperature, and
relative humidity on a single line and press the ENTER key
at the end of each llne.
*******.***u*********.**wwu**m**mw**m*m*m,,,u,uu,wmmmm,m,mm,maa,**
** EXAMPLE: am
** am
** ******|giDl|Imu*NRmN*JJm**m,J,NNim,iu,um,aiima|a am
** ENTER NUMBER OF ALTITUDES FOR ATMOSPHERIC ,,
** PROFILE {INTEGER) {MAXIMUM OF 25) => 3 am
** ************************************** a,
U* **
** ENTER ATMOSPHERIC PROFILE (REAL) FOR EACH ALTITUDE am
** (separate the values by comma or space and press **
** "ENTER" after each set of values) **
"1 a|
** ALTITUDE TEMPERATURE REL. HUMIDITY **
** (METERS) (KELVIN) (PERCENT) e,
** a|
am -> e. 00 280. e 7e. <cr> am
** -> 500.00 270. e 7e. <cr> am
u* => lOOe. O0 2GS. e 70. <cr> a,
II a|
ll*NNllllllN*iNl**Ni**Ni*illlNllllN*NNNN*HNllal*NNNlllNlaalNaNNiil
NNINNNNINNNNNNNNNNNI*I*NNNIHIN*HINNNNHNNNNNHNN*N,NHHINNNNNNNN,|,|,
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After all values for the atmospheric proflle have been entered,
then the values are printed to the screen and the user Is asked
to verify the entry.
ATMOSPHERIC PROFILE IS ENTERED AS:
ALTITUDE TEMPERATURE REL. HUMIDITY
(METERS) (KELVIN) (PERCENT)
8.80 280.8 70.
500.0 270.0 70.
1000.00 268.0 70.
mmmmmmmmmmummumum,m,mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THESE values)
ENTER "Y" OR PRESS "ENTER" FOR NO=>
If the user enters Y , then the program prompts the
user to enter a new profile.
PART 4
If the STANDARD ATMOSPHERIC TABLES or the current ATMOSPHERIC
TABLES are not used, then the program displays prompts for
the single value input data required by module ATM.
The description and default setting, in parenthesis,
are displayed for each value. The user Is prompted to
enter the value or press the ENTER key only, If the default
setting is to be used. (If the data is llsted ms (REAL), then
the entry must include a decimal point. If the data is listed
as (INTEGER), then the entry may NOT Include a decimal point.)
The program displays prompts for the followlng input data:
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm**mu,wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmummmwmammaam
If SI units entered:
ENTER GROUND LEVEL ALTITUDE IN METERS
OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR
DEFAULT (0.0 METERS)=>
If ENGLISH units entered:
ENTER GROUND LEVEL ALTITUDE IN FEET
OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR
DEFAULT (0.0 FEET)z>
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||N|||l|N|MR|lNJlmmmmlmmgJ||UUN|UJm|lt_mJl||tUglmNN
If SI units entered:
ENTER ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AT GROUND LEVEL
IN N/M**2 OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR
DEFAULT (101325.0 N/M**2)=>
If ENGLISH units entered:
ENTER ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AT GROUND LEVEL
IN LBF/FT**2 OR PRESS "ENTER m ONLY FOR
DEFAULT (2116.2167 LBF/FTw.2)=>
INNNIINmllNNNNINIHllmtNNIImlNNNINtltlHNNI|INNN|NNt|
ENTER NUMBER OF ALTITUDES FOR OUTPUT
ATMOSPHERIC FUNCTION OR PRESS =ENTER m
ONLY FOR DEFAULT (10) =>
llllli|lllllli||li|i||lllllllilU|Nlllilllllllli|i||
If SI units entered:
ENTER ALTITUDE INCREMENT FOR OUTPUT
IN METERS OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR
DEFAULT (100.0 METERS)=>
If ENGLISH units entered:
ENTER ALTITUDE INCREMENT FOR OUTPUT
IN FEET OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR
DEFAULT (328.0839 FEET)=>
Illlllllllllllllltlllllllllllltllllllttllllllllllltlllllltlltllll
Illllllltlllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
t| I|
mm Example : ml
• u ENTER ALTITUDE INCREMENT FOR OUTPUT m,
uu IN METERS OR PRESS "ENTER = ONLY FOR eu
mm DEFAULT (100.0 METERS)=> ( displayed ii
•* on terminal) mu
uu (If the user has chosen ENGLISH units, then the prompt **
mm and default setting will be shown in FEET.) as
II ||
•* To enter a value of 200.e, the user mu
mm types 200. D0 and the presses the ENTER key: ,m
II |1
i. => 200. D0 <cr> II
!! II
I. To enter the default value of 100.0, the user m_
_! presses only the ENTER key: lu
iN iN
mm =9 (or> Im
IIIIIIIIIlllllllllllltlilllllltlllllllllltlllilllllllllllllllllll
illllllltllllllllilllilillltllllllilllllllllllll|liltlltltlllllll
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PART 5
The program displays prompts for the single value input data
required by modules SFO and GEO. The description and default
setting, in parenthesis, are displayed for each value.
The user is prompted to enter the value or press the ENTER key
only, if the default setting is to be used. (If the data is listed
ms (REAL}, then the entry must include a decimal point. If the
data is listed as (INTEGER}, then the entry may NOT include s
decimal point.} The program displays prompts for the following
input data:
u|Nlu|RN|imwmmlNjmum1_|l_mllmlw|mJNw_|m|NwmIIuJ|mmm
If SI units entered:
ENTER AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE AT ORIGIN
IN METERS OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR
DEFAULT {211.5 METERS}=>
If ENGLISH units entered:
ENTER AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE AT ORIGIN
IN FEET OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR
DEFAULT (693.93 FEET}=>
If SI units entered:
ENTER FORWARD AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IN METERS
PER SECOND OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR
DEFAULT (42.18 M/SEC}=>
If ENGLISH units entered:
ENTER FORWARD AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IN FEET
PER SECOND OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR
DEFAULT (138.22 FT/SEC)=>
|mlu|m|jl11_mNNulMmumNmmmNmua|Nmm||m|NImu|JNm_mmNmJ
ENTER INCLINATION OF FLIGHT VECTOR IN
DEGREES OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR
DEFAULT (7.0 DEGREES)=>
DmmNMNm||wiNmluuiNimmJum_m_luwmuNmlNJJNu_Dmmm_J_|!
ENTER ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEGREES
OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR
DEFAULT (4.3 DEGREES}=>
aummmmm,mmmmmmmmmm,,mmmmmmmmmmmmummmmm,m,mummammama
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NNNNNININNIIINNNIIINNINtNNNltNNNNNNNNININIINNINNINIINNNNNNNINNNNN
Ju|mNlIiNi|w|uDilJ|u|DJ||l|mmJ|im|lNmwRumlmlumulmmllNimlm_il|lmaa
ii la
mm Example 2: mm
mm ENTER AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE AT ORIGIN am
me IN METERS OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR um
mu DEFAULT (211.5 METERS)=> ( displayed la
am on terminal) H
al (If the user has chosen ENGLISH units, then the prompt Iu
uu and default setting will be shown in FEET.) **
J| ml
m. To enter m value of 2ee.e, the user lu
wu types 200. D0 and the presses the ENTER key: im
DI II
• ' => 200. DO <cr> **
II II
wi To enter the default value of 211.5, the user uu
• * presses only the ENTER key: il
II |N
HI z> (cr) !1
iiillllllillllllllilltlºllillllliltllllliitlllltilillllllllllllll
Illllllll.llllllillllt.llllllillliililllllllilltllllllºlillllllll
PART 6
If OBSERVER COORDINATES exists on file OBSERV. UNT, then the
the program displays those values.
lmmillUlilillilll.llWllllilililillUilillli.iliilillUlUlllli|llllli
illllilllllliili.lllllllllllillllllllllllllllllliºllilililllllllll
il EXAMPLE: el
II !1
• i CURRENT X,Y,Z COORDINATES FOR EACH OBSERVER: Im
II immu.'lililUmillillilUilUiWllllllllWU'ImUillii ml
im UNIT MEMBER OBSERV(COORD) - X,Y,Z COORDINATES i.
ºi FOR EACH OBSERVER: am
!1 II
• . OBSERVER NUMBER X Y Z ml
a. l 0.0 0.0 0.0 wl
ºm 2 0.8 0.0 1.2 si
iN IN
Illiillllllllllltilililllilllilllilllillllillliillllllltlillilllll
llllil.lilillllllllllililllltitiillili|ilililllllillilililliilllll
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If the set of OBSERVER COORDINATES does not exist,
then the program displays the following default values:
DEFAULT X, Y,Z COORDINATES FOR EACH OBSERVER:
HNN|IINNNN|HNHIHINNIHINNNIN|NH||NNHHNINNNHNNHN
UNIT MEMBER OBSERV(COORD) - X,Y,Z COORDINATES
FOR EACH OBSERVER:
OBSERVER NUMBER X ¥ Z
1 e.o e.o e.e
2 e.o e.e 1.2
3 _-610.0 e. e e. e
4 -610.0 0. e 1.2
After either the current or default values are printed to the
screen, the following prompt is displayed:
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THESE values?
ENTER "Y" OR PRESS "ENTER" FOR NO=>
If the user wishes to use the printed values (either the
current values or default values), then only the enter key
is pressed. If the values are to be changed, then Y and the
ENTER key are pressed and the following prompt appears:
|N|NN|||gNH|HNNNNmNJNNNNNN|NNNUN||UNNN|NNNNNN|||NN||N||
ENTER NUMBER OF OBSERVERS (INTEGER) {MAXIMUM OF 25) ->
The number of OBSERVERS to be entered should be typed by
the user. The program will then display the following
prompt:
ENTER X,Y,Z COORDINATES (REAL) FOR EACH OBSERVER
(separate the values by comma or space and press
"ENTER" after each set of XpYpZ values)
OBSERVER NUMBER X ¥ Z
OBSERVER 1 ">
The user must enter each set of X,Y,Z coordinates on a single
line, and press the ENTER key at the end of each llne.
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emmmmmmmmmmnmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmummmummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
mmmmmmummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
mm EXAMPLE: mm
|l iU
IN lllllllll|lltiilltlllllllllllllllllllllltltlilll ll
im ENTER NUMBER OF OBSERVERS (INTEGER) (MAXIMUM OF 25)=> 2 ,l
!! mmmmmmiimi**mmmmm,immm,mmmmmmNimimiim, mm
ml Um
mm ENTER X,Y,Z COORDINATES (REAL) FOR EACH OBSERVER m,
m, (separate the values by a comma or space and press mm
mm "ENTER" after each set of X,Y,Z values) mi
ml Im
m, OBSERVER NUMBER X ¥ Z e,
u, OBSERVER l => Q.O e.O 0.0 <cr> m,
ii OBSERVER 2 => 0.0 0.0 1.2 <cr> mm
Ji JJ
JJlJJtllJJll|lll|llJi|J|JJJlltJJJJiJJlJJJJ|JJJJlJJJJlJJJJJJJJJJJJJ
I|lillllll|lllllll|l|llllllll|llllt|ll|ll||llllill|l|llllllllll|ll
After mll values for the observer coordinates have been entered,
then the values are printed to the screen and the user is asked
to verify the entry.
X,Y,Z OBSERVER COORDINATES ARE ENTERED AS:
**********************************************
OBSERVER NUMBER X ¥ Z
Z 0.0 e.O e.e
2 O.e e.e 1.2
mmmmmmmmmm,mimmmmm,mmim,immmmu,mmmmmmmmm,mmmmmm
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THESE values?
ENTER "Y" OR PRESS mENTER' FOR NO=>
If the user enters Y , then the program prompts the
user to enter a new set of observer coordinates.
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PART 7
If 1/3 OCTAVE BAND FREQUENCIES exists on file SFIELD. UNT, then
the program displays the number of frequencies and the starting
and ending frequency.
wmmwwmwwumu,uumuwuwwmu,muummm**uw,m,wmmm,mwwumlmumwmummmmu*mm*|wm*
mu EXAMPLE: m,
|| mm
m, CURRENT 113 OCTAVE BAND FREQUENCIES: mm
m, NUMBER OF FREQUENCIES = 24 mw
mu STARTING FREQUENCY = 0.2500000D+02 am
m, ENDING FREQUENCY = 0.5000000D+04 mm
im |m
iNNNINNNUNNNHINN|NNNNtmllNINNINNNNN||I|NN|tNNNtNINNNINN||N|IN||N|N
||NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNININNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNINNNNm|NIIN|NNNN||NN||NNNN
If the set of 113 BAND OCTAVE FREQUENCIES does not exist,
then the program displays the following default STANDARD
FREQUENCIES:
IIIIIIIIININIlIlIIWttN|IIIINIIlIINUUlI|DNItJ_I
DEFAULT STANDARD 1/3 OCTAVE BAND FREQUENCIES:
NUMBER OF FREQUENCIES = 24
STARTING FREQUENCY = 0.5000000D+02
ENDING FREQUENCY = 0.1000000D+05
After either the current or default frequencies are printed to the
screen, the following prompt is displayed:
mmmm,mm,mmmmmmummmmmmmmmmm,mmmmmmmmmummmmmmmmmmm
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THESE values)
ENTER ey. OR PRESS "ENTER I FOR NO=>
If the user vishes to use the printed values (either the
current values or default values), then only the enter key
is pressed. If the values are to be changed, then ¥ and the
ENTER key are pressed and the following prompt appears:
ENTER STARTING FREQUENCY (GREATER
THAN OR EQUAL TO 10.0) =>
ENTER ENDING FREQUENCY (LESS
THAN OR EQUAL TO 100000.0) s>
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The starting and ending frequencies should be typed by
the user. The program will enter all of the 1/3 band
octave frequencies from the following llst that are within
the starting and ending frequency range. {If the starting
or ending frequency is not In this listw then the frequency,
which is closest to but leas than the value, will be used.}
1/3 OCTAVE BAND FREQUENCIES:
10.0 100.0 1000.0 10000.0 100000.0
12.5 125.0 1250.0 12500.0
16.0 160.0 1600.0 16000.0
20.0 200.0 2000.0 20000.0
25.0 250.0 2500.0 25000.0
31.5 315.0 3150.0 31500.0
40.0 400.0 4000.0 40000.0
50.0 500.0 5000.0 50000.0
63.0 630.0 6300.0 63000.0
80.0 800.0 8000.0 80000.0
PART B
The program then verifies that the unlt files, required by
functional modules ATM, ABS, SFO and 6EO, exist. Any missing
files cause one or more of the following messages to be
displayed:
REQUIRED FILE ATM. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER ATM(TMOD} DOES NOT EXIST
{ ATM(TMOD) is created by execution of module ATM.)
** REQUIRED FILE ATM. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER ATM(AAC) DOES NOT EXIST
(ATM{AAC) is created by execution of module ABS.}
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mm REQUIRED FILE SFIELD. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER SFIELD(FREQ) DOES NOT EXIST
(SFIELD(FREQ) is created by the flight path preprocessor.)
mm REQUIRED FILE OBSERV. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER OBSERV(COORD) DOES NOT EXIST
......... D--
(OBSERV(COORD) is created by the flight path preprocessor.)
The following exit message rill be displayed:
unuuwuwunwnnmunwunawnmunlwnuunnwmumw
a i
m FLIGHT PATH INPUT COMPLETED w
i N
muuumnmuwuummwmumwmmuwumm|wuw|umm|ww
Execution suspended: PRESS "ENTER" TO CONTINUE
The user must press the ENTER key to continue vith
next preprocessor prompt.
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Propagation Preprocessor {PLEPREP)
PLEPREP is a PROPAGATION PREPROCESSOR for interactlvely
entering the input data required by the functional
modules PRT, PRO, LEV and EFF.
User Parameter file PLE. PAR will be created and copied to files
PRT. PAR, PRO. PAR, LEV. PAR, and EFF. PAR. Alternate names table
files PRT. ANT and/or PRO. ANT will be created.
The user must make C:\ANOPP\<propeller id> the current
directory. (If it is not the current directory, the user
types: CHANSE <propeller Id> and presses ENTER.)
<propeller id> is the identification name given to a
propeller (I-8 characters) and is also the name of the
subdlrectory used for predictions with that propeller
{see MAKE command in Section IV.)
File PLEPREP. EXE and INPUT. BAT must be installed on
directory C:\ANOPP\EXE.
To run PLEPREP the user types:
INPUT <cr>
The system will ask the user if each preprocessor ks to be
run. The following prompt is displayed:
DO YOU WISH TO RUN THE PROPAGATION PREPROCESSOR?
PLEASE PRESS Y OR N {DO NOT PRESS "ENTER'):
The user types Y to run the preprocessor and the following
prompt is displayed:
I_Nlm_JJmw_umNmmJmmmlf_mmJJJfulumm_mjmultwji|mummmjmjm
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPE CODES:
TYPE CODE NOISE LEVEL COMPUTATION OPTION
1 NARROW BAND NOISE DATA TO BE SUMMED
2 I/3 OCTAVE BAND NOISE DATA TO BE SUMMED
3 BOTH NARROW BAND NOISE DATA TO BE SUMMED
AND I/3 OCTAVE BAND NOISE DATA TO BE SUMMED
ENTER {INTEGER) TYPE CODE=>
The type code determines if functional modules PRT and PRO
will be executed.
If code ! is entered and the output lrom SPN exists, then
functional module PRT will be run.
If code 2 is entered and the output lrom PTE exists, then
functional module PRO will be run.
If code 3 is entered and the output from SPN and PTE exists,
then both functional modules PRT and PRO will be run.
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PART 1
The program displays prompts for the single value input data
required by the propagation modules. If the values have been
entered for the noise modules, then the program displays the
description and given value and asks if the value is to be
changed. If the value is to be changed or If the value was
was not found, then the description and default setting,
in parenthesis, are displayed. The user is prompted to
enter the value or press the ENTER key only, if the default
setting is to be used. {If the data is listed as {REAL}, then
the entry must include a decimal point. If the data is listed
as {INTEGER), then the entry say NOT include a decimal point.}
The program displays prompts for the following input data:
awuunumwmum,mumwumuummmmmmmmmmmauauwmaummaw
If SI units entered:
BLADE LENGTH IN METERS {REAL}
DEFAULT {1.015 METERS)=>
J_NJJmmmJ_NIt|JJNIiNNm|||NUmNmmUmUJl|mamJm_
If ENGLISH units entered:
BLADE LENGTH IN INCHES {REAL}
DEFAULT {40. INCHES)=>
NUMBER OF PROPELLER BLADES {INTEGER)
DEFAULT (2)
mlJlN|NNINNNU|mN_mNNNINNimNNNNNNmNam|am|aam
I|IINNNNNNNNH||NNHNNNNNNtHNNNNNNN|NNNNNNIHN
If SI units entered:
AMBIENT SPEED OF SOUND IN METERS/SEC
{REAL) DEFAULT (342.2 M/S)
mm,u..um,m**m**m,mmmmmmmmmu,ma,maaamammmmmm
If ENGLISH units entered:
AMBIENT SPEED OF SDUND IN FEET/SEC
(REAL) DEFAULT {1122.703( FT/S}
mmm.,mm**mwmmmmw,m****mmum,u,um,umamaa,aam,
mumwmmmmmm,um_mmwwmmmmmmwammmmmuamamaummmmm
PRINT FLAG (INTEGER)
=0, NO PRINT DESIRED
=I, INPUT PRINT ONLY
=2, OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
=3, BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
DEFAULT {3)
HWN|H|NNNNHgW|NNNHNIIWHN|HHNHNHIIN|NHNH|NH|
NUMBER OF PROPELLERS {MAXIMUM OF 4}
{INTEGER) DEFAULT {I)
U|J|UNmNNNNNNNUUN|NI|N|NNNNNNammam|N_m|Im_N
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II a2
22 Example I: ( 4 propeller blades were entered in e2
m2 the noise preprocessor mnd will m2
22 be changed to 2 ) a2
12 II
22 NUMBER OF PROPELLER BLADES = 4 am
22 DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE NUMBER OF BLADES? a2
22 ENTER "Y" OR PRESS "ENTER" FOR NO=> Y <cr> e2
!1 II
2, ENTER NUMBER OF PROPELLER BLADES (INTEGER) m2
2u OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY FOR a2
22 DEFAULT { 2) => <cr> m,
II It
m2 2 blades will be entered, ua
22 N2
21111121111t1112111211121111111122112221222222112121211121122ll22
Illllllilllllllllllllllllllll2111211llllliillllllllltlI2121212lll
2|||21|2|1||112|211212|21|!|!|22222|221222222|2|222222222222212M2
12111t211111222222122111111l!!1112221221222212tt22111111212211ll2
22 am
22 Example 2: a2
22 ENTER AMBIENT SPEED OF SOUND IN METERS/SEC ,a
2m (REAL) OR PRESS "ENTER" ONLY run_ a2
22 DEFAULT ( 342.2 M/S) => ( displayed ae
22 on terminal) e2
22 (If the user has chosen ENGLISH units, then the prompt a2
22 and default setting will be shown in FT/SEC.) a2
I! II
2m To enter a value of 325.0, the user e2
22 types 325. D0 and the presses the ENTER key: a2
22 am
2m "> 325. D0 <cr> au
!1 II
m2 To enter the default value of 342.2, the user au
22 presses only the ENTER key: am
22 el
22 :) (cr> am
2122111111111111111222121112121111111tlllI21222111221222222221lll
2111111111111121111lllllll|ll211lllll21lMlllllMllll21lllllllmllll
PART 2
The program displays the following promptx
DO YOU WISH TO INCLUDE GROUND EFFECTS T
ENTER "Y" OR PRESS "ENTER" FOR NO #>
|llml12211211121|llll|221112212222221222m|!
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If ground effects are to be included, then the user presses
Y and the ENTER key. If ground effects ere not to be used,
then only the ENTER key is pressed.
If ground effects ere to be included then the following
prompt is displayed:
ENTER TYPE OF SURFACE TO BE USED IN
CALCULATING GROUND EFFECTS:
ENTER ISU FOR SOF_, OR tH" FOR HARD
OR PRESS tENTERI ONLY FOR DEFAULT (S)=>
m|NmDQ,|Itlmgmm|IIIim|_NmmNmNUNmmNUJJMNJN||
The user presses H end the EHTER key, if herd surface Is to be used.
The user presses S and the ENTER key, or only the ENTER key, if
soft surface is to be used.
The program then dlspleys the following prompt:
DO YOU WISH TO INCLUDE EFFECTS OF
ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION?
ENTER Iy, DR PRESS JENTER w FOR NO =>
If atmospheric absorption effects ere to be included, then the
user presses Y and the ENTER key. If atmospheric absorption
effects are not to be used, then only the ENTER key is pressed.
|J||||||mmmlJ|_UNINHWNmNJNNN|MNm|_W_m|I|mI|mJlN|ImlUlmWlJm|IJ_mN_
gNNlNgNlNNNlll|ggl|lgl|N||lNl|NHiHlNgHHNNHNtH|HH|HHlNNN|HNHH||HN|
N| NN
uu Example : {Ground effects vlth herd surface, and au
** atmospheric absorption ore to be included) a.
|| mm
m| |illJlUINl_mJNJlgNlN_mN|mN_NmtNmUNmNm_lJmmm m_
mu DO YOU WISH TO INCLUDE GROUND EFFECTS ? a*
** ENTER Iy. OR PRESS "ENTER I FOR NO => Y <or> II
m. ENTER TYPE OF SURFACE TO BE USED IN a.
*u CALCULATING GROUND EFFECTS: a.
** ENTER "S _ FOR SOFT, OR mN_ FOR NARD a*
am OR PRESS "ENTER _ ONLY FOR DEFAULT (S)=> H ,cr> _u
** ******************************************* Ha
** DO YOU WISH TO INCLUDE EFFECTS OF a*
mw ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION? au
** ENTER _YI OR PRESS _ENTER _ FOR NO => Y <cr> ma
|N|NN|N|||NNNNNNN|NHNNNNNNNNN|I|N|NNNNNN|NNNNNNNN|N||||NN||NN|D|N
I||N,NNHNNNHNNIHNNHHH|HNNNHNNN|INHN|IHNNHNNNNH|NNNHHN||||IN||NNNN
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PART 3
The program then verifies that the unit files required
by functional modules PRT, LEV, and EFF exist. Any missing
files cause one or more of the following messages to be displayed:
mm REQUIRED FILE ATM. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER ATM(TMOD) DOES NOT EXIST
(ATM(TMOD) is created by execution of module ATM.)
mm REQUIRED FILE ATM. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER ATM(AAC) DOES NOT EXIST
(ATM(AAC) ls created by execution of module ABS.)
mw REQUIRED FILE SFIELD. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER SFIELD(FREQ) DOES NOT EXIST
(SFIELD(FREQ) Is created by the flight path preprocessor.)
we REQUIRED FILE OBSERV. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER OBSERV(COORD) DOES NOT EXIST
(OBSERV(COORD) is created by the flight path preprocessor.)
,m REQUIRED FILE GEO. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER GEO(BODY) DOES NOT EXIST
(GEO(BODY) is created by execution of module GEO.)
** REQUIRED FILE SPN. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER SPN(XXX001) DOES NOT EXIST
(SPN(XXX001) is created by execution of module SPN.)
** REQUIRED FILE PTE. UNT CONTAINING
UNIT MEMBER PTE(XXXO01) DOES NOT EXIST
(PTE(XXX001) is created by execution of module PTE.)
The following exit message viii be displayed:
,mumum,mm,numuummummwuuuuummmwmmmuum
a
• PROPAGATION INPUT COMPLETED n
• |
llllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllll
Execution suspended : PRESS mENTERJ TO CONTINUE
The user must press the ENTER key to contlnue wlth
next preprocessor prompt.
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Executive Preprocessor Documentation
5-56
User Parameter File Editor (UPFEDT)
UPFEDT IS A USER PARAMETER FILE PREPROCESSOR FOR INTERACTIVELY
ENTERING USER PARAMETER NAMES AND VALUES REQUIRED BY ANOPP
FUNCTIONAL MODULES
The current directory must contain all user parameter files which
are to be edited. All output will be created on this directory.
File UPFEDT. EXE must be installed on directory C:\ANOPP\EXE.
To run UPFEDT the user types:
PARAM <cr>
The following menu wlll appear on the screen:
* MENU - USER PARAMETER FILE ACCESS *
* CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS : *
J m
m I - CREATE A NEW USER PARAMETER FILE *
* 2 - EDIT AN EXISTING USER PARAMETER FILE *
a 3 - DIRECTORY LISTING OF USER PARAMETER FILES u
4 - PRINT USER PARAMETER LISTING TO SCREEN •
w 5 - PRINT USER PARAMETER LISTING TO FILE •
* 6 - EXIT •
m •
• ENTER I, 2, 3, 4, 5, OR 6 : •
=)
||uj|lDmmjN|lummmNju||t||_||mm_NuNNuJluNumm||D|J|lJ||_|•u
(NOTE: the ENTER key must be pressed after each user response.)
OPTION 1
If the user wishes to create a new file, I is entered and the
following prompt appears on the screen:
mlllNIIIJlll|lNIIJ•ll||lmllJll||m|ltllll@|lJl|m||Dl||•|••
ENTER USER PARAMETER FILE NAME
1-8 CHARACTERS - NO EXTENSION
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The user enters the name of the USER PARAMETER (PARAM) File.
Extension .PAR will be added by the preprocessor.
{EXAMPLE: If user enters:
:> TABLE1
then external file TABLE1.PAR will be created. If the PARAM File
already exists on the current directory, the user is prompted:
em,, FILE EXISTS DO TOU WISH TO OVERWRITE FILE? a,***
ENTER "YES" OR "NO" :
=>
If the user types NO, then the program redlsplays the main menu.
If the user types YES, then the old version of the fiIe is deleted.
After a PANAM File is created the preprocessor viii continue to
prompt for user parameter names and values until NULL is entered
when prompted for user parameter name.
|NgNtNHNNNHNJlNNIHNNINNNNNN||||I||N|INN|H|||N||N||
ENTER "NULL" TO STOP OR-
USER PARAMETER NAME-I TO 8 CHARACTERS:
z>
The user must enter the user parameter name or NULL (to complete
the PARAM file and return to the main menu).
The preprocessor then prompts the user:
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPE CODES:'
TYPE CODE PARAMETER VALUE TYPE'
I INTEGER'
R REAL SINGLE PRECISION'
C COMPLEX SINGLE PRECISION'
L LOGICAL'
A STRING OF CHARACTERS'
ENTER TYPE CODE :
The user must enter the alphabetic code for the parameter type
end is prompted to enter the number of elements in the user
parameter array.
UUUlmU*UUU*UWU*I*UNU*tliWI*WU*IUUUUNUtlNamNUmUmNNN
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN PARAM:
The user enters the number of elements in the user parameter
array. If the user parameter is a single valuep then it is an
array of one element and ! is entered. If the user parameter
is • complex array (of one or more elementa)_ each resI and
imaginary number pair is counted as one eIement. The user is
then prompted to enter each element of the user parameter.
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EXAMPLE: If user wishes to enter five user parameters: ALPHA
wlth a value of 808, BETA with a value of 1.1D2 ,GAMMA ,a
complex array with two elements, {-1.23, 1.0) and (3.33D4, 2.4),
FLAG wlth a value of .TRUE., and CARD with a value of
"THIS IS A TEST', the following prompts and responses would
displayed and entered:
ENTER "NULL" TO STOP OR-
USER PARAMETER NAME-I TO 8 CHARACTERS:
=> ALPHA
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPE CODES:'
TYPE CODE PARAMETER VALUE TYPE'
I INTEGER'
R REAL SINGLE PRECISION"
C COMPLEX SINGLE PRECISION'
L LOGICAL'
A STRING OF CHARACTERS"
ENTER TYPE CODE : I
***************************tI****N*N*ImI*****Nm***
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN PARAM:I
N*NN*NIINIIiNN******IIHHINI*|t******I********I****
ENTER ALPHA : 808
ENTER "NULL" TO STOP OR-
USER PARAMETER NAME-1 TO 8 CHARACTERS:
=> BETA
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPE CODES:'
TYPE CODE PARAMETER VALUE TYPE'
I INTEGER'
R REAL SINGLE PRECISION'
C COMPLEX SINGLE PRECISION'
L LOGICAL'
A STRING OF CHARACTERS'
ENTER TYPE CODE :R
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN PARAM:I
ENTER BETA : 1.1D2
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m|WI|||W|N|m|NmNN_NmgmWm||UHNI|mNUNNJ|mNmII_mtDNm_
ENTER "NULL" TO STOP OR-
USER PARAMETER NAME-1 TO 8 CHARACTERS:
=> GAMMA
INNNNINNNIINIIINNNNNINIIINNNNNNININNININIINNNNNNN!
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPE CODES:'
TYPE CODE PARAMETER VALUE _PE'
I INTEGER"
R REAL SINGLE PRECISION'
C COMPLEX SINGLE PRECISION'
L LOGICAL'
A STRING OF CHARACTERS'
ENTER TYPE CODE :C
Iltllllllllllltll|||l||li||llJtl|iJ|JJJJiJJJJJlJJJ
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN PARAM:2
IlllllllllllililJ|lJJJlJiJJJJJJJ|llJJJJJJJJJJiJJJJ
ENTER GAMMA(1)
ENTER REAL PART OF COMPLEX NUMBER:-I.23
ENTER IMAGINARY PART:I.O
ENTER GAMMA(2)
ENTER REAL PART OF COMPLEX NUMBER:3.33D4
ENTER IMAGINARY PART:2.4
J|l|llllllllllllllliJJlJ|lJ||J|l|||l|lJJiJJJJJJJJJ
ENTER "NULL" TO STOP OR-
USER PARAMETER NAME-I TO 8 CHARACTERS:
=> FLAG
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPE CODES:'
TYPE CODE PARAMETER VALUE TYPE'
I INTEGER'
R REAL SINGLE PRECISION'
C COMPLEX SINGLE PRECISION'
L LOGICAL'
a STRING OF CHARACTERS"
ENTER TYPE CODE :L
IlllllllilllllllJlillllJllJJJlliJJlJlJJJJJJJJJJJJJ
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN PARAM:!
ENTER FLAG : .TRUE.
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N|NNN||_NNNJNN|NNNNNHNNNNtNN|NN|NNNN|NMNNNNNNNNN||
ENTER "NULL" TO STOP OR-
USER PARAMETER NAME-I TO O CHARACTERS:
-> CARD
mmwmmutww*nDwmmummwm.*.uuuw,nwwuummum,um,u,w,wiiwm
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPE CODES:'
TYPE CODE PARAMETER VALUE TYPE'
I INTEGER'
R REAL SINGLE PRECISION'
C COMPLEX SINGLE PRECISION'
L LOGICAL'
A STRING OF CHARACTERS'
IN|tNi|lglglgigglggtgNglllllNi|HNig|NINgNiHtHgl|NH
ENTER TYPE CODE :A
|mNNHN|INHNtNNNNgNNNNN|NNNNN|NNNNNJNNNNN|mNNINNINN
ENTER NUMBER OF CHARACTERS :14
ENTER CARD :THIS IS A TEST
DUNNNmNNNNNNNgNNJNgN|fg|NNNgNNg|UNNNNNNNNNmNNN|UNj
ENTER "NULL" TO STOP OR-
USER PARAMETER NAME-Z TO 8 CHARACTERS:
=> NULL
The user parameter table is completed and the main menu is
redisplayed.
OPTION 2
If the user wishes to add or change a user parameter in an
existing PARAM file, 2 is entered as a menu option and the
following is displayed:
ENTER USER PARAMETER FILE NAME
I-8 CHARACTERS - ND EXTENSION
l>
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If the file does not exist, this message is displayed:
**u,FILE DOES NOT EXIST*uuuu
mnd the program redisplays the main menu. If the file does exist,
then the preprocessor will continue to prompt the user and reed
user parameter names, types end values until NULL is typed to
complete the PARAM file and return to the main menu.
{See example in OPTION I)
OPTION 3
If the user wishes to display a list of all existing PARAM files
on the current directory, 3 is entered as a menu option and the
following is displayed:
*|*itll|*ilit|**t*lEilfliEE*JiE*Ell*********************
* ENTER DIRECTORY DOS CALL- m
e N
* DIR *.PAR <cr> •
Execution suspended : -enter <cr> to return to menu
If the user wishes to display the names of all PARAM Files on the
current directory, the following is entered:
DIR *.PAR
A list of ell PARAM Files on the user°s current directory will be
displayed. The user must press the ENTER key to return to the main
menu.
OPTION 4
If the user wishes to list all USER PARAMETERS in an existing PARAM
File on the monitor screen, 4 is entered as • menu option and the
following Is displayed:
ENTER USER PARAMETER FILE NAME
1-8 CHARACTERS - NO EXTENSION
s>
If the file does not exist, this message is displayed:
****FILE DOES NOT EXIST***m,
and the program redisplays the main menu. If the file does exist,
then the preprocessor will list the PARAM on the monitor screen.
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EXAMPLE: If the user wished a listing of PARAM File TABLE1. PAR
created in the example shown under OPTION 1, the following would
be entered and displayed:
ENTER USER PARAMETER FILE NAME
1-8 CHARACTERS - NO EXTENSION
=> TABLE1
The following would be displayed on the screen:
USER PARAMETER FILE - TABLE1 .PAR
USER PARAMETER TABLE
...................... Q ......
TYPE
NAME TYPE CODE ELEMENT
DUMP
VALUE
ALPHA I 1 { I) 808
BETA RS 2 { I} 0. I1000000000000E.03
CARD A -14 ( I) THIS IS A TEST
FLAG L 6 ( 1) T
GAMMA C 4 { l) -0.1230000000_0E+01
( 2) 0.3330000000000E+05
0.1000000000000E÷el
0.2400000000000E+01
ENTER <cr> TO RETURN TO MENU:
The user must press the ENTER key to return to the maln menu.
OPTION 5
If the user wishes to list all USER PARAMETERS in an existing PARAM
File to a listings file, 5 is entered as a menu option and the
following is displayed:
ENTER USER PARAMETER FILE NAME
1-8 CHARACTERS - NO EXTENSION
=>
If the file does not exist, this message is displayed:
****FILE DOES NOT EXIST*****
and the program redisplays the main menu. If the file does exist,
then the preprocessor will display the following prompt:
** ENTER FILE NAME FOR USER PARAMETER LISTING a,
l>
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The user must type the name of the flle that Is to be created and
contain the PARAM listing. I£ an extension is desired, it must be
entered. If a fl]e wlth the same name exists, It wlll be deleted
when the new flle is created.
EXAMPLE: If the user wishes to create a listings file, TABLEI. LST
which contains the USER PARAMETERS In PARAM Flle TABLEt. PAR, the
following would be entered and displayed:
ENTER USER PARAMETER FILE NAME
I-8 CHARACTERS - NO EXTENSION
=> TABLEI
a, ENTER FILE NAME FOR USER PARAMETER LISTING **
=> TABLEI.LST
*** LISTING FILE COMPLETED******
The preprocessor then redisplays the maln menu. To examine the
listings file the user must exlt the UPFEDT program {OPTION 6)
and use a DOS flle editor to access the file. File TABLEI. LST
would contain the following:
USER PARAMETER FILE - TABLEI .PAR
USER PARAMETER TABLE DUMP
.............................. m ....
TYPE
NAME TYPE CODE ELEMENT VALUE
ALPHA I I ( I} 808
BETA RS 2 ( 1} 0.11000000000000E÷03
CARD A -14 ( i) THIS IS A TEST
FLAG L 6 ( I} T
GAMMA C 4 ( I) -0.1230000000000E+01
( 2} 0.3330000000000E+05
0.1000000000000E+01
0.2400000000000E_01
**limlililililiillIlIN*ilililNilili*ililli*iiNtlliillillilllNllili*
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OPTION 6
If the user wishes to exit the UPFEDT. program, 6 is entered and the
following is displayed:
wmmi_R_m_Jmmmwmmmmlmwmi|miNmii_m_m_mmNmmm||i|mjm|_mlwjl
R m
• USER PARAMETER FILE EDITING COMPLETED *
m J
The program is completed and a prompt should be displayed by DOS.
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Alternate NamesFile Editor (ANTEDT)
ANTEDTIS ANALTERNATENAMETABLEPREPROCESSORF R INTERACTIYELY
ENTERING ALTERNATE NAMES FOR NAMED DATA ITEMS REQUIRED BY ANOPP
FUNCTIONAL MODULES
The current directory must contain all alternate names files which
are to be edited. All output will be created on this directory.
File ANTEDT. EXE must be installed on directory C:\ANOPP\EXE.
To run ANTEDT the user types:
ALT <cr>
The following menu will appear on the screen:
u MENU - ALTERNATE NAMES FILE ACCESS *
u CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS : *
I I
u I - CREATE A NEW ALTERNATE NAMES FILE *
• 2 - EDIT AN EXISTING ALTERNATE NAMES FILE *
• 3 - DIRECTORY LISTING OF ALTERNATE NAMES FILES *
• 4 - PRINT ALTERNATE NAMES LISTING TO SCREEN *
• 5 - PRINT ALTERNATE NAMES LISTING TO FILE *
u 6 - EXIT *
u I
u ENTER I, 2, 3, 4, 5, OR 6 : *
=>
|mmmMmuIMmmummmNJ_JJuJ_|JmINNmumNumll_mNINimmmDjN_u_jN_
(NOTE: the ENTER key must be pressed after each user response.)
OPTION I
If the user types to create a new file, I is entered and the
following prompt appears on the screen:
NmNN_NNNNWN_UNaN_UMNNUmIN_Im|INaUmUmmJ_ID|mUm|mmtWU|mItm
ENTER ALTERNATE NAMES FILE NAME
i-8 CHARACTERS - NO EXTENSION
=>
The user enters the name of the Alternate Names Table (ANT) File.
Extension .ANT will be added by the preprocessor.
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EXAMPLE:If user enters:
=> TABLE1
then external file TABLEI.ANT will be created. If the ANT File
already exists on the current directory, the user is prompted:
,,_ FILE EXISTS DO YOU WISH TO OVERWRITE FILE? a***_
ENTER "YES" OR 'NO" :
=>
If the user types ND, then the pr_ram redisplays the saln menu.
If the user types YES, then the old version of the file is deleted.
After an ANT File is created the preprocessor will continue to
prompt the user and read REFERENCE NAMES (names of named data items
referenced by ANOPP functional modules) and ALTERNATE NAMES (names
of user created data items to be used in place of REFERENCED NAMES)
until NULL is typed to complete the ANT file and return to the main
Jenu.
ENTER REFERENCE NAME OR 'NULL" TO END FILE AND
RETURN TO MENU =>
ENTER ALTERNATE NAME=>
EXAMPLE: If user wishes to enter two alternate names- BETA for
reference name ALPHA and ZZ for reference name X, the following
prompts and responses would be displayed and entered:
ENTER REFERENCE NAME OR "NULL" TO END FILE AND
RETURN TO MENU => ALPHA
ENTER ALTERNATE NAME=> BETA
ENTER REFERENCE NAME OR tNULL" TO END FILE AND
RETURN TO MENU =) X
ENTER ALTERNATE NAME=> ZZ
ENTER REFERENCE NAME OR sNULLI TO END FILE AND
RETURN TO MENU => NULL
The ANT File with containing two Alternate Names would be
completed and the preprocessor would redisplay the main menu.
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OPTION2
If the user wishes to add or change an alternate namein an
existing ANT file, 2 is entered as a menu option and the
following is displayed:
ENTER ALTERNATE NAMES FILE NAME
1-8 CHARACTERS - NO EXTENSION
=>
If the file does not exist, this message is displayed:
****FILE DOES NOT EXIST*****
and the program redlsplays the main menu. If the file does
exist, then the preprocessor will continue to prompt the user
(and read REFERENCE NAMES (names of named data items referenced
by ANOPP functional modules) and ALTERNATE NAMES (names of user
created data items to be used in place of REFERENCED NAMES)
until NULL is typed to complete the ANT file and return to the
main menu.
ENTER REFERENCE NAME OR tNULLI TO END FILE AND
RETURN TO MENU =>
ENTER ALTERNATE NAME=>
(See example in OPTION I}
OPTION 3
If the user wishes to display a llst of all existing ANT files on the
current directory, 3 is entered as a menu option and the following
is displayed:
* ENTER DIRECTORY DOS CALL- *
* DIR *.ANT <cr> *
Execution suspended : -enter <cr> to return to menu
If the user wishes to display the names of all ANT Files on the
current directory, the following is entered:
DIR *.ANT
A llst of all ANT Files on the user's current directory will be
displayed. The user must press the ENTER key to return to the maln menu.
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OPTION 4
If the user wishes to llst all alternate names in an existing ANT
File on the monitor screen, 4 is entered as a menu option and the
following ls displayed:
ENTER ALTERNATE NAMES FILE NAME
I-8 CHARACTERS - NO EXTENSION
=>
If the file does not, exist this message Is displayed:
****FILE DOES NOT EXIST*****
and the program redlsplays the main menu. If the file does exist,
then the preprocessor will llst the ANT on the monitor screen.
EXAMPLE: If the user wished a listing of ANT File TABLEI. ANT
created in the example shown under OPTION 1, the following would
be entered and displayed:
ENTER ALTERNATE NAMES FILE NAME
1-8 CHARACTERS - NO EXTENSION
=> TABLE1
ALTERNATE NAMES FILE - TABLE1 .ANT
ALTERNATE NAMES TABLE DUMP
FILE : TABLE1 .ANT
BETA -IS ALTERNATE NAME OF -ALPHA
ZZ -IS ALTERNATE NAME OF -X
ENTER <cr> TO RETURN TO MENU:
The user must press the ENTER key to return to the aaln menu.
OPTION 5
If the user wishes to llst all alternate names in an existing ANT
File to a listings file, S is entered as a menu option and the
following is displayed:
ENTER ALTERNATE NAMES FILE NAME
1-8 CHARACTERS - NO EXTENSION
=>
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If the file does not exist, this message is displayed:
****FILE DOES NOT EXIST*****
and the program redisplays the main menu. If the file does exist,
then the preprocessor will display the following prompt:
,m ENTER FILE NAME FOR ALTERNATE NAMES LISTING **
The user must type the name of the file that is to be created and
contain the ANT listing. If an extension is desired, it must be
entered. If a file with the same name exists, it will be deleted
when the new file is created.
EXAMPLE: If the user wishes to create s listings file, TABLE1.LST
which contains the alternate names in ANT File TABLE1.ANT, the
following would be entered and displayed:
ENTER ALTERNATE NAMES FILE NAME
1-8 CHARACTERS - NO EXTENSION
=> TABLE1
** ENTER FILE NAME FOR ALTERNATE NAMES LISTING **
=> TABLEI. LST
*** LISTING FILE COMPLETED******
The preprocessor then redisplays the main menu. To examine the
listings file, the user must exit the ANTEDT program {OPTION 6_
and use a DOS file editor to access the file. File TABLE1.LST
would contain the following data:
ALTERNATE NAMES FILE - TABLE1 .ANT
ALTERNATE NAMES TABLE DUMP
FILE : TABLE1 .ANT
BETA
ZZ
-IS ALTERNATE NAME OF -ALPHA
-IS ALTERNATE NAME OF -X
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OPTION6
If the user wishes to exit the ANTEDTprogram, 6 is entered and the
following is displayed:
m|_NNNNtMNNmNNRMI||m|Nm||I|_mMI_mfJ_mUm_RUmUNNmJMmaN_Ul
• U
m ALTERNATE NAMES FILE EDITING COMPLETED •
m m
The program is completed and a prompt should be displayed by DOS.
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MemberManagerEditor (MMEDT)
MMEDTIS A MEMBERMANAGERPREPROCESSORF INTERACTIVELYENTERING,
EDITINGORLISTINGUNITMEMBERSREQUIREDBY ANOPPFUNCTIONALMODULES
The current directory must contain all unit memberfiles which are
to be edited. All output will be created on this directory.
File MMEDT.EXEmust be _nstalled on directory C:\ANOPP\EXE.
To run MMEDTthe user types:
UNIT <cr>
The following menuwill appear on the screen:
CHOOSEFROMTHEFOLLOWINGOPTIONCODES:
OPTIONCODE OPTION
1 ENTERMEMBER
2 PRINTMEMBERTOSCREEN
3 PRINTMEMBERTOFILE
4 PRINTCATALOGOFUNIT MEMBERSTOSCREEN
5 PRINTCATALOGOFUNIT MEMBERSTOFILE
6 DIRECTORY LISTING OF UNITS
7 EDIT MEMBER RECORDS
0 EXIT PROGRAM
ENTER OPTION CODE=>
(NOTE: the ENTER key must be pressed after each user response.)
OPTION 1
If the user types to create a new MEMBER, I is entered and
the following prompt appears on the screen:
(Note: If a MEMBER with the same UNIT and MEMBER name exists, it
will be deleted when the new MEMBER is created.)
ENTER UNIT NAME: I-8 CHARACTERS=>
The user enters the name of the UNIT which will contain the MEMBER.
Extension .UNT will be added by the preprocessor.
(EXAMPLE: If user enters:
=> UNITI
then external file UNITI.UNT will be created.
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The user Is then prompted to enter the MEMBER name:
mJm||_|l|ll_lil|llttmlJlfil||l|l|lilUl_l|ltmUNmm
ENTER MEMBER NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS =>
The user enters the MEMBER name and is prompted to
enter the format specifications of the MEMBER:
|NNJNN|NNIN|N_NNNNmNm|N|_mNtm|NNNN|NNNNN|NNNN
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING FORMAT TYPES:
FORMAT CODE FORMAT TYPE
0 UNFORMATTED
I FIXED FORMAT
2 VARIABLE FORMAT
3 CARD IMAGE
NNNNmN|NNNNmN|m|NN_NmgNNNNmImNN||NINNI|NNNNN
ENTER FORMAT TYPE CODE=>
The user enters the format type code and the following
prompt is displayed:
mJNNINNNNgmNN|NNNNUmNNNN|NINNIN|NNNNNNN||NJNN|NmN|
DO YOU WISH TO SEE AN EXPLANATION AND EXAMPLE OF
THE CHOSEN TYPE OF FORMAT ENTRY_
ENTER my, OR •N j =>
_mm_m_m!_m_l_m_l_mljmmlJmJJmJlmmlmmmNuNmlmN
If the chosen format type Is fixed (each record in the MEMBER hss
the same number, types and sequence of elements} and if Y is entered
by the user, the following is displayed:
FORMAT IS FIXED TYPE
You will be prompted to enter the type code of
each set of elements and the number of
elements in that set.
TYPE CODE ELEMENT VALUE TYPE
I INTEGER
R REAL SINGLE PRECISION
C COMPLEX SINGLE PRECISION
L LOGICAL
A STRING OF n CHARACTERS
FORMAT SPECIFICATION EXAMPLEx
• 3I, 4RS, XL w would be entered as follows:
ENTER TYPE CODE OR mEm TO END FIXED PART => I
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SET => 3
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ENTER TYPE CODE OR WE• TO END FIXED PART => R
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SET => 4
ENTER TYPE CODE OR •E • TO END FIXED PART => L
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SET => 1
ENTER TYPE CODE OR •E • TO END FIXED PART => E
enter return to continue:
If the chosen format type is variable (each record in the MEMBER
may have an undetermined number of repetitions for the last
specified sequence of elements} and if Y is entered by the user,
the following is displayed:
FORMAT IS VARIABLE TYPE
You will be prompted to first enter the fixed
part of the format and then prompted for the
variable part of the the format. In each part
you will be prompted to enter the type code of
each set of elements and the number of elements
in that set.
TYPE CODE
I
R
C
L
A
ELEMENT VALUE TYPE
INTEGER
REAL SINGLE PRECISION
COMPLEX SINGLE PRECISION
LOGICAL
STRING OF n CHARACTERS
FORMAT SPECIFICATION EXAMPLE:
***********************************************
(w,w will precede the variable part}
• 4AB,,(2RS, IC) • would be entered as follows:
ENTER TYPE CODE OR •E • TO END FIXED PART => A
ENTER NUMBER OF CHARACTERS PER STRING => B
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SET => 4
ENTER TYPE CODE OR •E w TO END FIXED PART => E
ENTER TYPE CODE OR WEt TO END VARIABLE PART=> R
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SET => 2
ENTER TYPE CODE OR •E w TO END VARIABLE PART=> C
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SET => 1
ENTER TYPE CODE OR •E • TO END VARIABLE PART=> E
enter return to continue:
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If the chosen format type is variable, the user will be
asked if there is a fixed part to the format (a sequence of
elements that do not repeat} before the variable part:
IS THERE A FIXED FORMAT PART BEFORE THE
START OF THE VARIABLE FORMAT?
ENTER "Y" OR "N" =>
If the user enters Y, then the following prompts are dlsplsyed:
m*mw**START FIXED FORMAT ,uu,u**
IIIIII|IN|IJJlIWUNNNmlNNIWlIIIIIUJlIIIRIII||Wlmll
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPE CODES:
TYPE CODE ELEMENT VALUE TYPE
I INTEGER
R REAL SINGLE PRECISION
C COMPLEX SINGLE PRECISION
L LOGICAL
A STRING OF n CHARACTERS
immmujluNujljm|JiNmlumJm_wmlmmRm|mu_uJmJmJJINwmm_
ENTER TYPE CODE OF SET OR "Ew TO END FIXED PARTs>
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SET =>
The prompts to enter element type and number will
continue until user enters E to end the fixed part
of format specifications. The following is
displayed:
*m**mSTART VARIABLE FORMAT PART*******
||m_|i||lllltmMiM_mttlMmNmtltl|_lllllwuullwJNIlul|
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPE CODES:
TYPE CODE ELEMENT VALUE TYPE
I INTEGER
R REAL SINGLE PRECISION
C COMPLEX SINGLE PRECISION
L LOGICAL
A STRING OF n CHARACTERS
|lllNilmlllml|jlullluJllmtmtJ_mtlltlJNmlllmNmmmJl
ENTER TYPE CODE OR "E" TO END VARIABLE PART =>
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SET =>
mmumm,mmmm**mrm****rmrmrmmmm*m*mmmmmmmm**mmmu
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The prompts to enter format element type and number
will continue until the user enters E to end the
variable part and complete the format.
Vhen the format specification has been completed,
the following is displayed:
|lmNIIImmlII||IIHglJHINN|INNNU|N|NN|U|||||I
ENTER MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE READ
OR ENTER 0 FOR DEFAULT (10,000) =>
INI|NIINNNNNHINNNlUNNI|INNN|H|II|NNNN|Nll|I
The user enters the maximum number of records that the
MEMBER can have, or enters 0 for m maximum of 10000.
The following is displayed:
ENTER ACTUAL NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE READ=>
JJUlNmtmm|JlmNmmmNNmNm|f_m|l||m|iNlm|fmmmUi
The user enters the actual number oi records to be entered
in the MEMBER. The user is prompted to enter each element
of each record by type.
EXAMPLE: The prompts and responses to enter the _olloving
UNIT MEMBER will be listed:
UNIT name:
MEMBER name:
Maximum number of records:
Actual number of records:
Format specifications:
Record one:
Record two:
UNIT1
MEMI
10,000
2
21,1L, C (Each record will consist ol 2
integer values, followed by 1
logical and 1 complex value)
2, 5, .FALSE., (2.5, 1.0)
1, 0, .TRUE., (1.5D4, 0.0)
||llllllN|lllmNIIIIIIl|lmmll||lllll|llmll|tlll|_
ENTER UNIT NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=> UNIT1
||ImlImJ_glNNNINNNN|NININNNNN|NNNN|INNNNNNNNNNNN
ENTER MEMBER NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS => HEM1
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lltlllilililililillil*lJlJJJlJJlJJJJlilJJJJJJ
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING FORMAT TYPES:
FORMAT CODE FORMAT TYPE
e UNFORMATTED
1 FIXED FORMAT
2 VARIABLE FORMAT
3 CARD IMAGE
lllilliiliilil****tJllilJiilJJiJlJJJJJJJJlJJ
ENTER FORMAT TYPE CODE=> 1
DO YOU WISH TO SEE AN EXPLANATION AND EXAMPLE OF
THE chosen TYPE OF FORMAT ENTRY?
ENTER ,y, OR IN" => N
JJJi|J*|JJJJJiJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ
*****mSTART FIXED FORMAT lllilii
IJJlilililiilllJliiJilJliJiJltiJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPE CODES:
TYPE CODE ELEMENT VALUE TYPE
I INTEGER
R REAL SINGLE PRECISION
C COMPLEX SINGLE PRECISION
L LOGICAL
A STRING OF n CHARACTERS
mmw,mmm,mmmmmmmmmmmmm**mmmmmm,mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm*****
ENTER TYPE CODE OF SET OR "E" TO END FIXED PART=> I
,,uu,u,mu,m,u,tm,m,mm,,mmmmm,mmmmmmimmumum,mmm,
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SET => 2
lillllilillllllllilliililllliililllilillllJlJJl
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPE CODES:
TYPE CODE
I
R
C
L
A
ELEMENT VALUE TYPE
INTEGER
REAL SINGLE PRECISION
COMPLEX SINGLE PRECISION
LOGICAL
STRING OF n CHARACTERS
mmmmmmmmmm,mmm**m,m,mummiuim**mimimmm,mmimm,mmmmmm
ENTER TYPE CODE OF SET OR mE" TO END FIXED PART=> L
mmm,m,mmm**mm****mmm,m,mmmmmmm,immimmmmiimmiimm
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SET -> I
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JJJJJJJlJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPE CODES:
TYPE CODE ELEMENT VALUE TYPE
I INTEGER
R REAL SINGLE PRECISION
C COMPLEX SINGLE PRECISION
L LOGICAL
A STRING OF n CHARACTERS
l****lwimll,lumw|m,lmmulmul,w|u,m|**mm**mu,iu|m,mu
ENTER TYPE CODE OF SET OR "E" TO END FIXED PART=> C
JJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJJ
ENTER NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SET z> 1
|||lNlmlmml|lmiNmmll|t|llmN|l|NiN|mm|l|_lNlill_
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPE CODES:
TYPE CODE ELEMENT VALUE TYPE
I INTEGER
R REAL SINGLE PRECISION
C COMPLEX SINGLE PRECISION
L LOGICAL
A STRING OF n CHARACTERS
ul,u,umm**ui_muu,u****um_***mluu,wuluuu,uuuu**um**
ENTER TYPE CODE OF SET OR "E" TO END FIXED PART=>E
ENTER MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE READ
OR ENTER 0 FOR DEFAULT (10,000) s> 0
ENTER ACTUAL NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE READ=> 2
RECORD I:
ENTER INTEGER (I): 2
ENTER INTEGER (2): 5
ENTER LOGICAL : .FALSE.
ENTER REAL PART OF COMPLEX NUMBER:
ENTER IMAGINARY PART: 1.0
2.5
RECORD 2:
ENTER INTEGER (1): 1
ENTER INTEGER (2): •
ENTER LOGICAL : .TRUE.
ENTER REAL PART OF COMPLEX NUMBER:
ENTER IMAGINARY PART: 0.0
1.5D4
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OPTION2
If the user wishes to print a MEMBER listing to the monitor
screen, 2 is entered as a menu option and the following is
displayed on the screen:
NNNNIINNNNINNNIIIININIINtNIlIINNINNNNNNtNNNNNNNN
ENTER UNIT NAME: I-8 CHARACTERS:>
The user enters the name of the UNIT which viii contain the
MEMBER. The user is then prompted to enter the MEMBER name:
NIININN_g#lgNNNWtNI_IfN|NINI#NgNNNNDWNINmUNN|NNN
ENTER MEMBER NAME: I-8 CHARACTERS =>
The user enters the MEMBER name and is asked if
s full listing of records is to be displayed.
DO YOU WISH A FULL LISTING OF RECORDS?
ENTER "Y" OR "N" =>
The user enters Y, if the variable values are to be listed
with the MEMBER description, and N, if only a summary of the
MEMBER is to be given. The user is then asked if a format
other than the one that was created with the MEMBER is to
be used when listing the MEMBER. (Unformatted records are
listed in Hexadecimal unless a format in entered.]
N||||INNNNNNNNNNNUNNNN|NN|HI|I|NNNNmNNNNNNNNUmNN
DO YOU WISH TO ENTER A FORMAT?
ENTER my. OR "N" =>
If Y is entered, the user is prompted to enter format
specifications as described in OPTION I. The user is then
asked if all records are to be listed:
H|NNNHHNNNNNNNNNgHNHgHHNHNHNgHHNNNHNNNHNHHH
DO YOU WISH TO LIST ALL RECORDS ?
ENTER ,y, OR mN" =>
I_R_gNN|mlUlNNJlNJNmNtNUllNNN|NI_N|ml|mINmJ
If N is entered, the user is asked to enter the number
of the first and last record to be entered:
ENTER NUMBER OF FIRST RECORD
TO BE LISTED _>
mmmmmmmmmmmwmmummuummmNmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmummm
ENTER NUMBER DF LAST RECDRD
TO BE LISTED =>
mmmmmmmmm,mmm,lmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmnmmmmmu
The user enters the desired record numbers.
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EXAMPLE: If the user wishes to list m MEMBER description
with variable values to the screen for the MEMBER described
in OPTION I, the followlng prompts and responses would be
displayed and entered:
ENTER UNIT NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=> UNIT1
ENTER MEMBER NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=>MEM1
iiJlliJuuNNwwm|mmmJmmJf|umltmNjmJmNmJmmNtmNm|
DO YOU WISH A FULL LISTING OF RECORDS?
ENTER "Y" OR "N" => Y
|mmmlJJmullJ1_mJmJmwRumllwlJ_milmmmmu_i_Nummm
DO YOU WISH TO ENTER A FORMAT?
ENTER ,yi OR IN" =>N
Jl|||_miRml|lm_J_mlliN|lluMmNu||m|mmR_m|mDi
DO YOU WISH TO LIST ALL RECORDS ?
ENTER "Y' OR eN" => Y
llti|lllll|lltm|lilllllll|ltl||||llllli||l|
The lollowing will be displayed on the monitor screen:
MEMBER NAME = MEMI
MAXIMUM NO. OF RECORDS = 10000
CURRENT NO. OF RECORDS = 2
MAXIMUM RECORD LENGTH •
FORMAT= 2I, IL, 1C$
DATE CREATED = 12/09/86
TIME CREATED = 13:14
RECORD WORD
1 1 2
1 _ (0.25000000000000E÷01,
2 1 1
2 4 (0.15000000000000E*0%
5 F
0.10000000000000E÷01)
0 T
0.00000000000000E_00)
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OPTION 3
If the user wishes to print a MEMBER listing to a DOS file,
3 is entered as a menu option and the following is displayed
on the screen:
,1,wwmummwmmwMmmu,uw,uuum,m_umuwu*********w*****
ENTER UNIT NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=>
The user enters the name of the UNIT that contains the MEMBER
and the following is displayed:
lJmmumlwm_NuII_m_wuumuINmlJliRmRim_mmJ1_i_um_N
ENTER MEMBER NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=>
The user enters the MEMBER name and the following is displayed:
ENTER LISTING FILE NAME=>
The user must type the name of the file that is to be created
and contain the MEMBER listing. If an extension is desired, it
must be entered. If a file with the same name exists, it will
be deleted when the new file is created.
The following is displayed:
DO YOU WANT A 132 COLUMN LISTING?
ENTER i¥_ FOR 132 COLUMNS DR
mN° FOR 80 COLUMN DEFAULT=>
The user enters Y for a full 132 column vlde listing or N
for an 80 column wide listing in the DOS file snd the
following is displayed:
DO YOU WISH A FULL LISTING OF RECORDS?
ENTER _Y_ OR _N _ =>
The user enters Y if the record values are to be listed with
the MEMBER description and N if only the MEMBER description
is to be listed.
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EXAMPLE: If the user wished to llst s MEMBER description
without record values to an 80 column wlde DOS file, MEM1.LST,
for the MEMBER described in OPTION I, the following prompts
and responses would be displayed:
|uimli|_llluiJwmi_fmimllmllliumim_imuuiNigljiNml
ENTER UNIT NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=> UNIT1
ENTER MEMBER NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=>MEMI
|l|mll|N|ll_|ml|mDNNa_UmJll_llllU|l_ll|mJllll
ENTER LISTING FILE NAME=_ MEMI. LST
lulmulmlfmlmimmmmmRmJM_mJmlJJwimw||mli_mlmJl
DO YOU WANT A 132 COLUMN LISTING?
ENTER "Y' FOR 132 COLUMNS OR
"N" FOR 80 COLUMN DEFAULT=> N
IIIllllllllllllllltl|lllllillllllllll|llllllJ
DO YOU WISH A FULL LISTING OF RECORDS?
ENTER "Y" OR "N" => N
IlJllllillltllllJllllllltiliJJlJJllJJJJJJJJJJ
The preprocessor then redlsplays the maln menu. To exaulne
the listings file, the user must exlt the MMEDT program
{OPTION 0) and use a DOS file editor or n print comsmand to
access the file. MEMI. LST would contain the following data:
MEMBER NAME = MEM1
MAXIMUM NO. OF RECORDS = 10000
CURRENT NO. OF RECORDS = 2
MAXIMUM RECORD LENGTH = 5
FORMAT= 2I, IL, 1C$
DATE CREATED = 12/09186
TIME CREATED = 13:14
OPTION 4
If the user wishes to print m catalog listing of all MEMBERS
in m data UNIT to the monitor screen, 4 is
entered as a menu option and the following Is displayed:
ENTER UNIT NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=>
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The user enters the UNIT name and the following prompt is
displayed:
NNNNINN|NNNNNNNtlNNIINNINNIIN|NIINNmN|UMNNI||
DO YOU WISH A FULL LISTING OF MEMBERS?
ENTER =Y" OR aN= =>
If the user types Y, a summary of all MEMBERS in that UNIT
are listed on the monitor screen. If the user types N,
only MEMBER names are listed.
EXAMPLE: If the user wished to display a full catalog listing
of MEMBERS in the UNIT UNITI (described in example in OPTION 1)w
the following prompts and responses would be displayed:
|l_|l|llllulllllullNNiimml|llmllll|llultlllulNit
ENTER UNIT NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=> UNIT1
INllllmlJlmlNIIINlUIIIWlt|mI_|II|INUlmlmlUllglII
UNIT NAME = UNIT1 EXTERNAL FILE NAME = UNIT1 .UNT
MEMBER NAME = MEMI
MAXIMUM NO. OF RECORDS = 10000
CURRENT NO. OF RECORDS = 2
MAXIMUM RECORD LENGTH = 5
FORMAT= 21,1L, IC$
DATE CREATED = 12109186
TIME CREATED = 13:14
OPTION 5
If the user wishes to print a catalog listing of all MEMBERS
{a TABLE is a special one record MEMBER) in a data UNIT to a
DOS file, 5 is entered as a menu option and the following is
displayed:
ENTER UNIT NAME: I-8 CHARACTERS=>
The user enters the name of the UNIT that contains the MEMBER
and the following is displayed=
ENTER LISTING FILE NAME=>
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The user must type the name of the file that is to be created
and contain the catalog listing. If an extension is desired, it
must be entered. If a file with the same name exists, it vii1
be deleted when the new file is created.
The following is displayed:
lu|lllmml|_Jmmwl_llmNulNmuluulmmNttltNNmmutm
DO YOU WANT A 132 COLUMN LISTING?
ENTER "Y" FOR 132 COLUMNS OR
"N" FOR 80 COLUMN DEFAULT=>
The user enters Y for a full 132 column wide listing or N for
an 80 column wide listing in the DOS file. The following is
displayed:
lllllltlllttlltllllltlellllllllltllllllWlltll
DO YOU WISH A FULL LISTING OF MEMBERS?
ENTER "Y" OR "N" =>
If the user types Y, a summary of all MEMBERS in that UNIT
are listed. If the user types N, only MEMBER names are listed.
The preprocessor then redisplays the main menu. To examine
the catalog listing file, the user must exit the MMEDT program
(OPTION 0) and use a DOS file editor or a print commmand to access
the file. The DOS file listing would have the same format as the
catalog listing example in OPTION 4.
OPTION 6
If the user wishes to display a list of all existing DOS files which
contain UNITS, 6 is entered as a menu option and the following is
displayed:
I ENTER DIRECTORY DOS CALL- m
U U
u DIR *.UNT <cr> u
Execution suspended: -enter <cr> to return to menu
If the user wishes to display the names of all UNIT files on the
current directory, the following is entered:
DIR *.UNT
A list of ell UNIT files on the user's current directory will
be displayed. The user must press the ENTER key to return to
the main menu.
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OPTION 7
If the user wishes to enter or change records in an existing
MEMBER, 7 is entered as a menu option, and the user is
prompted to enter the UNIT and MEMBER names of the UNIT MEMBER
to be edited:
mmmmmmmmlmmmmwmmm**i.mmm_mmmammm_mmmmmmmummmmmmm
ENTER UNIT NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=>
|NNNNINNNllNNNINNNNNNNNNNN|I|INNNNNNNNNNNNNtNNNN
ENTER MEMBER MANE: 1-8 CHARACTERS =>
The user enters the name of the UNIT which vilI contain the
MEMBER, and the MEMBER name. The user is then asked if the
number of maximum records on the MEMBER is to be altered:
DO YOU WISH TO ALTER MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RECORDS ON MEMBER
ENTER "Y" or "N" =>
If Y is entered, the user is asked to enter the new value:
ENTER MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RECORDS OR e FOR DEFAULT
z>
The preprocessor vilI continue to prompt the user to enter
whether records are to be inserted between the current records
on the MEMBER or are to replace particular current records, until
directive 3, (QUIT) is entered. The insertion and replacement of
records must occur in numerical sequence according to the record
numbers. (i.e. The record number entered, for inserting after or
replacing a record, suet be greater than the last record number
entered after a directive option.)
The following prompts are displayed:
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING:
1 - INSERT RECORDS
2 - REPLACE RECORDS
3 - QUIT
ENTER DIRECTIVE NUMBER =>
[ DIRECTIVE I - INSERT RECORDS]
If the user wishes to insert records between currently existing
records, 1 is entered and the following prompt is displnyedx
ENTER RECORD NUMBER AFTER WHICH RECORDS
ARE TO BE INSERTED ">
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The user must enter the Original record number (Record number
before any editing was done to the MEMBER), after which the
new records are to be inserted. If the records are to be
inserted before the first record, then 0 is entered. The
following is displayed:
ENTER NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE INSERTED_>
The user must enter the number of records to be inserted, and the
following is displayed:
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING:
I - COPY FROM CURRENT MEMBER
2 - COPY FROM A DIFFERENT MEMBER
3 - ENTER RECORDS FROM TERMINAL
ENTER OPTION NUMBER=>
The user enters from where the records are to be copied.
If they are to be copied from records in the same MEMBER
being edited, then option I is entered. If they are to be
copied from another MEMBER, then option 2 is entered. If
the records are to be entered from the terminal, then option
3 is entered and the user is prompted to enter each record
element by type, according to the format specification. If
the records in the MEMBER are un_ormatted, then the user is
prompted to enter the element type before entering each set
of elements. If Option 2 is entered, the following prompts
are displayed:
ENTER UNIT NAME(I-8 CHARACTERS-no extension}=>
ENTER MEMBER NAME (I-8 CHARACTERS}=>
The user enters the names of the UNIT and MEMBER from which
the records are to be copied. The user is then asked to enter
the record number of the first record to be copied:
ENTER NUMBER OF FIRST RECORD TO BE COPIED=>
The user enters the record number and the required records ere
inserted.
[ DIRECTIVE 2 - REPLACE RECORDS]
If directive 2 is entered, then records are to be replaced on the
MEMBER. The options are the same as in directive 1 - inserting
records.
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EXAMPLE: The following MEMBER will be changed using OPTION 7:
UNIT NAME = UNIT1 EXTERNAL FILE NAME = UNIT1 .LINT
MEMBER NAME = MEMI
MAXIMUM NO. OF RECORDS : 1
CURRENT NO. OF RECORDS = 1
MAXIMUM RECORD LENGTH = 6
FORMAT= 2C, 1LjIA3$
DATE CREATED = 12/09/86
TIME CREATED = le:04
RECORD
1
1
WORD
1 (0.11000000000000E+01,
2 (0.13000000000000E÷01,
0.20000000000000E+01)
0.10000000000000E+01) T mbc
The updated MEMBER will have the following records:
RECORD WORD
1 1 (e. 11000000000000E+01, 0. 20000000000000E+01)
1 2 (0. 13000000008000E'01, 0. 10000000008000E-01) T sbc
2 1 (0. 11000000008000E'01, 0. 20000000080000E'01)
2 2 (0. 13000000000000E+01, 8. 10000000000008E'01) T sbc
3 1 (0. 00000000000000E÷88, 0. 10000000000000E*01)
3 2 (0. 30000000000000E_01, 0. 00000800000000E*eO) F new
OPTION 7 would be selected end the following prompts and responses
would be displayed and entered:
ENTER UNIT NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=> UNIT1
ENTER MEMBER NAME: l-B CHARACTERS => MEMI
DO YOU WISH TO ALTER MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RECORDS ON MEMBER
ENTER my. or mN" => ¥
II Y is entered, the user is asked to enter the new value:
ENTER MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RECORDS OR 0 FOR DEFAULT
=> 3
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING:
1 - INSERT RECORDS
2 - REPLACE RECORDS
3 - OUIT
ENTER DIRECTIVE NUMBER -> !
ENTER RECORD NUMBER AFTER WHICH RECORDS
ARE TO BE INSERTED => e
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ENTER NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE INSERTED=>I
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING:
! - COPY FROM CURRENT MEMBER
2 - COPY FROM A DIFFERENT MEMBER
3 - ENTER RECORDS FROM TERMINAL
ENTER OPTION NUMBER=>I
ENTER NUMBER OF FIRST RECORD TO BE COPIED=>1
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING:
I - INSERT RECORDS
2 - REPLACE RECORDS
3 - QUIT
ENTER DIRECTIVE NUMBER z> I
ENTER RECORD NUMBER AFTER WHICH RECORDS
ARE TO BE INSERTED z> I
ENTER NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE INSERTED=>I
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING:
I - COPY FROM CURRENT MEMBER
2 - COPY FROM A DIFFERENT MEMBER
3 - ENTER RECORDS FROM TERMINAL
ENTER OPTION NUMBER=>3
ENTER COMPLEX NUMBER(1):
ENTER REAL PART=> 0. D0
ENTER IMAGINARY PART=> O. IDI
ENTER COMPLEX NUMBER(2):
ENTER REAL PART:> 0.3DI
ENTER IMAGINARY PART:> Q. DO
ENTER LOGICAL=> FALSE
ENTER 3 CHARACTERS=> new
OPTION i
If the user wishes to exit the MMEDT program, 0 is entered ond the
_olloving is displayed:
IINilINNNiNNINNiNNINiNNNNNNNINNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
| |
n EXITING MEMBER MANAGER EDITOR •
wunummmm**mwmwmummmmuummnmmmmtmmmmmwmmwmmmaa•
The program is completed and 8 prompt should be displayed by DOS.
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Table ManagerEditor (TMEDT)
TMEDT IS A TABLE MANAGER PREPROCESSOR FOR INTERACTIVELY ENTERING,
EDITING OR LISTING TYPE ONE TABLES REQUIRED BY ANOPP FUNCTIONAL
MODULES
The current directory must contain all unit member files which are
to be edited. All output will be created on this directory.
File TMEDT. EXE must be installed on directory C:\ANOPP\EXE.
To run TMEDT the user types:
TABLE <cr>
The following menu will appear on the screen:
wmNmuJmuu_N_m_JN_Im_NmJmllJlJmummm_JmJNJw_Jmmw_mJ
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING OPTION CODES:
OPTION CODE OPTION
I ENTER TABLE
2 PRINT TABLE TO SCREEN
3 PRINT TABLE TO FILE
4 PRINT CATALOG OF UNIT MEMBERS TO SCREEN
5 PRINT CATALOG OF UNIT MEMBERS TO FILE
6 DIRECTORY LISTING OF UNITS
0 EXIT PROGRAM
mml_lUmNl_lNmmNmJm_NMUUmNNIm_NmllmmltUMtmJMm_mlmlIN
ENTER OPTION CODE=>
(NOTE: the ENTER key must be pressed after each user response.)
OPTION 1
If the user wishes to create a new type one table, I is entered
and the following prompt appears on the screen:
(Note: a table with the same unit and table name exists, it
will be deleted when the new table is created.)
iJlmltllJlJmlmJl|tultumlll|mlul_mllllJultmtNt_m_
ENTER UNIT NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=>
The user enters the name of the UNIT which will contain the table.
Extension .UNT will be added by the preprocessor.
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EXAMPLE: If user enters:
=> TABLEt
then external file TABLE1. UNT vlll be created.
muwntlwumww_uwm_.mumwuuwmmm.wwwuommumt*wmw.wwulwwwmmumw,
The user is then prompted to enter the table name:
.mmmmumwwuuuw.uuuumuumumwi,wwwwuuuwm.uulwuuuuumm
ENTER TABLE NAME: I-8 CHARACTERS=>
mmmwwummuuwwuwwwwuumNmwuwuwwumwwmmumwmmmmmwwm
The user enters the table nsne and the user 28 prompted to enter
the number of Interpolation procedures that are permitted on thl8
table:
TYPE ONE TABLE
ENTER NUMBER OF INTERPOLATION PROCEDURES
PERMITTED ON THIS TABLE=>
The user enters the number of procedures, from the chart belov,
to be used and is prompted to enter the type codes for those
procedures:
|||NW|||E|l*lilllE|lllEINEll||E||ll*ElllEIEI
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPES:
CODE INTERPOLATION TYPE
e NO INTERPOLATION
1 LINEAR INTERPOLATION
2 CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION
,mmutwmwuwmmmwNwwu,w,uluuwu.umuuulmmu,uwmmmm
ENTER INTERPOLATION CODE'>
( ENTER INTERPOLATION CODE=>) -displayed If 2 or more procedures
are to be used
( ENTER INTERPOLATION CODE=>) -displayed if 3 procedures are to
be used
The user is then prompted to enter the dependent variable ty_:
llllllllll*llllllllitlltlllllllltllllllltlli
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPES:
CODE DEPENDENT VARIABLE TYPE
I INTEGER
R REAL
C COMPLEX
Illllllllllllllllllll*lllllllllllllllllltltl
ENTER TYPE CODE FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLES=>
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The user is then prompted to enter the number of independent
variables:
NNNNNNNNN*INNNNIININ*NNNNNNNNNNINN*NNNNINNNN
ENTER NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES=>
The user enters the number of independent variables (maximum
of four) and the program lists the independent variable number
and prompts for the following information for each independent
variable:
***INDEPENDENT VARIABLE # ** (where # is the actual number)
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPES:
CODE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE TYPE
O ORDERED POSITION
I INTEGER
R REAL
ENTER INDEPENDENT VARIABLE TYPE CODE=>
The user enters the type code for a particular independent
variable. All independent and dependent variable types within
m table do not have to be the same type. The user is then
prompted to enter the number values in a particular independent
variable:
ENTER NUMBER OF VALUES=>
The user enters the number of values. All independent variables
do not have to have the same number of values. The user is then
prompted to enter the extrapolation types, for values above the
upper bound and values below the lower bound, for the particular
independent variable.
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPES:
CODE EXTRAPOLATION TYPE
O NO EXTRAPOLATION
1 CLOSEST VALUE
2 LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION
ENTER CODE FOR EXTRAPOLATION TYPE IF
DESIRED VALUE IS BEYOND UPPER BOUND=)
**,,,*****,wm,mu,mmum**ummum,m**m,|w|mm*|
ENTER CODE FOR EXTRAPOLATION TYPE IF
DESIRED VALUE IS BELOW LOWER BOUND=>
,,,gg|NNII*NNN*NNNHNNI*NNINNNINN|||NNN|H|
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The user enters the extrapolation types and is prompted to enter
each value by type, for s particular independent variable:
EXAMPLE: If the user has entered that there are two values of type
integer for a particular independent variable, then the following
prompts would be displayed:
ENTER INTEGER (1) =>
ENTER INTEGER (2) =>
The above sequence will be repeated until all independent variables
have been entered. The program then displays prompts to enter all
dependent varlbles by type. (The number of dependent variables is
equal to the product of the number of values for each independent
variable. EXAMPLE: If there are three independent variables and
independent variable one has three values, independent variable
two has two values, and independent variable three has four values,
then the number of depefident values would be 3 x 2 x 4 = 24 values.
The user would be prompted to enter each of the twenty four
dependent variable values.)
EXAMPLE: If the dependent variable type is REAL, then the following
prompts will be displayed:
DEPENDENT VARIABLES
ENTER REAL NUMBER (I) =>
ENTER REAL NUMBER (2) =>
ENTER REAL NUMBER (3} =>
until all dependent values have been entered.
The table is then completed and the main menu is redlsplayed.
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EXAMPLE: The prompts and responses to enter the following table
will be listed:
Unit name:
Table name:
Interpolation procedures
allowed on table:
Dependent variable type:
Number of independent
variables:
Independent variable 1
Type:
Number of values:
Extrapolation (I):
Extrapolation (2):
Values:
Independent variable 2
Type:
Number of values:
Extrapolation (I):
Extrapolation (2):
Values:
UNI
DMS
No interpolation
Linear interpolation
INTEGER
2
REAL
3
no extrapolation allowed
use table value closest to specified value
1.5, 2.0, 4.5
INTEGER
2
no extrapolation allowed
use table value closest to specified value
5, 10
Dependent variable values: 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10
*Note.
Extrapolationtl) is the procedure to be used if the specified value
for the independent variable falls alter the last table value for the
independent variable.
Extrapolatlon(2) is the procedure to be used if the specified value
for the independent variable falls before the first table value for
the independent variable.
ENTER UNIT NAME: I-8 CHARACTERS=> UNI
ENTER TABLE NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=> DMS
TYPE ONE TABLE
ENTER NUMBER OF INTERPOLATION PROCEDURES
PERMITTED ON THIS TABLE=> 2
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uwwmmuummuuuuwwwwwwmwuwwuwwwwmuwmwmmwuwwmwum
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPES:
CODE INTERPOLATION TYPE
0 NO INTERPOLATION
1 LINEAR INTERPOLATION
2 CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION
Nl|ll|lll|lllltlllllllI|lll||ll||l|||||lll||
ENTER INTERPOLATION CODE=> 0
ENTER INTERPOLATION CODE=> !
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPES:
CODE DEPENDENT VARIABLE TYPE
I INTEGER
R REAL
C COMPLEX
mgNINIJlMMg_mJNmmNaNJJm|lmUWlm_mIN_|m_lmmm|M
ENTER TYPE CODE FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLES=> I
m_N|JmJNII_NmNN_U_NmlWUWNWmNN||mI|IMMIIm|UmN
ENTER NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES=> 2
*** INDEPENDENT VARIABLE I **
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPES:
CODE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE TYPE
0 ORDERED POSITION
I INTEGER
R REAL
ENTER INDEPENDENT VARIABLE TYPE CODE=>R
mmmmmmm*mmmmm,mmwmmmm,wmNmmmmmmmumumm,m,Nm
ENTER NUMBER OF VALUES=> 3
mmmmmmmmwumm,m**mmm**mmm**w,mumummmmmmmmmm
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPES:
CODE EXTRAPOLATION TYPE
0 NO EXTRAPOLATION
! CLOSEST VALUE
2 LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION
mmmmmuummm*mm***m****mmmmmmmmmm_mmmnmmmm
ENTER CODE FOR EXTRAPOLATION TYPE IF
DESIRED VALUE IS BEYOND UPPER BDUND=>O
NNNNNN|NNNN|I|NNNNNNNINNNINNINN|NNNNI|NNN
ENTER CODE FOR EXTRAPOLATION TYPE IF
DESIRED VALUE IS BELOW LOWER BOUND=> I
ENTER REAL NUMBER {I} => 1._
ENTER REAL NUMBER {1) =) 2.0
ENTER REAL NUMBER (I) => 4._
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mmm INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 2 mm
|JJUW|N||IMmJm_IN|UMM_UmmmlUI|mJl||mI|gNI|I
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPES:
CODE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE TYPE
0 ORDERED POSITION
I INTEGER
R REAL
mwuwuummummuw**w,m,uu,muummwmmm,wmwmummwmmum
ENTER INDEPENDENT VARIABLE TYPE CODE=>I
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmwmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
ENTER HUMBER OF VALUES=> 2
|||M|Im|I|NMIImWlUlm_UUlI|||II||U_NI||NmUN
CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING TYPES:
CODE EXTRAPOLATION TYPE
$ NO EXTRAPOLATION
I CLOSEST VALUE
2 LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION
mmmmmmmmmummmm_mm**mm_m_maummlmlmummmmmm
ENTER CODE FOR EXTRAPOLATIDN TYPE IF
DESIRED VALUE IS BEYOND UPPER BDUND=>O
mmmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmm,ummwmmmmmmmmmmmmm
ENTER CODE FOR EXTRAPOLATION TYPE IF
DESIRED VALUE IS BELOW LOWER BOUND=> I
ENTER INTEGER (I) => 5
ENTER INTEGER (2) => 10
DEPENDENT VARIABLES
ENTER INTEGER (I) =>3
ENTER INTEGER (1) =>5
ENTER INTEGER (_) =>7
ENTER INTEGER (I) =>8
ENTER INTEGER (1) =>9
ENTER INTEGER (1) =>10
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OPTION 2
If the user wishes to print a table listing to the monitor screen,
2 is entered as a menu option and the following is displayed on
the screen:
ENTER UNIT NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=>
The user enters the name of the unit that contains the table and
the following is displayed:
ENTER TABLE NAME: I-8 CHARACTERS=>
The user enters the table name and the following is displayed:
The user enters Y, if the variable values are to be listed with
the table description, and N, if only the table description is to
be listed.
EXAMPLE: If the user wishes to list a table description with
variable values to the screen for the table described in OPTION I,
the following prompts and responses will be displayed and entered:
ENTER UNIT NAME: I-8 CHARACTERS=> UNI
ENTER TABLE NAME: I-8 CHARACTERS=>DMS
iNltllllalNiwNlwtmgmll_lttlumllltlulllmmlmlmu
DO YOU WISH A FULL LISTING OF RECORDS?
ENTER "Y" OR "N" => Y
|tllUlmmutll_NlUllmllmMIl|tll_llllllNmltlNIt
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UNIT NAME = UNI
MEMBER NAME = DMS
The following listing will be displayed:
EXTERNAL FILE NAME = UNI
DATE CREATED = 12108/86
NO. INDEPENDENT VARIABLES = 2
INTERPOLATION PROCEDURES =
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 1
FORMAT TYPE
REAL SINGLE (2)
EXTRAPOLATION BEYOND
LARGEST VALUE
EXTRAPOLATION NOT ALLOWED (0)
VALUES
POSITION
1 0.15000000000000E+01
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 2
FORMAT TYPE
INTEGER (1)
.UNT
TIME CREATED •
TABLE LENGTH •
NO INTERPOLATION (0)
LINEAR INTERPOLATION (1)
NO. VARIABLES
3
EXTRAPOLATION BEYOND .
SMALLEST VALUE
CLOSEST VARIABLE VALUE (1)
0.20000000000000E+01
NO. VARIABLES
2
EXTRAPOLATION BEYOND
LARGEST VALUE
EXTRAPOLATION NOT ALLOWED (0)
VALUES
5
POSITION
1
DEPENDENT VARIABLE
FORMAT TYPE
INTEGER (1)
VALUES
NO. VARIABLES
6
POSITION
1
4
8:49
31
0.45000000000000E_01
EXTRAPOLATION BEYOND
SMALLEST VALUE
CLOSEST VARIABLE VALUE (1)
10
3 5 7
8 9 10
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OPTION 3
If the user wishes to print a table listing to a DOS file,
3 is entered as a menu option and the following is displayed on
the screen:
|_|u_mMmiNjNi_umlmmmmN_wm_JmNumJmmilmDmm_Nuumuum
ENTER UNIT NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=>
The user enters the name of the unit that contains the table and
the following is displayed:
DmNmmNmluNulJuJNmlmmmJlu_mmuumu_mummNmJ_M_Mmm_uN
ENTER TABLE NAME: I-8 CHARACTERS=>
The user enters the table name and the follwing is displayed:
ENTER LISTING FILE NAME=>
The user must type the name of the file that is to be created and
contain the table listing. If an extension is desired, it must be
entered. If a file with the same name exists, it will be deleted
when the new file is created. The following is displayed:
DO YOU WANT A 132 COLUMN LISTING?
ENTER "Y' FOR 132 COLUMNS OR
"N' FOR 80 COLUMN DEFAULT=>
The user enters Y for a full 132 column vlde listing or N for an 80
column vlde listing in the DOS file and the following is displayed:
DO YOU WISH A FULL LISTING OF RECORDS?
ENTER "Y' OR "N" =>
The user enters Y, if the variable values are to be listed vlth the
table description, and N, if only the table description is to be
listed.
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EXAMPLE: If the user wished to list a table description without
variable values to an 80 column wide DOS file, DMS. LST, for the
table described in OPTION 1, the following prompts and responses
would be displayed:
mmmmmmmmmmm,mmmmmmmmmmwmm**mmwmmmmmmmmmmummwmmmm
ENTER UNIT NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=> UNI
wwmwwwmuumwwomumwwuwwwmwmmwwmmuwwmwmmwwwwmwwmwum
ENTER TABLE HAKE: 1-8 CHARACTERS=>DMS
mmmwm,mmmmummmmummmmmmmmmwmmmmmmmwmmmmmmmmmmm
ENTER LISTING FILE NAME=> DMS. LST
NNN||m|mmmU||||N|_NNNN_|NNI||UN|N|NNJNJMNM|Jl
DO YOU WANT A 132 COLUMN LISTING?
ENTER mY" FOR 132 COLUMNS OR
iN" FOR 80 COLUMN DEFAULT=> N
|||l|||l|l|ml|l_mll||RJl||||l|_l|lm_lll_lR|
DO YOU WISH A FULL LISTING OF RECORDS?
ENTER "Y" OR "N" => N
The preprocessor then redisplays the main menu. To examine the
listings file the user must exit the TMEDT program (OPTION O)
and use a DOS file editor or a print commmand to access the file.
DMS. LST would contain the following data:
UNIT NAME = UNI EXTERNAL FILE NAME = UNI .UNT
MEMBER NAME = DSM DATE CREATED = 12108186 TIME CREATED •
NO. INDEPENDENT VARIABLES • 2 TABLE LENGTH •
INTERPOLATION PROCEDURES •
NO INTERPOLATION (0)
LINEAR INTERPOLATION (1)
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OPTION 4
If the user wishes to print a catalog listing of all members (a
table is • special one record member) in a data unit to the
monitor screen, 4 is entered as a menu option and the following
is displayed:
mmmmmmmmmmmmmm,mmumwmmwmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmummmmmmmwm
ENTER UNIT NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=>
The user enters the unit name and a summary of
all members in the unit is listed on the monitor screen.
EXAMPLE: If the user wishes to display a catalog listing of
members in the unit UNI (desrlbed in example in OPTION l)p the
following prompts and responses would be displayed:
mmmmmmmmumm,mmmmummmmmwmmummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
ENTER UNIT NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=> UNI
UNIT NAME = UNI EXTERNAL FILE NAME = UNI .UNT
MEMBER NAME = DSN
MAXIMUM NO. OF RECORDS = I
CURRENT NO. OF RECORDS = I
MAXIMUM RECORD LENGTH = 31
FORMAT = UNFORMATTED
DATE CREATED = 12/08/86
TIME CREATED = 8:49
OPTION 5
If the user wishes to print a catalog listing of all members
(a table is a special one record member) in a data unit to a
DOS file, 5 is entered as a menu option and the following is
displayed:
mmmmwmmmmwmmmwm,mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
ENTER UNIT NAME: 1-8 CHARACTERS=>
The user enters the name of the unit that contains the table and
the following is displayed:
*mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm,mm**m,mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm,
ENTER LISTING FILE NAME=>
5-I00
The user must type the nameof the file that is to be created and will
contain the catalog listing. If an extension is desired, it must be
entered. If a file with the samenameexists, it will be deleted
whenthe new file is created. The following is displayed:
tlltlllllllillttlltllttlltlltlltlltltitllIiil
DO YOU WANT A 132 COLUMN LISTING?
ENTER eym FOR 132 COLUMNS OR
IN" FOR 80 COLUMN DEFAULT=>
The user enters Y for a full 132 column wide listing or N for an
80 column wide listing in the DOS file. The preprocessor then
redisplays the main menu. To examine the catalog listing file the
user must exit the TMEDT program (OPTION 0) and use a DOS file
editor or a print commmand to access the file. The DOS file listing
would have the same format as the catalog listing example in OPTION 4.
If the user wishes to display s list of all existing DOS files which
contain units, 6 is entered as a menu option and the following is
displayed:
* ENTER DIRECTORY DOS CALL- *
D
* DIR *.UNT <cr> ,
Execution suspended: -enter <cr> to return to menu
If the user wishes to display the names of all unit files on the
current directory, the following is entered:
DIR *.UNT
A list of all unit files on the user's current directory will
be displayed. The user must press the ENTER key to return to
the main menu.
OPTION 0
If the user wishes to exit the TMEDT program, 0 is entered and the
following is displayed:
IIIIIllllllllllttt|l|lllllilttlllllll|llllli|
u EXITING TABLE MANAGER EDITOR w
m a
mjmMJJmmmJUNNUtmNm|UNNJJ_JJJNlUR_NmlmlJINNml
The program is completed and a prompt should be displayed by DOS.
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! ANOPP-PAS PROCEDURESAND FUNCTIONAL MODULES
0 vervi ew
This section describes the five ANOPP-PAS prediction procedures and the
eighteen functional modules which they control. It provides instructions for
their use, documents the input data required for execution, and describes the
resulting output. Each procedure is executed by typing a single command, and
each controls the execution of one or more functional modules. Single
functional modules may be executed using the RUN command as documented in
Section IV.
Prediction Procedures
The prediction procedures create or verify the existence of input
required by specific functional modules and call those functional modules into
execution.
The Blade Geometry Procedure is called by command GEOM and controls the
execution of:
RBS IBS
RBA or IBA
BLM IBL
The Performance Procedure is called by command PERF and controls the
execution of:
of:
PRP
PLD
The Noise Procedure is called by command NOISE and controls the execution
SPN
PTE
The Flight Path Procedure is called by command FPATH and controls the
execution of:
ATM
ABS
SFO
GEO
The Propagation Procedure is called by command LEVELS and controls the
execution of:
PRT
PRO
LEV
EFF
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Functional Modules
The functional modules described in this section have internal
documentation that is maintained in the FORTRAN source code and on the
Documentation Diskette. For ease of use, it is arranged in accordance with
the format described in figure 3.
The ANOPP Theoretical Manual, volume I (ref. 4) and volume 3 (ref. 1)
document the prediction methods for the functional modules.
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PURPOSE- short description of the functional module (I - 2 sentences)
AUTHOR- initials and level number, such as L01/O0/O0
INPUT
USERPARAMETERS
Namel - description - default value
Namen - description - default value
MEMBERSANDTABLES
DATAUNIT(DATAMEMBER)- sho_ description of data requirement
OUTPUT
SYSTEMPARAMETERS
Name- description
USERPARAMETER- sameas for INPUT
MEMBERSANDTABLES
DATAUNIT(DATAMEMBER)- short description of data requirements
DATABASESTRUCTURES
DATAUNIT(DATAMEMBER)- complete description of data and required format
ERRORS
NON-FATAL - description of errors that are possible within the functional
module.
FATAL - functional modules are requested to not use fatal errors. In the
event this is not followed they must be documented in this section.
ItIPUT SIZE RESTRICTIONS - describes maximum number of entires that are
allowed for input data.
LDS REQUIREMENTS - describes the amount of local dynamic storage required by
this module and maximum allocations.
GDS REQUIREMENTS - describes the amount of global dynamic storage required for
this module and maximum allocations.
Figure 3.- ANOPP functional module prologue format.
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Blade Shape Module (RBS)
PURPOSE - TO FORMULATE A FUNCTIONAL REPRESENTATION OF THE BLADE
SURFACE SUITABLE FOR AEROACOUSTIC AND AERODYNAMIC
CALCULATIONS
AUTHOR - CBF(Le3/O2/eO)
INPUT
USER PARAMETERS DEFAULT
B - BLADE LENGTH MEASURED FROM AXIS TO TIP I.
(RS), M (FT)
IUNITS - INPUT UNITS FLAG (A) SI
SI, INPUT IN SI UNITS
ENGLISH, INPUT IN ENGLISH UNITS
IPRINT - PRINT FLAG (I) 3
"0, NO PRINT DESIRED
=1, INPUT PRINT ONLY
=2, OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
=3, BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
ZSLOPE - BOUNDARY CONDITION OPTION (L) F
=.TRUE., ZERO SLOPE
=.FALSE._ ZERO CURVATURE
WEIGHT - WEIGHTING OPTION (L) F
-.TRUE., WEIGHTING FACTORS ARE INCLUDED
• .FALSE. p WEIGHTING FACTORS ARE NOT
INCLUDED
DATA BASE UNIT MEMBERS
(DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES)
GRID(XI2)
GEOM (BLADE)
OUTPUT
USER PARAMETERS - NONE
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
NERR - SYSTEM ERROR FLAG
•.TRUE., AN ERROR WAS ENCOUNTERED DURING
MODULE EXECUTION
-.FALSE., NO ERRORS OCCURRED
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Blade Shape Module (RBS)
DATA BASE UNIT MEMBERS
(DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES)
RBS(SHAPE)
RBS(SPAN)
RBS(BLD)
RBS(SLPSPN)
RBS(SLPCRD)
GRID(XI1)
_ATA BASE STRUCTURES
GRID(XI1) ONE-RECORD OUTPUT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE ARRAY OF SPANWISE STATIONS,
RE B. SPANWISE STATIONS ARE THE SPANWISE
COORDINATES FROM UNIT MEMBER, GEOM(BLADE)
DIVIDED BY THE USER PARAMETER, B.
GRID(XI2) ONE-RECORD INPUT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE ARRAY OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
BETWEEN e AND 1, HADIANS
GEOM{BLADE) MULTI-RECORD UNFORMATTED MEMBER CONTAINING
SPANWISE FUNCTIONS OF THE BLADE
IF WEIGHTING IS INCLUDED, ( IE., IF
PARAMETER WEIGHT IS .TRUE. ) A WEIGHTING
FACTOR SHOULD BE INCLUDED AFTER EACH
(X,Y) PAIR. IF NO WEIGHTING FACTOR IS
INCLUDED FOR A GIVEN (X,Y) PAIR, IT IS
ASSUMED TO BE ONE.
RECORD FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1 I
2 6RS, 2I
3 RS
NUMBER OF AIRFOIL SECTIONS ON THE BLADE
SPANWISE COORDINATE, LEADING EDGE
ABSCISSA, LEADING EDGE ORDINATE, CHORD
LENGTH, LEADING EDGE RADIUS (RE CHORD
LENGTH), BLADE TWIST ANGLE MEASURED
POSITIVE CLOCKWISE LOOKING OUTBOARD, IN
DEGREES, NUMBER OF (X,Y) PAIRS ON UPPER
SURFACE, AND NUMBER OF (X,Y) PAIRS ON
LOWER SURFACE OF FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION.
FIRST FOUR WORDS ARE IN THE SAME UNITS AS
GIVEN BY PARAMETER, IUNITS.
FIRST (X,Y) PAIR ON UPPER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION ( AND IF PARAMETER
WEIGHT IS .TRUE., A WEIGHTING FACTOR )
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Blade Shape Nodule (RBS)
4 RS
N.2 RS
N*3 RS
N÷4 RS
N*2÷M RS
SECOND (X,Y) PAIR ON UPPER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION ( AND IF PARAMETER
WEIGHT IS .TRUE., A WEIGHTING FACTOR )
NTH (X,Y) PAIR ON UPPER SURFACE OF FIRST
AIRFOIL SECTION ( AND IF PARAHETER
WEIGHT IS .TRUE., A WEIGHTING FACTOR )
FIRST(X,Y) PAIR ON LOWER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION ( AND IF PARAMETER
WEIGHT IS •TRUE., A WEIGHTING FACTOR )
SECOND (X,Y) PAIR ON LOWER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION ( AND IF PARAMETER
WEIGHT IS .TRUE., A WEIGHTING FACTOR )
MTH (X,Y) PAIR ON LOWER SURFACE OF FIRST
AIRFOIL SECTION ( AND IF PARAMETER
WEIGHT IS •TRUE•, A WEIGHTING FACTOR )
( RECORDS 2 THROUGH N÷2*N REPEAT FOR EACH AIRFOIL SECTION•
NOTE = H AND N NAY BE UNEgUAL AND NAY BE DIFFERENT FOR
EACH SECTION. )
RBS(SHAPE) TYPE ONE DATA TABLE CONTAINING FUNCTIONS OF
SPAN AND CHORD OF THE BLADE. FIRST DIMENSION
IS SPANWISE STATION, RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS
CHORDWISE STATION, IN RADIANS. THIRD DIMENSION
IS ORDERED POSITION WITH THE FOLLOWING THREE
SETS OF DATA =
(I) BLADE SURFACE ABSCISSAS, RE B
(2) BLADE SURFACE ORDINATES, RE B
(3) BLADE SURFACE ELLIPTIC RADIAL COORDINATES,
IN RADIANS
RBS(SPAN) TYPE ONE DATA TABLE CONTAINING FUNCTIONS OF
SPAN. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE STATIONS•
SPANWISE STATIONS ARE THE SPANWISE
COORDINATES, NORMALIZED.
SECOND DIMENSION IS ORDERED POSITION IN THE
FOLLOWING ORDER =
(I) LEADING EDGE ABSCISSAS, RE B
(2) LEADING EDGE ORDINATES, RE B
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Blade Shape Module (RBS)
(3) JOUKOWSKI TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS, RE B
(4) CHORD LENGTHS, RE B
(5) ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ABSCISSAS, RE B
(6) ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ORDINATES, RE B
(7) BLADE ELLIPTIC AXIS TWIST ANGLE MEASURED
POSITIVE CLOCKWISE LOOKING OUTWARD, IN
RADIANS
(8) BLADE CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA, RE B 2
RBS(BLD) ONE RECORD MEMBER IN 3RS FORMAT CONTAINING THE
BLADE VOLUME, RE B 3, THE BLADE ASPECT RATIO,
AND THE BLADE ACTIVITY FACTOR
RBS(SLPSPN) MULTI-RECORD MEMBER IN RS FORMAT CONTAINING
THE SLOPE MATRIX IN THE SPANWISE DIRECTION.
A RECORD ON THE MEMBER REPRESENTS A COLUMN
IN THE MATRIX. THE NUMBER OF RECORDS EQUALS
THE NUMBER OF WORDS PER RECORD ON THE MEMBER.
( IE, A SQUARE MATRIX )
RBS(SLPCRD) MULTI-RECORD MEMBER IN RS FORMAT CONTAINING
THE SLOPE MATRIX IN THE CHORDWISE DIRECTION.
A RECORD ON THE MEMBER REPRESENTS A COLUMN
IN THE MATRIX. THE NUMBER OF RECORDS EQUALS
THE NUMBER OF WORDS PER RECORD ON THE MEMBER.
( IE, A SQUARE MATRIX )
ERRORS
NON-FATAL
1. INSUFFICIENT LOCAL DYNAMIC STORAGE.
2. UNABLE TO BUILD SPECIFIED OUTPUT TABLE.
3. MEMBER MANAGER ERROR OCCURRED ON SPECIFIED UNIT MEMBER.
4. NUMBER OF SPANWISE OR CHORDWISE STATIONS IS .LT. 3.
5. SPECIFIED UNIT MEMBER NOT AVAILABLE.
6. ARRAY OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUES NOT IN INCREASING
ORDER.
7. SINGULAR MATRIX WHEN SOLVING SYSTEM OF REAL LINEAR
EQUATIONS IN SUBPROGRAM GELIM.
B. X OR Y VALUE ON UNIT MEMBER GEOM(BLADE) IS .LT. 8
OR .GT. 1. ( WARNING ONLY )
9. DETERMINANT OF MATRIX IS ZERO.
10. NUMBER OF CNORDWlSE STATIONS EXCEEDS THE NUMBER OF
(X,Y) PAIRS ON A PARTICULAR AIRFOIL SECTION.
11. (X,Y) PAIRS, TRANSFORMED TO THE ELLIPTIC COORDINATE
SYSTEM DO NO LIE BETWEEN THE FIRST AND LAST CHORDWISE
STATIONS.
FATAL - NONE
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Blade ShapeModule (RBS)
INPUT DATA SIZE RESTRICTIONS
NUMBER OF AIRFOILS ON BLADE
NUMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER
le
25
LDS REQUIREMENTS
{Maxllua Allocation of LDS- 5190}
LENGTH = ( NCROSS • 25 ) * { NPAIR • 3 ) + ( NXY • (2) )
• NWT * ( NCROSS a, 2 ) • 2 ) + ( ( NXI2 J• 2 ) • 3 )
• { NXI2 • NCROSS • 4 ) * NXI2 • ( 13 * LARGE )
WHERE
NCROSS = NUMBER OF AIRFOILS ON THE BLADE ( IE., NUMBER
OF SPANWISE STATIONS )
NXI2 = NUMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
NPAIR = TOTAL NUMBER OF (X,¥) PAIRS ON THE BLADE SURFACE
NXY = NPAIR • 3, IF WEIGHTING FACTORS ARE INCLUDED
NPAIR • 2, IF NO WEIGHTING IS USED
NWT = NPAIR, IF WEIGHTING FACTORS ARE INCLUDED
O, IF NO WEIGHTING IS USED
LARGE = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF (X,Y) PAIRS ON AN AIRFOIL
SECTION
GDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of GDS - 300e)
SUFFICIENT ALLOCATION FOR mE FOLLOWING TABLES :
RBS(SHAPE)
RBS(SPAN)
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Blade Section Aerodynssics Module (RBA)
PURPOSE - COMPUTES THE PRESSURE FORCES ACTING ON THE UPPER AND
LOWER SURFACES OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL AIRFOIL FOR
SPECIFIED ANGLE OF ATTACK AND MACH NUMBER VALUES
AUTHOR - CBF(LO3/O2/eO)
INPUT DEFAULT
USER PARAMETERS
EPSLON - CRITERION FOR STOPPING ITERATION (RS) .801
NORDER - ORDER OF FOURIER SERIES (I) 5
(VALUE SHOULD BE IN RANGE OF
1 .LE. NORDER .LE. (NXI2-1)/4, WHERE
NXI2 = NUMBER OF VALUES ON ORID(XI2))
IPRINT - PRINT FLAG (I) 3
=0, NO PRINT DESIRED
=1, INPUT PRINT ONLY
=2, OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
"3, BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
RBAPRES - THREE-LETTER CODE, YYY, USED TO FORM PRS
TABLE UNIT MEMBER NAME RBA(YYYNNN)
WHERE NNN IS THE INDEX INTO THE MACH
NUMBER ARRAY AND RBA(YYYNNN) REPRESENTS
THE TABLES OF LOCAL PRESSURE
COEFFICIENTS
DATA BASE UNIT MEMBERS
(DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES)
RBA(MACH)
RBA(ALPHA)
RBS(SPAN)
RBS(SHAPE)
RBS(SLPSPN)
RBS(SLPCRD)
OUTPUT
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
NERR - SYSTEM ERROR FLAG
s.TRUE., AN ERROR WAS ENCOUNTERED DURING MODULE
EXECUTION
B.FALSE., NO ERRORS OCCURRED
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Blade Section Aerodynamics Module (RBA}
DATA BASE UNIT MEMBERS
(DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES)
RBATMP{LIFT)
RBA(AEROCTR)
RBA(MOMENT)
RBA{YYYNNN) NOTE : MEMBER NAME YYYNNN IS FORMED FROM USER
PARAMETER RBAPRES AND FROM THE INDEX INTO THE
MACH NUMBER ARRAY FOR THE MACH NUMBER
ASSOCIATED WITH THE TABLE. CONTAINS THE LOCAL
PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS.
DATA BASE STRUCTURES (NOTE: B REFERS TO BLADE LENGTH)
RBA(MACH) ONE-RECORD INPUT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING RANGE OF MACH NUMBERS
RBA(ALPHA) ONE-RECORD INPUT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE RANGE OF ANGLES OF ATTACK, IN
DEGREES
RBS(SLPSPN) MULTI-RECORD INPUT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE SLOPE MATRIX ASSOCIATED
WITH THE SPANWISE DIRECTION ( EACH RECORD
CORRESPONDS TO A COLUMN IN THE MATRIX )
RBS(SLPCRD) MULTI-RECORD INPUT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE SLOPE MATRIX ASSOCIATED
WITH THE CHORDWISE DIRECTION ( EACH RECORD
CORRESPONDS TO A COLUMN IN THE MATRIX )
RBS(SPAN) TYPE ONE DATA TABLE CONTAINING FUNCTIONS OF
SPANWISE DIRECTION OF THE BLADE. FIRST
DIMENSION IS SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B. SECOND
DIMENSION IS ORDERED POSITION IN THE
FOLLOWING ORDER:
(I) LEADING EDGE ABSCISSAS, RE B
(2) LEADING EDGE ORDINATES, RE B
(3) JOUKOWSKI TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS, RE B
(4) CHORD LENGTHS, RE B
(5) ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ABSCISSAS, RE N
( NOT USED IN THIS MODULE )
(6) ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ORDINATES, RE B
( NOT USED IN THIS MODULE )
(7) BLADE TWIST ANGLE MEASURED POSITIVE
CLOCKWISE LOOKING OUTBOARD, IN RADIANS
(8) BLADE SECTION AREA, RE B 2
( NOT USED IN THIS MODULE )
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Blede Section Aerodynamics Module (RBA)
RBS(SHAPE)
RBATMP(LIFT)
RBA(AEROCTR)
RBA(MOMENT)
RBA(YYYNNN)
RBA(INCOMP)
TYPE ONE DATA TABLE CONTAINING FUNCTIONS OF
SPAN AND CHORD OF THE BLADE. FIRST DIMENSION
IS SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B. SECOND DIMENSION
IS CHORDWISE STATIONS, IN RADIANS. THIRD
DIMENSIDN IS ORDERED POSITION WITH THE
FDLLOWIMG SETS OF DATA :
(I) BLADE SURFACE ABSCISSAS, RE B ( NOT USED
IN THIS MODULE )
(2) BLADE SURFACE ORDINATES, RE B ( NOT USED
IN THIS MODULE )
(3) BLADE SURFACE ELLIPTIC RADIAL COORDINATES,
IN RADIANS
FOUR-DIMENSIONAL TYPE ONE DATA TABLE OF
COEFFICIENTS. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE
STATIONS, RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS ANGLE OF
ATTACK, IN DEGREES.
THIRD DIMENSION IS MACH NUMBER. FOURTH
DIMENSION IS ORDERED POSITION IN THE FOLLOWING
ORDER :
(I) SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENTS
(2) VALUE FOR STAGNATION POINT CHORDWISE
STATION, RADIANS
TWO-DIMENSIONAL TYPE ONE DATA TABLE CONTAINING
THE COORDINATES OF THE AERODYNAMIC CENTER.
FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE STATION, RE B.
SECOND DIMENSION IS ORDERED POSITION IN THE
FOLLOWING ORDER :
(I) ABSCISSA OF AERODYNAMIC CENTER, RE B
(2) ORDINATE OF AERODYNAMIC CENTER, RE B
THREE-DIMENSIONAL TYPE ONE DATA TABLE
CONTAINING THE SECTION MOMENT COEFFICIENT ABOUT
THE AERODYNAMIC CENTER. FIRST DIMENSION IS
SPANWISE STATION, RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS
ANGLE OF ATTACK, IN DEGREES. THIRD DIMENSION
IS MACH NUMBER.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL TYPE ONE DATA TABLE
CONTAINING THE LOCAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS.
THE THREE DIMENSIONS ARE: (I) SPANWISE STATION,
RE B, (2) CHORDWISE STATION, IN RADIANS, AND
(3) ANGLE OF ATTACK, IN DEGREES.
THERE WILL BE ONE TABLE FOR EACH MACN
NUMBER, WHERE NNN IS THE NUMBER OF THE MACH
NUMBER THAT IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE TABLE AND
YYY IS TAKEN FROM USER PARAMETER RBAPRES.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL TYPE ONE DATA TABLE
CONTAINING THE INCOMPRESSIBLE LOCAL
PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS ( SAME DIMENSIONS
AS RBA(YYYNNN) )
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Blade Section Aerodynamics Module (RBA)
ERRORS
NON-FATAL
I. INSUFFICIENT LOCAL DYNAMIC STORAGE.
2. SPECIFIED UNIT MEMBER NOT AVAILABLE.
3. UNABLE TO INTERPOLATE SPECIFIED TABLE FOR GIVEN
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUES.
4. UNABLE TO BUILD SPECIFIED OUTPUT TABLE.
5. PARAMETER VALUE OUT OF RANGE. DEFAULT VALUE WILL BE
USED.
6. ARRAY OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUES IN SUBPROGRAM SPLS
NOT IN INCREASING ORDER.
7. INPUT TO SUBPROGRAM SPLS IS DEFINED INCORRECTLY.
B. MEMBER MANAGER ERROR OCCURRED ON SPECIFIED UNIT MEMBER.
FATAL - NONE
INPUT DATA SIZE RESTRICTIONS
NUMBER OF AIRFOILS ON BLADE
NUMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
NUMBER OF ANGLES OF ATTACK
NUMBER OF MACH NUMBERS
MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF ENTRIES
10
25
10
10
LDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of LOS - 5190)
LDS REQUIREMENTS
LENGTH = ( NXI2 * 20 ) * NXII * ( 12 * 2 a NXI2 * • • NALPNA •
NMACH + 2 • NALPHA i NXI2 ) + NMACH + 3 • NALPHA
WHERE
NXI1 = NUMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS
NXI2 = NUMBER OF CNORDWISE STATIONS
NALPHA = NUMBER OF ANGLES OF ATTACK
NMACH = NUMBER OF MACH NUMBERS
GDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of ODS - 3000)
SUFFICIENT ALLOCATION FOR THE FOLLOWING TABLES :
RBS(SHAPE)
RBS(SPAN)
SCRATCH(ERROR)
SCRATCH(PSI)
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Blade Section Boundary Layer Module (8LM)
PURPOSE - TO COMPUTE THE SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENTS, BOUNDARY
LAYER THICKNESSES AT THE TRAILING EDGE, AND SECTION
DRAG COEFFICIENTS FOR A ROTATING BLADE
AUTHOR - DSW(L@3/@2/_@)
INPUT
USER PARAMETERS
RINF REYNOLD'S NUBBER BASED ON BLADE LENGTHe
SOUND SPEED_ AND KINEMATIC VISCOSITY
(RS)
HSEP VALUE OF TURBULENT MODIFIED SHAPE FACTOR 0.761
AT SEPARATION (RS)
IPRINT PRINT FLAG (1) 3
•e, NO PRINT DESIRED
=1, INPUT PRINT ONLY
=2, OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
=3, BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
BLMFRCT THREE LETTER CODE, YYY, USED TO FORM FRC
TABLE NAME BLM(YYYNNN), WHERE NNN IS THE
INDEX INTO THE MACH NUMBER ARRAY
DEFAULT
2.3296E7
UNIT MEMBERS ( SEE DESCRIPTION UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES )
BLADE (TRIP ) (OPTIONAL)
RBA (ALPHA )
RBA (BACH )
RBA (INCOMP )
RBATMP (LIFT )
RBS (SHAPE )
RBS (SPAN )
RBS (SLPCRD)
RBS (SLPSPN)
OUTPUT
USER PARAMETERS - NONE
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
NERR SYSTEM ERROR FLAG
=.TRUE. f ERROR OCCURRED DURING MODULE EXECUTION
-.FALSE., NO ERRORS OCCURRED
UNIT MEMBERS ( SEE DESCRIPTION UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES )
BLM (LIFTDRAG)
BLM (THICK )
BLM (YYYNNN)
SCRATCH(METRIC )
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i.Blade Section Boundary Layer Module (BLM)
DATA BASE STRUCTURES
BLADE (TRIP )
BLM (LIFTDRAG)
BLM (THICK )
BLM (YYYHNH )
RBA (ALPHA )
RBA (MACH )
RBA (INCOMP )
MULTI-RECORD UNIT MEMBER IN 2RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE CHORDWISE COORDINATE, IN
RADIANS, OF THE UPPER AND LOWER SURFACE
BOUNDARY LAYER TRIP LOCATIONS. EACH
RECORD CORRESPONDS TO THE SPANWISE STATION
INPUT TO THE RBS MODULE ON UNIT MEMBER
GEOM(BLADE).
FOUR DIMENSIONAL TYPE X TABLE OF FORCE
COEFFICIENTS. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE
STATIONS, RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS ANGLE
OF ATTACK, DEGREES. THIRD DIMENSION IS
MACH NUMBER. FOURTH DIMENSION IS ORDERED
POSITION IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
(I) SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENTS
(2) SECTION DRAG COEFFICIENTS
FOUR DIMENSIONAL TYPE I TABLE OF BOUNDARY
LAYER THICKNESSES AT THE TRAILING EDGE, RE
C. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE STATIONS,
RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS ORDERED
POSITION IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
(I) UPPER SURFACE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS
(2) LOWER SURFACE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS
(3) UPPER SURFACE MOMENTUM THICKNESS
(4) LOWER SURFACE MOMENTUM THICKNESS
THIRD DIMENSION IS ANGLE OF ATTACK,
DEGREES. FOURTH DIMENSION IS MACH
NUMBER.
THREE DIMENSIONAL TYPE I TABLE OF SKIM
FRICTION COEFFICIENTS. THE THREE
DIMENSIONS ARE_ (1) SPANWISE STATIONS, RE
B, (2) CHORDWISE STATIONS, RADIANS, AND
(3) ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEGREES. THERE IS
ONE TABLE FOR EACH MACH NUMBER VALUE ON
RBA(MACH).
ONE RECORD UNIT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE VALUES OF ANGLE OF ATTACK,
DEGREES.
ONE RECORD UNIT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE VALUES OF MACH NUMBER
THREE DIMENSIONAL TYPE I TABLE OF LOCAL
INCOMPRESSIBLE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS.
THE THREE DIMENSIONS ARE: (I) SPANWISE
STATIONS, RE B, (2) CHORDWISE STATIONS,
RADIANS, AND (3) ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEGREES.
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RBATMP |LIFT
RBS (SHAPE
RBS (SPAN
RBS {SLPCRD
RBS (SLPSPH
SCRATCH{METRIC
Blade Section Boundary Layer Module (BLM)
) FOUR DIMENSIONAL TYPE I TABLE OF
COEFFICIENTS. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE
STATIONS, RE B, SECOND DIMENSION IS ANGLE
OF ATTACK, DEGREES. THIRD DIMENSION IS
MACH HUMBER. FOURTH DIMENSION IS ORDERED
POSITION IN THE FOLLOWING ORDERz
(I) SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENTS
(2) LEADING EDGE STAGNATION POINT
CHORDNISE STATION, RADIANS
) THREE DIMENSIONAL TYPE I TABLE OF BLADE
SHAPE DATA. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE
STATIONS, RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS
CHORDWISE STATIONS, RADIAHS. THIRD
DIMENSION IS ORDERED POSITION IN THE
FOLLOWING ORDER:
(I) BLADE SURFACE ABSCISSA, RE B
(2) BLADE SURFACE ORDINATE, RE B
(3) BLADE SURFACE ELLIPTIC RADIAL
COORDINATES, RADIANS
) TWO DIMENSIONAL TYPE 1 TABLE OF SPANWISE
DATA. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE
STATIONS, RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS
ORDERED POSITION IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
(1) LEADING EDGE ABSCISSAS, RE B
{2} LEADING EDGE ORDINATES, RE 8
(3) JOUKOWSKI TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS,
RE B
(4) CHORD LENGTHS, RE B
(5) ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ABSCISSAS, RE B
(6) ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ORDINATES, RE B
(7) BLADE TWIST ANGLE MEASURED POSITIVE
CLOCKWISE LOOKING OUTWARD, RADIANS
(8) BLADE SECTION AREAS, RE B 2
) MULTI-RECORD UNIT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE SLOPE MATRIX ASSOCIATED
WITH THE CHORDWISE DIRECTION { EACH RECORD
CORRESPONDS TO A COLUMN IN THE MATRIX )
) MULTI-RECORD UNIT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE SLOPE MATRIX ASSOCIATED
WITH THE SPANWISE DIRECTIOH ( EACH RECORD
CORRESPONDS TO A COLUMN IN THE MATRIX )
) TWO DIMENSIONAL TYPE I TABLE OF THE METRIC
COEFFICIENT FOR ARC LENGTH. THE
DIMENSIONS ARE (I) SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B
AND (2) CHORDWISE STATIONS, RADIANS.
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ERRORS
NON-FATAL
1. INSUFFICIENT LOCAL DYNAMIC STORAGE.
2. MEMBER MANAGER ERROR OCCURRED ON SPECIFIED UNIT MEMBER.
3_ REQUIRED UNIT MEMBER NOT AVAILABLE.
4. UNABLE TO INTERPOLATE SPECIFIED TABLE.
5. INCORRECT NUMBER OF VALUES ON BLADE{TRIP}.
6. UNABLE TO BUILD SPECIFIED TABLE.
7. ERROR OCCURRED IN DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SOLVER.
8. BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION OCCURRED.
9. VELOCITY WITHIN BOUNDARY LAYER EXCEEDS LOCAL VELOCITY
OUTSIDE BOUNDARY LAYER.
FATAL - NONE
INPUT DATA SIZE RESTRICTIONS
NUMBER OF AIRFOILS ON BLADE
NUMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
NUMBER OF ANGLES OF ATTACK
NUMBER OF MACH NUMBERS
MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF ENTRIES
le
25
10
le
LDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of LDS - 5190)
LENGTH = NXII * NALPHA * NMACH w 8 + NXII m NXI2 * NALPNA
+ NXII • NXI2 • NXII m 5 + NXI2 + NALPHA + NMACH
+ (NXI2÷I) m ( 5 + 2 * (NXI2÷I) )
WHERE
NXII = NUMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS
NXI2 = NUMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
NALPHA = NUMBER OF ANGLES OF ATTACK
NMACH = NUMBER OF MACH NUMBERS
GDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of GDS - 3000)
SUFFICIENT ALLOCATION FOR THE FOLLOWING TABLES
RBA (INCOMP }
RBATMP (LIFT )
RBS {SHAPE )
RBS {SPAN )
SCRATCH(METRIC )
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Improved Blade Shape Module (IBS)
PURPOSE - TO FORMULATE A FUNCTIONAL REPRESENTATION OF THE gLADE
SURFACE SUITABLE FOR AEROACOUSTIC AND AERODYNAMIC
CALCULATIONS
AUTHOR - CBF(LO3/O2/ee)
INPUT
USER PARAMETERS DEFAULT
IUNITS - INPUT UNITS FLAG (CHARACTER) SI
SI, INPUT IN SI UNITS
ENGLISH, INPUT IN ENGLISH UNITS
IPRINT - PRINT FLAG (INTEGER) 3
=0, NO PRINT DESIRED
=1, INPUT PRINT ONLY
-2, OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
=3, BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
ZSLOPE - BOUNDARYCONDITION OPTION (LOGICAL) F
•.TRUE., ZERO SLOPE
=.FALSE., ZERO CURVATURE
WEIGHT - WEIGHTING OPTION (LOGICAL) F
-.TRUE., WEIGHTING FACTORS ARE INCLUDED
=.FALSE., WEIGHTING FACTORS ARE NOT
INCLUDED
DATA BASE UNIT MEMBERS
(DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES)
GRID(XI2)
GEOM (IBLADE)
OUTPUT
USER PARAMETERS - NONE
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
NERR - SYSTEM ERROR FLAG
=.TRUE., AN ERROR WAS ENCOUNTERED DURING
MODULE EXECUTION
=.FALSE., NO ERRORS OCCURRED
DATA BASE UNIT MEMBERS
(DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES)
IBS(SHAPE)
IBS(SPAN)
IBS(BLD)
IBS(SLPSPN)
IBS(SLPCRD)
IBS(THK)
GRID(XII)
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DATA BASE STRUCTURES
GRID(XI1) ONE-RECORD OUTPUT MEMBER IN REAL FORMAT
CONTAINING THE ARRAY OF SPANWISE STATIONS,
RE B. SPANWISE STATIONS ARE THE SPANWISE
COORDINATES FROM UNIT MEMBER, GEOM(IBLADE)
GRID(XI2) ONE-RECORD INPUT MEMBER IN REAL FORMAT
CONTAINING THE ARRAY OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
BETWEEN 0 AND 1• RADIANS
GEOM(IBLADE) MULTI-RECORD UNFORMATTED MEMBER CONTAINING
SPANWISE FUNCTIONS OF THE BLADE
IF WEIGHTING IS INCLUDED, ( IE., IF
PARAMETER WEIGHT IS •TRUE. ) A WEIGHTING
FACTOR SHOULD BE INCLUDED AFTER EACH
(X•Y) PAIR. IF NO WEIGHTING FACTOR IS
INCLUDED FOR A GIVEN (X,Y) PAIR• IT IS
ASSUMED TO BE ONE.
RECORD FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1 I
2 I
3 6RS•2I
4 RS
5 RS
N*3 RS
NUMBER OF AIRFOIL SECTIONS ON THE BLADE
A SET OF NUMBERS OF DIFFERENT
CROSS SECTIONS (IE. • IF RECORD I IS
8 AND RECORD 2 IS I, I, I• 2• 3.
THIS MEANS THAT THERE ARE B DIFFERENT
SPANWISE STATIONS. HOWEVER, AT THE 4TR
AND 5TH SPANWISE STATIONS, THE CROSS
SECTIONS HAVE THE SAME (X•Y) COORDINATES
AND THE SAME FOR THE 6TH• 7TH• AND
8TH SPANWISE STATIONS•)
SPANWISE COORDINATE, LEADING EDGE
ABSCISSA, LEADING EDGE ORDINATE, CHORD
LENGTH, LEADING EDGE RADIUS (RE CHORD
LENGTH)• BLADE TWIST ANGLE MEASURED
POSITIVE CLOCKWISE LOOKING OUTBOARD• IN
DEGREES, NUMBER OF (X,Y) PAIRS ON UPPER
SURFACE, AND NUMBER OF (XpY) PAIRS ON
LOWER SURFACE OF FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION.
FIRST FOUR WORDS ARE IN THE SAME UNITS AS
GIVEN BY PARAMETER, IUNITS.
FIRST (X,Y) PAIR ON UPPER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION ( AND IF PARAMETER
WEIGHT IS .TRUE.• A WEIGHTING FACTOR )
SECOND (X,Y) PAIR ON UPPER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION ( AND IF PARAMETER
YEIGHT IS .TRUE.• A WEIGHTING FACTOR )
NTH (X,Y) PAIR ON UPPER SURFACE OF FIRST
AIRFOIL SECTION ( AND IF PARAMETER
VEIGHT IS .TRUE.• A YEIGHTING FACTOR )
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N*4 RS
N*5 RS
H+3*H RS
FIRST(X,Y) PAIR ON LOWER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION ( AND IF PARAMETER
WEIGHT IS .TRUE., A WEIGHTING FACTOR )
SECOND (X,Y) PAIR ON LOWER SURFACE OF
FIRST AIRFOIL SECTION ( AND IF PARAMETER
WEIGHT IS .TRUE., A WEIGHTING FACTOR )
HTH (X,Y) PAIR ON LOWER SURFACE OF FIRST
AIRFOIL SECTION ( AND IF PARAMETER
WEIGHT IS .TRUE., A WEIGHTING FACTOR )
( RECORDS 3 THROUGH N÷3+M REPEAT FOR EACH AIRFOIL SECTION•
IF THERE ARE IDENTICAL CROSS SECTIONS, THE SANE FORMAT
OF RECORD THREE REPEATS FOR EACH OF THE SAME CROSS
SECTIONS AND THE (X,Y) PAIRS ARE ENTERED ONLY ONCE•
NOTE : H AND N NAY BE UNEgUAL AND MAY BE DIFFERENT FOR
EACH SECTION. )
IBS(SHAPE)
IBS(SPAN)
TYPE ONE DATA TABLE CONTAINING FUNCTIONS OF
SPAN AND CHORD OF THE BLADE• FIRST DIMENSION
IS SPANWISE STATION, RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS
CHORDWISE STATION, IN RADIANS. THIRD DIMENSION
IS ORDERED POSITION WITH THE FOLLOWING THREE
SETS OF DATA :
(I) BLADE SURFACE ABSCISSAS, RE B
(2) BLADE SURFACE ORDINATES, RE B
(3) BLADE SURFACE ELLIPTIC RADIAL COORDINATES,
IN RADIANS
TYPE ONE DATA TABLE CONTAINING FUNCTIONS OF
SPAN. FIRST DIHENSION IS SPANWISE STATIONS.
SPANWISE STATIONS ARE THE SPANWISE
COORDINATES, NORMALIZED.
SECOND DIHENSIOH IS ORDERED POSITION IN THE
FOLLOWING ORDER :
(I) LEADING EDGE ABSCISSAS, RE B
(2) LEADING EDGE ORDINATES, RE B
(3) 30UKOWSKI TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS, RE B
(4) CHORD LENGTHS, RE B
(5) ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ABSCISSAS, RE B
(6) ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ORDINATES, RE B
(7) BLADE ELLIPTIC AXIS TWIST ANGLE MEASURED
POSITIVE CLOCKWISE LOOKING OUTWARD, IN
RADIANS
(8) BLADE CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA, RE B 2
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IBS(BLD)
IBS(SLPSPN)
IBS(SLPCRD)
IBS(THK)
ONE RECORD MEMBER IN 3RS FORMAT CONTAINING THE
BLADE VOLUME, RE B 3, THE BLADE ASPECT RATIO,
AND THE BLADE ACTIVITY FACTOR
MULTI-RECORD MEMBER IN RS FORMAT CONTAINING
THE SLOPE MATRIX IN THE SPANWISE DIRECTION.
A RECORD ON THE MEMBER REPRESENTS A COLUMN
IN THE MATRIX. THE NUMBER OF RECORDS EQUALS
THE NUMBER OF WORDS PER RECORD ON THE MEMBER.
( IE, A SQUARE MATRIX )
MULTI-RECORD MEMBER IN RS FORMAT CONTAINING
THE SLOPE MATRIX IN THE CHORDWISE DIRECTION.
A RECORD ON THE MEMBER REPRESENTS A COLUMN
IN THE MATRIX. THE NUMBER OF RECORDS EQUALS
THE NUMBER OF WORDS PER RECORD ON THE MEMBER.
( IE, A SQUARE MATRIX )
TYPE ONE DATA TABLE CONTAINING FUNCTIONS OF
SPAN. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE STATIONS.
SECOND DIMENSION IS THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
(1) MAXIMUM THICKNESS LOCATIONS, RE CHORD
LENGTH
(2) TRAILING EDGE THICKNESS, RE CHORD LENGTH
ERRORS
NON-FATAL
1. INSUFFICIENT LOCAL DYNAMIC STORAGE.
2. UNABLE TO BUILD SPECIFIED OUTPUT TABLE.
3. MEMBER MANAGER ERROR OCCURRED ON SPECIFIED UNIT MEMBER.
4. NUMBER OF SPANWISE OR CHORDWISE STATIONS IS .LT. 3.
5. SPECIFIED UNIT MEMBER NOT AVAILABLE.
6. ARRAY OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUES NOT IN INCREASING
ORDER.
7. SINGULAR MATRIX WHEN SOLVING SYSTEM OF REAL LINEAR
EQUATIONS IN SUBPROGRAM GELIM.
8. X OR Y VALUE ON UNIT MEMBER GEOM(BLADE) IS .LT. e
OR .GT. I. ( WARNING ONLY )
9. DETERMINANT OF MATRIX IS ZERO.
10. NUMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS EXCEEDS THE NUMBER OF
(X,Y) PAIRS ON A PARTICULAR AIRFOIL SECTION.
11. (X,Y) PAIRS, TRANSFORMED TO THE ELLIPTIC COORDINATE
SYSTEM DO NO LIE BETWEEN THE FIRST AND LAST CHORDWISE
STATIONS.
FATAL - NONE
INPUT DATA SIZE RESTRICTIONS
NUMBER OF AIRFOILS ON BLADE
NUMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER
le
25
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LDS REOUIREMENTS
(Naxtmum Allocation of LDS - 5190)
LENGTH - ( NCROSS m 25 ) * ( NPAIR i 3 ) * ( NXY • (2))
÷ NWT * ( NCROSS it 2 ) a 2 ) * ( ( NXI2 H 2 ) • 3 )
• ( NXI2 • NCROSS i 4 ) * NXI2 • ( 13 * LARGE )
WHERE
NCROSS • NUMBER OF AIRFOILS OH THE BLADE ( IE., NUMBER
OF SPANWISE STATIONS )
NXI2 - NUMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
NPAIR - TOTAL NUMBER OF (X,Y) PAIRS ON THE BLADE SURFACE
NXY " NPAIR 3, IF WEIGHTING FACTORS ARE INCLUDED
NPAIR 2, IF NO WEIGHTING IS USED
NWT = NPAIR, IF WEIGHTING FACTORS ARE INCLUDED
e, IF NO WEIGHTING IS USED
LARGE = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF (X,Y) PAIRS ON AN AIRFOIL
SECTION
GDS REOUIREMENTS
(Maxiuua Allocation of GDS - 3ese)
SUFFICIENT ALLOCATION FOR THE FOLLOWING TABLES :
INS(SHAPE)
IBS(SPAN)
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PURPOSE - COMPUTES THE PRESSURE FORCES ACTING ON THE UPPER AND
LOWER SURFACES OF a TWO-DIMENSIONAL AIRFOIL FOR
SPECIFIED ANGLE OF ATTACK AND MACH NUMBER VALUES
AUTHOR - CBF(Le3/e2/ee)
INPUT DEFAULT
USER PARAMETERS
EPSLON - CRITERION FOR STOPPING ITERATION (REAL) .NI
NORDER - ORDER OF FOURIER SERIES (INTEGER) 5
(VALUE SHOULD BE IN RANGE OF
1 .LE. NORDER .LE. (NXI2-1)/4w WHERE
NXI2 = NUMBER OF VALUES ON GRID(XI2))
IPRINT - PRINT FLAG (INTEGER) 3
=@, NO PRINT DESIRED
=1, INPUT PRINT ONLY
=2, OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
=3, BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
IBAPRES - THREE-LETTER CODE, YYY, USED TO FORM PRS
TABLE UNIT MEMBER NAME IBA(YYYNNN)
WHERE NNN IS THE INDEX INTO THE MACH
NUMBER ARRAY AND IBA(YYYNNN) REPRESENTS
THE TABLES OF LOCAL PRESSURE
COEFFICIENTS (CHARACTER)
ICL - COMPRESSIBILITY CORRECTION OF LIFT e
COEFFICIENTS FLAG (INTEGER)
=@, NO CORRECTION
=1, GLAUERT'S CORRECTION
ICP - COMPRESSIBILITY CORRECTION OF PRESSURE 2
COEFFICIENTS FLAG (INTEGER)
=@, NO CORRECTION
=1, GLAUERT'S CORRECTION
=2, KARMAN TSIEN CORRECTION
GAMMA - RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEAT (REAL)
RINF - REYNOLDS NUMBER BASED ON BLADE LENGTH,
SPEED OF SOUND, KINEMATIC VISCOSITY (REAL)
DATA BASE UNIT MEMBERS
(DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES)
IBA(MACH)
IBA(ALPHA)
IBS(SPAN)
IBS(SHAPE)
IBS(SLPSPN)
IBS(SLPCRD)
1.4
2. 3296E7
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OUTPUT
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
NERR - SYSTEM ERROR FLAG
-.TRUE., AN ERROR WAS ENCOUNTERED DURING NODULE
EXECUTION
-.FALSE., NO ERRORS OCCURRED
DATA BASE UNIT MEMBERS
(DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES)
IBS(STAG)
IBA(LIFT)
IBA(AEROCTR)
lEA(MOMENT)
IBA(YYYNNN) NOTE : MEMBERNAME YYYNNN IS FORMED FROM USER
PARAMETER IBAPRES AND FROM THE INDEX INTO THE
MACH NUMBER ARRAY FOR THE MACH NUMBER
ASSOCIATED WITH THE TABLE. CONTAINS THE LOCAL
PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS.
DATA BASE STRUCTURES (NOTE: B REFERS TO BLADE LENGTH)
IBA(NACH) ONE-RECORD INPUT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING RANGE OF MACH NUMBERS
IBA(ALPHA) ONE-RECORD INPUT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE RANGE OF ANGLES OF ATTACK, IN
DEGREES
IBA(LIFT) THREE-DIMENSIONAL TYPE ONE DATA TABLE OF COEF-
FICIENTS. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE STATIONS,
DEGREES. THIRD DIMENSION IS MACH NUMBER
IBA(STAG) THREE-DIMENSIONAL TYPE ONE DATA TABLE OF
STAGNATION POINT CHORDWISE STATIONS, RADIANS.
FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B.
SECOND DIMENSION IS ANGLE OF ATTACK, IN DEGREES.
THIRD DIMENSION IS MACH NUMBER.
IBS(SLPSPN) MULTI-RECORD INPUT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE SLOPE MATRIX ASSOCIATED
WITH THE SPANWISE DIRECTION ( EACH RECORD
CORRESPONDS TO A COLUMN IN THE MATRIX )
IBS(SLPCRD) MULTI-RECORD INPUT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE SLOPE MATRIX ASSOCIATED
WITH THE CHORDWISE DIRECTION ( EACH RECORD
CORRESPONDS TO A COLUMN IN THE MATRIX )
IBS(SPAN) TYPE ONE DATA TABLE CONTAINING FUNCTIONS OF
SPANWISE DIRECTION OF THE BLADE. FIRST
DIMENSION IS SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B. SECOND
DIMENSION IS ORDERED POSITION IN THE
FOLLOWING ORDER:
(1) LEADING EDGE ABSCISSAS, RE B
(2) LEADING EDGE ORDINATES, RE B
(3) JOUKOWSKI TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS, RE B
(4) CHORD LENGTHS, RE B
(5) ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ABSCISSAS, RE B
( NOT USED IN THIS NODULE )
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IBS ( SHAPE
IBA(AERDCTR)
IBA(MOMENT)
IBA(YYYNNN)
IBA(INCOMP)
(6) ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ORDINATES, RE B
( NOT USED IN THIS NODULE )
(7) BLADE TWIST ANGLE MEASURED POSITIVE
CLOCKWISE LOOKING OUTBOARD, IN RADIANS
(8) BLADE SECTION AREA, RE B 2
( NOT USED IN THIS MODULE )
TYPE ONE DATA TABLE CONTAINING FUNCTIONS OF
SPAN AND CHORD OF THE BLADE. FIRST DIMENSION
IS SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B. SECOND DIMENSION
IS CHORDWISE STATIONS, IN RADIANS. THIRD
DIMENSION IS ORDERED POSITION WITH THE
FOLLOWING SETS OF DATA :
(I) BLADE SURFACE ABSCISSAS, RE B ( NOT USED
IN THIS MODULE )
(2) BLADE SURFACE ORDINATES, RE B ( NOT USED
IN THIS MODULE )
(3) BLADE SURFACE ELLIPTIC RADIAL COORDINATES,
IN RADIANS
TWO-DIMENSIONAL TYPE ONE DATA TABLE CONTAINING
THE COORDINATES OF THE AERODYNAMIC CENTER.
FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE STATION, RE B.
SECOND DIMENSION IS ORDERED POSITION IN THE
FOLLOWING ORDER :
(I) ABSCISSA OF AERODYNAMIC CENTER, RE B
(2) ORDINATE OF AERODYNAMIC CENTER, RE B
THREE-DIMENSIONAL TYPE ONE DATA TABLE
CONTAINING THE SECTION MOMENT COEFFICIENT ABOUT
THE AERODYNAMIC CENTER. FIRST DIMENSION IS
SPANWISE STATION, RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS
ANGLE OF ATTACK, IN DEGREES. THIRD DIMENSION
IS MACH NUMBER.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL TYPE ONE DATA TABLE
CONTAINING THE LOCAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS.
THE THREE DIMENSIONS ARE: (I) SPANWISE STATION,
RE B, (2) CHORDWISE STATION, IN RADIANS, AND
(3) ANGLE OF ATTACK, IN DEGREES.
THERE WILL BE ONE TABLE FOR EACH MACH
NUMBER, WHERE NNN IS THE NUMBER OF THE MACN
NUMBER THAT IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE TABLE AND
YYY IS TAKEN FROM USER PARAMETER IBAPRES.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL TYPE ONE DATA TABLE
CONTAINING THE INCOMPRESSIBLE LOCAL
PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS ( SAME DIMENSIONS
AS IBA(YYYNNN) )
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ERRORS
NON-FATAL
I. INSUFFICIENT LOCAL DYNAMIC STORAGE.
2. SPECIFIED UNIT MEMBER NOT AVAILABLE.
3. UNABLE TO INTERPOLATE SPECIFIED TABLE FOR GIVEN
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUES.
4. UNABLE TO BUILD SPECIFIED OUTPUT TABLE.
5. PARAMETER VALUE OUT OF RANGE. DEFAULT VALUE WILL BE
USED.
6. ARRAY OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUES IN SUBPROGRAM SPLS
NOT IN INCREASING ORDER.
7. INPUT TO SUBPROGRAM SPLS IS DEFINED INCORRECTLY.
8. MEMBER MANAGER ERROR OCCURRED ON SPECIFIED UNIT MEMBER.
FATAL - NONE
INPUT DATA SIZE RESTRICTIONS
NUMBER OF AIRFOILS ON BLADE
NUMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
NUMBER OF ANGLES OF ATTACK
NUMBER OF MACH NUMBERS
MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF ENTRIES
10
25
le
le
LOS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of LOS - 5190)
LOS REQUIREMENTS
LENGTH - ( NXII u 13 ) * (NXI2 m 5 ) * ( NORDER * NXI2
a 15) + ( NXII u NXI2 u 2 * ( I + NALPHA )) - ( 10
a NORDER) * ( 3 m NXII a NALPN m NMACH ) * ( 2
I NALPHA ) * 92
WHERE
NXII = NUMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS
NXI2 = NUMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
NALPHA = NUMBER OF ANGLES OF ATTACK
NMACH = NUMBER OF MACH NUMBERS
GDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of GDS - 30_)
SUFFICIENT ALLOCATION FOR THE FOLLOWING TABLES
IBS(SHAPE)
IBS(SPAN)
SCRATCH(ERROR)
SCRATCH(PSI)
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PURPOSE - TO COMPUTE THE SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENTS, BOUNDARY
LAYER THICKNESSES AT THE TRAILING EDGE, AND SECTION
DRAG COEFFICIENTS FOR A ROTATING BLADE
AUTHOR - DSW(L03102100)
INPUT
USER PARAMETERS
RINF REYNOLD'S NUMBER BASED ON BLADE LENGTH,
SOUND SPEED, AND KINEMATIC VISCOSITY
(REAL)
NSEP VALUE OF TURBULENT MODIFIED SHAPE FACTOR 0.761
AT SEPARATION (REAL)
IPRINT PRINT FLAG (INTEGER) 3
=0, NO PRINT DESIRED
=1, INPUT PRINT ONLY
=2, OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
=3, BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
IBLFRCT THREE LETTER CODE, YYY, USED TO FORM FRC
TABLE NAME IBL(YYYNNN), WHERE NNN IS THE
INDEX INTO THE MACH NUMBER ARRAY (CHARACTER)
FLAT MODEL OPTION FLAG
= .TRUE., ZERO PRESSURE GRADIENT FLAT PLATE F
MODEL USED
= .FALSE., FULL LAMINAR AND TURBULENT FLOW
MODEL USED
UNIT MEMBERS ( SEE DESCRIPTION UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES )
BLADE (TRIP )
IBA (ALPHA )
IBA (MACH )
IBA (INCOMP )
IBA (STAG )
IBS (SHAPE )
IBS (SPAN )
IBS (SLPCRD )
IBS (SLPSPN )
(OPTIONAL)
DEFAULT
2.3296E7
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OUTPUT
USER PARAMETERS - NONE
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
NERR SYSTEM ERROR FLAG
=.TRUE., ERROR OCCURRED DURING MODULE EXECUTION
=.FALSE., NO ERRORS OCCURRED
UNIT MEMBERS ( SEE DESCRIPTION UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES )
IBL (DRAG)
IBL (THICK )
IBL (YYYNNN )
SCRATCH(METRIC )
DATA BASE STRUCTURES
BLADE (TRIP ) MULTI-RECORD UNIT MEMBER IN 2RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE CHORDWISE COORDINATE, IN
RADIANS, OF THE UPPER AND LOWER SURFACE
BOUNDARY LAYER TRIP LOCATIONS. EACH
RECORD CORRESPONDS TO THE SPANWISE STATION
INPUT TO THE IBS MODULE ON UNIT MEMBER
GEOM(BLADE).
IBL (DRAG)
IBL (THICK )
THREE DIMENSIONAL TYPE 1 TABLE DF DRAG
COEFFICIENTS. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE
STATIONS, RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS ANGLE
OF ATTACK, DEGREES. THIRD DIMENSION IS
MACH NUMBER.
FOUR DIMENSIONAL TYPE I TABLE OF BOUNDARY
LAYER THICKNESSES AT THE TRAILING EDGE, RE
C. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE STATIONS,
RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS ORDERED
POSITION IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
(1) UPPER SURFACE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS
(2) LOWER SURFACE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS
(3) UPPER SURFACE MOMENTUM THICKNESS
(4) LOWER SURFACE MOMENTUM THICKNESS
THIRD DIMENSION IS ANGLE OF ATTACK,
DEGREES. FOURTH DIMENSION IS MACH
NUMBER.
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) THREE DIMENSIONAL TYPE 1 TABLE OF SKIN
FRICTION COEFFICIENTS. THE THREE
DIMENSIONS ARE: (1) SPANWISE STATIONS, RE
B, (2) CHORDWISE STATIONS, RADIANS, AND
{3} ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEGREES. THERE IS
ONE TABLE FOR EACH MACH NUMBER VALUE ON
IBA(MACH}.
) ONE RECORD UNIT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE VALUES OF ANGLE OF ATTACK,
DEGREES.
} ONE RECORD UNIT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE VALUES OF MACH NUMBER
) THREE DIMENSIONAL TYPE I TABLE OF LOCAL
INCOMPRESSIBLE PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS.
THE THREE DIMENSIONS ARE: (I) SPANWISE
STATIONS, RE B, (2) CHORDWISE STATIONS,
RADIANS, AND (3) ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEGREES.
) THREE DIMENSIONAL TYPE i TABLE OF BLADE
SHAPE DATA. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE
STATIONS, RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS
CHORDWISE STATIONS, RADIANS. THIRD
DIMENSION IS ORDERED POSITION IN THE
FOLLOWING ORDER:
(I) BLADE SURFACE ABSCISSA, RE B
{2) BLADE SURFACE ORDINATE, RE B
(3} BLADE SURFACE ELLIPTIC RADIAL
COORDINATES, RADIANS
THREE-DIMENSIONAL TYPE ONE DATA TABLE OF
STAGNATION POINT CHORDWISE STATIONS, RADIANS.
FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B.
SECOND DIMENSION IS ANGLE OF ATTACK, IN
DEGREES. THIRD DIMENSION IS MACH NUMBER.
} TWO DIMENSIONAL TYPE I TABLE OF SPANWISE
DATA. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE
STATIONS, RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS
ORDERED POSITION IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
(I} LEADING EDGE ABSCISSAS, RE B
(2) LEADING EDGE ORDINATES, RE B
(3) JOUKOWSKI TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS,
RE B
(4} CHORD LENGTHS, RE B
{5) ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ABSCISSAS, RE B
(6} ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ORDINATES, RE B
(7} BLADE TWIST ANGLE MEASURED POSITIVE
CLOCKWISE LOOKING OUTWARD, RADIANS
(8} BLADE SECTION AREAS, RE B 2
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IBS (SLPCRD
IBS" (SLPSPN
SCRATCH(METRIC
) MULTI-RECORD UNIT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE SLOPE MATRIX ASSOCIATED
WITH THE CHORDWISE DIRECTION ( EACH RECORD
CORRESPONDS TO A COLUMN IN THE MATRIX )
) MULTI-RECORD UNIT MEMBER IN RS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE SLOPE MATRIX ASSOCIATED
WITH THE SPANWISE DIRECTION { EACH RECORD
CORRESPONDS TO A COLUMN IN THE MATRIX )
) TWO DIMENSIONAL TYPE I TABLE OF THE METRIC
COEFFICIENT FOR ARC LENGTH. THE
DIMENSIONS ARE (I) SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B
AND (2) CHORDWISE STATIONS, RADIANS.
ERRORS
NON-FATAL
I. INSUFFICIENT LOCAL DYNAMIC STORAGE.
2. MEMBER MANAGER ERROR OCCURRED ON SPECIFIED UNIT MEMBER.
3. REQUIRED UNIT MEMBER NOT AVAILABLE.
4. UNABLE TO INTERPOLATE SPECIFIED TABLE.
5. INCORRECT NUMBER OF VALUES ON BLADE(TRIP).
6. UNABLE TO BUILD SPECIFIED TABLE.
7. ERROR OCCURRED IN DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SOLVER.
8. BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION OCCURRED.
9. VELOCITY WITHIN BOUNDARY LAYER EXCEEDS LOCAL VELOCITY
OUTSIDE BOUNDARY LAYER•
FATAL - NONE
INPUT DATA SIZE RESTRICTIONS
NUMBER OF AIRFOILS ON BLADE
NUMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
NUMBER OF ANGLES OF ATTACK
NUMBER OF MACH NUMBERS
MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF ENTRIES
10
25
10
IO
LDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of LDS - 5190)
LENGTH = NXIl * NALPHA * HMACH m 6 + NXII m NXI2 m NALPHA
• NXII m NXI2 ÷ NXII m 5 + HXI2 + NALPHA • NMACH
{NXI2+I) m ( 5 + 2 m (NXI2+I) )
WHERE
NXll = HUMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS
NXI2 = HUMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
NALPHA = HUMBER OF ANGLES OF ATTACK
NMACH = NUMBER OF MACH NUMBERS
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GDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of GDS - 3000)
SUFFICIENT ALLOCATION FOR THE FOLLOWING TABLES
IBA (INCOMP )
I_A (STAG )
IBS (SHAPE )
IBS (SPAN )
SCRATCH{METRIC )
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PURPOSE - PRP COMPUTES THE INDUCED VELOCITY FIELD, THRUST•
TORQUE, AND EFFICIENCY FOR A GIVEN PROPELLER UNDER
SPECIFIED OPERATING CONDITIONS
AUTHOR - WKB(L03/02/00)
INPUT
USER PARAMETERS
ALPHAP PROPELLER ANGLE OF ATTACK RS
(RADIANS)
MACHRF REFERENCE MACH NUMBER RS .8
THETAR BLADE PITCH SETTING AT THE ROOT RS 0.
(RADIANS)
EPSILON ERROR CRITERION FOR STOPPING THE RS .el
INTERATION ON THE INDUCED ANGULAR
AND AXIAL VELOCITIES
TIPLIM RATIO OF SOLIDITY TO TIP RELIEF RS 0.
FACTOR AT BLADE TIP
OPTION METHODOLOGY OPTION I I
=0• BLADE ELEMENT-MOMENTUM THEORY
=I• PRANDTL TIP RELIEF CORRECTION
UNIFORM INFLOW OPTION L .T.
=.TRUE. • UNIFORM INFLOW
SPECIFIED BY MZ
=.FALSE.• RADIALLY VARYING INFLOW
SPECIFIED BY RBF(FLOW)
IMPROV IMPROV OPTION (LOGICAL) .F.
=.TRUE. • USE UNIT MEMBERS CREATED BY
MODULES IBA, IBS, AND IBL
=.FALSE., USE UNIT MEMBERS CREATED BY
MODULES RBA, RBS, AND BLM
MZ INFLOW MACH NUMBER RS 0.5
(IF UNIFORM IS .TRUE.)
NBLADE NUMBER OF BLADES COMPRISING I 4
PROPELLER
IPRINT PRINT FLAG I 3
=0, NO PRINT
=1, PRINT INPUT ONLY
=2, PRINT OUTPUT ONLY
=3, PRINT BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT
DEFAULT
8.0
UNIT MEMBERS
THE FOLLOWING ARE REQUIRED FOR ALL CASES "
RBF(FLOW)
GRID(PSI)
GRID(XII)
TYPE 1 TABLE OF FLOW FIELD
(IF UNIFORM IS .FALSE.)
ONE-RECORD MEMBER IN mRS FORMAT CONTAINING
VALUES OF THE BLADE INPLANE ANGLES
ONE-RECORD MEMBER CONTAINING SPANWISE
STATIONS TO BE USED IN CREATING THE TABLE
PRP(PERFORM)
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THE FOLLOWING ARE REQUIRED FOR IMPROV = .FALSE. :
RBS(SPAN)
RBS(SLPSPN)
BLM{LIFTDRAG)
TYPE I TABLE CONTAINING THE SPANWISE
FUNCTIONS OF THE BLADE
TYPE 1 TABLE CONTAINING THE SLOPE MATRIX
FOR THE SPANWISE FUNCTIONS OF THE BLADE
TYPE 1 TABLE OF LIFT AND DRAG COEFFICIENTS
THE FOLLOWING ARE REQUIRED FOR IMPROV = .TRUE. :
IBS(SPAN)
IBS(SLPSPN)
IBA{LIFT}
IBL(DRAG)
TYPE I TABLE CONTAINING THE SPANWISE
FUNCTIONS OF THE BLADE
TYPE 1 TABLE CONTAINING THE SLOPE MATRIX
FOR THE SPANWISE FUNCTIONS OF THE BLADE
TYPE I TABLE OF SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENTS
TYPE I TABLE OF SECTION DRAG COEFFICIENTS
OUTPUT
USER PARAMETERS
CP POWER COEFFICIENT
CT THRUST COEFFICIENT
JRATIO ADVANCE RATIO
PROPEFF PROPELLER EFFICIENCY
UNIT MEMBERS
PRP(PERFORM) TYPE I TABLE OF PROPELLER PERFORMANCE DATA
DATA BASE STRUCTURES
GRID(XII) - 1 RECORD MEMBER IN *RS FORMAT
CONTAINING VALUES OF THE SPANWISE
STATIONS ( RE BLADE LENGTH, B )
GRID(PSI} - I RECORD MEMBER IN *RS FORMAT CONTAINING
VALUES OF THE BLADE INPLANE STATIONS
BETWEEN 0 AND 1
RBS(SPAN) - TYPE I TABLE CONTAINING FUNCTIONS OF SPAN
IBS(SPAN) OF THE BLADE. FIRST DIMENSION IS
SPANWISE STATIONS THAT ARE NORMALIZED
BASED ON THE SPAN LENGTH, B, OF THE
BLADE. THE SECOND DIMENSION IS ORDERED
POSITION AS FOLLOWS:
I. LEADING EDGE ABSCISSAS, RE B
2. LEADING EDGE ORDINATES_ RE B
3. JOUKOWSKI TRANSFORMATION
PARAMETERS, RE B
4. CHORD LENGTHSp RE B
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RBS ( SLPSPN )
IBS ( SLPSPN )
NBF{FLOW)
IBA{LIFT)
IBL(DRAG}
BLM(LIFTDRAG)
PRP(PERFDRM)
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5. ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ABSCISSAS,
RE B
6. ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ORDINATES,
RE B
7. BLADE ELLIPTIC AXIS TWIST ANGLE
MEASURED CLOCKWISE LOOKING OUTWARD,
IH RADIANS
- MULTI-RECORD MEMBER IN mRS FORMAT
CONTAINING THE SLOPE MATRIX IN THE
SPANWISE DIRECTION. EACH RECORD CONTAINS
ONE COLUMN OF THE MATRIX.
- TYPE I TABLE OF THE FLOW FIELD AS A
FUNCTION OF (1) SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B,
(2) INPLANE ANGLE, IN RADIANS, AND (3)
ORDERED POSITION. THE ORDERED POSITIONS
ARE THE FOLLOWING THREE COMPONENTS OF THE
FLOW FIELD VECTOR :
1. COMPONENT ON AXIS OF ROTATION, RE
SPEED OF SOUND
2. COMPONENT ALONG THE SPAN OF THE
BLADE, RE SPEED OF SOUND
3. COMPONENT TO COMPLETE RIGHT-HAND
COORDINATE SYSTEM, RE SPEED OF SOUND
- TYPE I TABLE OF SECTION LIFT
COEFFICIENTS AS A FUNCTION OF {I)
SPANWISE STATION, RE B, (2) ANGLE OF
ATTACK, DEGREES, (3) MACH NUMBER
- TYPE I TABLE OF SECTION DRAG
COEFFICIENTS AS A FUNCTION OF (I)
SPANWISE STATION, RE B, (2) ANGLE OF
ATTACK, DEGREES, (3) MACH NUMBER
- TYPE I TABLE OF SECTION LIFT AND DRAG
COEFFICIENTS AS A FUNCTION OF (1)
SPANWISE STATION, RE B, (2) ANGLE OF
ATTACK, DEGREES, (3} MACH NUMBER, AND
{4) ORDERED POSITION. THE ORDERED
POSITIONS ARE:
I. SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENT
2. SECTION DRAG COEFFICIENT
- TYPE I TABLE OF PROPELLER PERFORMANCE
DATA AS A FUNCTION OF (I) SPANWISE
STATIONS, RE B, (2) INPLANE ANGLE,
RADIANS, AND {3) ORDERED POSITION.
THE ORDERED POSITIONS ARE_
I. LOCAL ANGLE OF ATTACK, RADIANS
2. LOCAL MACH NUMBER
3. RESULTANT VELOCITY IN THE THRUST
DIRECTION, RE BmOMEGA
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4. RESULTANT VELOCITY OF FLUID IN THE
DISK PLANE, RE BmOMEGA
5. INDUCED AXIAL VELOCITY AT THE DISK
PLANE, RE B.OMEGA
6. INDUCED ANGULAR VELOCITY AT THE DISK
PLANE, RE OMEGA
7. INFLOW ANGLE, RADIANS
ERRORS
NON-FATAL
I. INSUFFICIENT LOCAL DYNAMIC STORAGE AVAILABLE
2. UNABLE TO BUILD TABLE PRP(PERFORM)
3. UNABLE TO INTERPOLATE TABLE SPECIFIED
4. UNABLE TO INVERT THE JACOBIAN MATRIX
5. UNABLE TO INTEGRATE EQUATION SPECIFIED
6. MEMBER MANAGER ERROR OCCURRED ON SPECIFIED UNIT MEMBER
7. INDEPENDENT VARIABLE ARRAY NOT IN INCREASING ORDER IN
SUBPROGRAM SPLS
8. UNABLE TO ITERATE AND FIND A SOLUTION FOR INDUCED AXIAL
VELOCITY AND INDUCED ANGULAR VELOCITY
FATAL - NONE
INPUT DATA SIZE RESTRICTIONS
NUMBER OF AIRFOILS ON BLADE
(SPANWISE STATIONS)
NUMBER OF BLADE INPLANE
ANGLE VALUES
MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF ENTRIES
le
25
LDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of LDS - 6190)
LENGTH = 13 * N * ( NXI , ( 7 * NPSI * I ) )
WHERE
NXI • NUMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS
NPSI= NUMBER OF BLADE INPLANE ANGLE VALUES
N = NUMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS PLUS ONE
GDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of GDS - 2_e0)
SUFFICIENT GDS IS REQUIRED FOR THE FOLLOWING TABLES:
RBS(SPAN) OR IBS(SPAN)
RBF{FLOW)
BLM(LIFTDRAG) OR IBA(LIFT) AND IBL(DRAG)
PRP(PERFORM)
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PURPOSE - CALCULATES THE LOADS AT SPECIFIED SURFACE POINTS AND
FOR SPECIFIED TIMES
AUTHOR - WKB{L03102100)
INPUT
USER_PARAMETERS DEFAULT
MACHRF MACH NUMBER OF BLADE TIP (REAL) .B
IMPROV IMPROV OPTION (LOGICAL) .F.
= .TRUE. , USE UNIT MEMBERS CREATED BY
MODULES IBAp IBSp AND IBL
= .FALSE. p USE UNIT MEMBERS CREATED BY
MODULES RBAp RBSp AND BLM
NBLADE NUMBER OF BLADES COMPRISING PROPELLER 4
(INTEGER)
IPRINT PRINT FLAG (INTEGER) 3
=0, NO PRINT
=Ip PRINT INPUT ONLY
=2, PRINT OUTPUT ONLY
=3t PRINT BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT
THE FOLLOWING ARE REQUIRED FOR IMPROV = .FALSE. :
BLMFRCT 3 CHARACTER NAME TO BE USED TO FORM FRC
"YYY" PART OF BLM(YYYXXX) UNIT MEMBER
NAME
RBAPRES 3 CHARACTER NAME TO BE USED TO FORM PRS
"ZZZ" PART OF RBA(ZZZXXX) UNIT MEMBER
NAME
THE FOLLOWING ARE REQUIRED FOR IMPROV = .TRUE. :
IBLFRCT
IBAPRES
3 CHARACTER NAME TO BE USED TO FORM FRC
"YYY" PART OF IBL(YYYXXX) UNIT MEMBER
NAME
3 CHARACTER NAME TO BE USED TO FORM PRS
"ZZZ" PART OF IBA(ZZZXXX) UNIT MEMBER
NAME
UNIT MEMBERS
THE FOLLOWING ARE REQUIRED FOR ALL CASES:
PRP(PERFORM)
GRID(XI1)
GRID(XI2)
GRID(PSI)
TYPE 1 TABLE OF PROPELLER PERFORMANCE DATA
UNIT MEMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS
UNIT MEMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
UNIT MEMBER OF INPLANE STATIONS
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THE FOLLOWINGARE REQUIRED FOR IMPROV = .FALSE. :
RBS(SPAN)
BLM(LIFTDRAG)
BLM(YYYXXX)
RBA(ZZZXXX)
RBA(MACH)
TYPE I TABLE OF BLADE GEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
IN THE SPAN DIRECTION
TYPE 1 TABLE OF LIFT COEFFICIENTS AND
DRAG COEFFICIENTS
TYPE I TABLES OF SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENTS
(THE "XXX" IH THE MEMBERNAME ARE INTEGER
NUMBERS THAT RUN FROM O1 TO THE NUMBER OF
MACH NUMBERS GIVEN IN UNIT MEMBER
RBA(MACH) - THE YYY IS OBTAINED FROM USER
PARAMETER BLMFRCT )
TYPE I TABLES OF LOCAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS
(THE "XXX" IN THE MEMBER NAME ARE INTEGER
NUMBERS THAT RUN FROM O1 TO THE NUMBER OF
MACH NUMBERS GIVEN IN UNIT MEMBER
RBA(MACH) - THE ZZZ IS OBTAINED FROM USER
PARAMETER RBAPRES )
UNIT MEMBER OF MACH NUMBERS ASSOCIATED WITH
THE UNIT MEMBERS RBA(YYYXXX) AND
RBA(ZZZXXX)
THE FOLLOWING ARE REQUIRED FOR IMPROV = .TRUE. :
IBS(SPAN)
IRA(LIFT)
IBL(DRAG)
IBL(YYYXXX)
IBA(ZZZXXX)
IBA (MACH)
OUTPUT
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
HERR
TYPE 1 TABLE OF BLADE GEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
IN THE SPAN DIRECTION
TYPE I TABLE OF LIFT COEFFICIENTS
TYPE I TABLE OF DRAG COEFFICIENTS
TYPE I TABLES OF SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENTS
(THE "XXX" IN THE MEMBER NAME ARE INTEGER
NUMBERS THAT RUN FROM O1 TO THE NUMBER OF
MACH NUMBERS GIVEN IN UNIT MEMBER
RBA(MACH) - THE YYY IS OBTAINED FROM USER
PARAMETER BLMFRCT )
TYPE 1 TABLES OF LOCAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS
(THE "XXX a IN THE MEMBER NAME ARE INTEGER
NUMBERS THAT RUN FROM O1 TO THE NUMBER OF
MACH NUMBERS GIVEN IH UNIT MEMBER
RBA(MACH) - THE ZZZ IS OBTAINED FROM USER
PARAMETER RBAPRES )
UNIT MEMBER OF MACH NUMBERS ASSOCIATED VITH
THE UNIT MEMBERS RBA(YYYXXX) AND
RBA(ZZZXXX)
=.FALSE., IF NO ERRORS
=.TRUE. , IF AN ERROR OCCURS
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UNIT MEMBERS
PLD(LOADS)
PLD(FORCES)
P_D(INPLANE)
TYPE I TABLE OF PRESSURE LOADING AND
SKIN FRICTION LOADING
TYPE ! TABLE OF SECTION AERODYNAMIC FORCES
TYPE I TABLE OF NET FORCES AND THRUSTS
IN THE INPLANE DIRECTION
DATA BASE STRUCTURES
GRID( XIl ) - 1 RECORD MEMBER IN mRS FORMAT CONTAINING
VALUES OF THE SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B
GRID( XI2 ) - I RECORD MEMBER IN *RS FORMAT CONTAINING
VALUES OF THE CHORDWISE STATIONS BETWEEN
0 AND 1, RADIANS
GRID( PSI ) - I RECORD MEMBER IN mRS FORMAT CONTAINING
VALUES OF THE INPLANE STATIONS BETWEEN
0 AND I, RADIANS
(MUST CONTAIN AT LEAST 4 VALUES,
INCLUDING 0 AND 1)
RBS( SPAN ) - TYPE I TABLE OF FUNCTIONS OF SPANWISE
IBS( SPAN ) STATIONS WITH INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
(1) SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B, AND (2)
ORDERED POSITION. THE ORDERED POSITIONS
PRP(PERFORM)
ARE:
1.
2.
3.
LEADING EDGE ABSCISSA, RE B
LEADING EDGE ORDINATE, RE B
JOUKOWSKI TRANSFORMATION
PARAMETER, RE B
4. CHORD LENGTH, RE B
5. ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ABSCISSA,
RE B
6. ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ORDINATE,
RE B
7. BLADE TWIST ANGLE, RADIANS
8. BLADE SECTION AREA, RE Bwn2
- TYPE 1 TABLE OF PROPELLER PERFORMANCE
DATA AS A FUNCTION OF (1) SPANWISE
STATIONS, RE B, (2) INPLANE ANGLE,
RADIANS, AND (3) ORDERED POSITION.
THE ORDERED PDSITIONS ARE x
I. LOCAL ANGLE OF ATTACK, RADIANS
2. LOCAL MACH NUMBER
3. RESULTANT VELOCITY IN THE THRUST
DIRECTION OF FLUID IN THE DISK
PLANE, RE BmOMEGA
4. RESULTANT VELOCITY OF FLUID IN THE
DISK PLANE, RE BmOMEGA
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BLM(LIFTDRAG)
IBA(LIFT)
IBL(DRAG)
RBA( BACH )
IBA( MACH )
BLM( YYYXXX )
IBL( YYYXXX )
RBA( ZZZXXX )
IBA( ZZZXXX )
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$. INDUCED AXIAL VELOCITY AT TEE DISK
PLANE, RE B*OMEGA
6. INDUCED ANGULAR VELOCITY AT THE
DISK PLANE, RE OMEGA
7. INFLOW ANGLE, RADIANS
ONLY THE FIRST, SECOND AND SEVENTH WORDS
ARE USED.
- TYPE I TABLE OF SECTION LIFT AND DRAG
COEFFICIENTS AS A FUNCTION OF (I)
SPANWISE STATION, RE B, (2) ANGLE OF
ATTACK, DEGREES (3) BACH NUMBER, AND (4)
ORDERED POSITION.
THE ORDERED POSITIONS ARE:
1. SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENT
2. SECTION DRAG COEFFICIENT
- TYPE 1 TABLE OF SECTION LIFT
COEFFICIENTS AS A FUNCTION OF (1)
SPANWISE STATION, RE B, (2) ANGLE OF
ATTACK, DEGREES (3) BACH NUMBER
2. SECTION DRAG COEFFICIENT
- TYPE 1 TABLE OF SECTION DRAG
COEFFICIENTS AS A FUNCTION OF (1)
SPANWISE STATION, RE B, (2) ANGLE OF
ATTACK, DEGREES (3) MACH NUMBER
- I RECORD MEMBER IN *RS FORMAT CONTAINING
THE MACH NUMBERS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
UNIT MEMBERS RBA(ZZZXXX) AND RBA(YYYXXX)
( FOR EXAMPLE, THE FIRST MACH NUMBER
GIVEN IN RBA(MACH) IS ASSOCIATED WITH
THE UNIT MEMBERS RBA(YYY001) AND
RBA(ZZZ001), THE SECOND WITH RBA(YYY002)
AND RBA(ZZZOO2),ETC. )
- 1 RECORD MEMBER IN *RS FORMAT CONTAINING
THE MACH NUMBERS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
UNIT MEMBERS IBA(ZZZXXX) AND IBA(YYYXXX)
( FOR EXAMPLE, THE FIRST MACH NUMBER
GIVEN IN IBA(MACH) IS ASSOCIATED WITH
THE UNIT MEMBERS IBA(YYY001) AND
IBA(ZZZ001), THE SECOND WITH IBA(YYY002)
AND IBA(ZZZOO2)pETC. )
- TYPE I TABLES OF SKIN FRICTION
COEFFICIENTS AS A FUNCTION OF
(I) SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B, (2)
CHORDWISE STATIONS, RADIANS, AND (3)
ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEGREES.
- TYPE I TABLES OF LOCAL PRESSURE
COEFFICIENTS AS A FUNCTION OF
(1) SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B, (2)
CHORDWISE STATIONS, RADIANS, AND (3)
ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEGREES.
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PLD( LOADS ) - TYPE I TABLE OF PRESSURE LOADING AND SKIN
FRICTION LOADING AS A FUNCTION OF
(I} SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B, (2)
CHORDWISE STATIONS, RADIANS, (3) INPLANE
" STATIONS, RADIANS, AND (4) ORDERED
POSITION. THE ORDERED POSITIONS ARE:
I. PRESSURE LOADING, RE (BmOMEGA}mm2
2. SKIN FRICTION LOADING, RE
(BwOMEGA)m*2
PLD( FORCES ) - TYPE X TABLE OF FORCES AS A FUNCTION OF
{I) SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B, {2} INPLANE
STATIONS, RADIANS, AND (3} ORDERED
POSITION. THE ORDERED POSITIONS ARE:
I. SECTION AERODYNAMIC FORCE
PARALLEL TO THRUST AXIS, RE
Bm(B*OMEGA)I*2
2. SECTION AERODYNAMIC FORCE IN
THE DIRECTION OF INCREASING
INPLANE ANGLE, RE B*{B*OMEGA)**2
PLD( INPLANE ) - TYPE I TABLE OF NET THRUST ON BLADE, NET
INPLANE FORCE, EFFECTIVE BLADE RADIUS
WHERE NET THRUSTS ACTS, AND EFFECTIVE
BLADE RADIUS WHERE THE INPLANE FORCE
ACTS AS A FUNCTION OF (I) INPLANE
STATIONS, RADIANS AND (2) ORDERED
POSITION. THE ORDERED POSITIONS ARE:
I. NET THRUST ON BLADE, RE
(B**2)*(B*OMEGA)*_2
2. NET INPLANE FORCE, RE
(B**2)*(B*OMEGA)**2
3. EFFECTIVE BLADE RADIUS WHERE NET
THRUST ACTS, RE B
4. EFFECTIVE BLADE RADIUS WHERE NET
INPLANE FORCE ACTS, RE B
ERRORS
NON-FATAL
I. INPUT PARAMETER VALUE OUT OF RANGE
2. REQUIRED UNIT MEMBER NOT AVAILABLE
3. UNABLE TO COMPUTE INTEGRALS FOR NET THRUST AND TORQUE
COEFFICIENTS
4. UNABLE TO GET SUFFICIENT LOS
5. UNABLE TO INTERPOLATE SPECIFIED TABLE
6. UNABLE TO BUILD SPECIFIED TABLES
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INPUT DATA SIZE RESTRICTIONS
NUMBER OF AIRFOILS ON BLADE
(SPANWISE STATIONS)
_UMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
NUMBER OF MACN NUMBERS
NUMBER OF INPLANE ANGLES
(AZIMUTH STATIONS)
MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF ENTRIES
10
25
10
25
s,1 RESTRICTION: NXIlmNXI2*NPSI must be less than 3601
*** RESTRICTION: NXII* NPSI must be less than 171
LDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of LDS - 690)
LENGTH = NMACH + NXI2 + NPSI + 2mNXII*NPSI
* 4*NPSI + 11 m NXI1
WHERE
NMACH - NUMBER OF MACH NUMBERS
NXII - NUMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS
NXI2 - NUMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
NPSI - NUMBER OF AZIMUTH STATIONS
GDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of DDS - 7500)
SUFFICIENT GDS IS REQUIRED TO STORE THE FOLLOWING TABLES
RBS(SPAN) OR
RBF(FLOW)
BLM(LIFTDRAG)
RBA(YYYXXX) OR
RBA(ZZZXXX) OR
IBS(SPAN)
OR IBA(LIFT) AND IBL(DRAG)
IBA(YYYXXX) - 2 TABLES AT ONE TIME
IBA(ZZZXXX) - 2 TABLES AT ONE TIME
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PURPOSE - TO CALCULATE THE PERIODIC ACOUSTIC PRESSURE
SIGNATURE AND SPECTRUM OF A PROPELLER WITH
SUBSONIC TIP SPEED
AUTHOR - SLP(L03/02/00)
INPUT
USER PARAMETERS
Z
B
CA
RHOA
ERRTOL
GLIM
IATM
IDPDT
lOUT
IMPROV
PROTIME
PRONUM
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (REAL), M (FT)
(REQUIRED IF IATM=I)
BLADE LENGTH FROM AXIS TO TIP (REAL),
M (FT)
AMBIENT SPEED OF SOUND (REAL)p
M/S (FT/S) (REQUIRED IF IATM=O)
AMBIENT DENSITY (REAL), KG/M**3
(SLUGS/FT**3) (REQUIRED IF IATM=O)
ERROR TOLERANCE FOR ROOT TO RETARDED
TIME EQUATION (INTEGER)
(DEFAULT IS RECOMMENDED)
TOLERANCE FOR F(X)=O IN NEWTON'S METHOD I.E-5
(INTEGER) (DEFAULT IS RECOMMENDED)
ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS SELECTOR (INTEGER) 0
0 - CA AND RHOA ARE INPUT PARAMETERS
I - ATM(TMOD) HAS AMBIENT CONDITIONS
BLADE LOADING SELECTOR (INTEGER) 0
0 - BLADE LOADING IS STEADY
1 - BLADE LOADING IS TIME DEPENDENT
MEMBER OUTPUT OPTION (INTEGER) 0
0 - NO OUTPUT MEMBER (REQUIRES INPUT
UNIT MEMBER OBSERV(COORD))
I - OUTPUT TABLE SPN(XXXNNN) IS
PRODUCED FOR FARFIELD NOISE
ANALYSIS (REQUIRES INPUT UNIT
MEMBERS SFIELD(THETA) AND
SFIELD(PHI))
2 - OUTPUT UNIT MEMBER SPN{FFT) IS
PRODUCED FOR NEARFIELD NOISE
ANALYSIS (REQUIRES INPUT UNIT
MEMBER OBSERV(COORD))
IMPROVE OPTION (LOGICAL) .F.
=.TRUE ,USE UNIT MEMBERS CREATED BY
MODULES IBA, IBSpAND IBL
=.FALSE ,USE UNIT MEMBERS CREATED BY
MODULES RBA, RBS, AND BLM
THREE LETTER ID (XXX) USED TO FORM XXX
OUTPUT TABLE NAME 5PN(XXXNNN) (CHARACTER)
INTEGER (NNN : O<NNN<I000 ) USED TO FORM
OUTPUT TABLE NAME SPN(XXXNNN) (INTEGER) I
DEFAULT
SI UNITS
0.0
1.0
340.294
1. 225
1. E-8
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IPRINT
ITMAX
IUNITS
NBLADE
NHARM
NTIME
METHOD
MACHRF
PSIO
THETAR
RX
MZ
IPRES
PLTID
PRINT OPTION {INTEGER} 3
0 - NO PRINT DESIRED
1 - INPUT PRINT ONLY
2 - OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
3 - INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
4 - FULL PRINT + PLOT DATA
MAXIMUM NO. OF ITERATIONS FOR NEWTON'S 10
METHOD (INTEGER) (DEFAULT IS RECOMMENDED)
SYSTEM OF UNITS INDICATOR {CHARACTER SI
SI SI UNITS
ENGLISH ENGLISH UNITS
NUMBER OF BLADES ON PROPELLER (INTEGER) 4
NUMBER OF HARMONICS PRINTED (INTEGER) 16
NUMBER OF TIME POINTS USED FOR TIME 100
SIGNATURE 4 < 2*NHARM < NTIME (INTEGER)
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD SELECTOR (INTEGER) I
1 - FULL BLADE FORMULATION
2 - MEAN SURFACE APPROXIMATION
{*NOTE: METHOD 2 IS NOT AVAILABLE ON IBM-PC VERSION )
3 - COMPACT CHORD APPROXIMATION
4 - COMPACT SOURCE APPROXIMATION
REFERENCE MACH NUMBER (REAL) 0.8
INITIAL AZIMUTH ANGLE OF BLADE (REAL), 0.0
RADIANS
ROOT PITCH CHANGE (REAL), RADIANS 0.0
SOURCE RADIUS FOR OUTPUT (REAL), RE B 10.0
(REQUIRED IF IOUT=I)
AIRCRAFT MACH NUMBER (REAL) 0.3
PLOT FILE SELECTOR (INTEGER) 1
I - WRITE TOTAL NOISE TO PLOT FILE
2 - WRITE LOADING NOISE TO PLOT FILE
3 - WRITE THICKNESS NOISE TO PLOT FILE
LABLE FOR PLOT FILE {CHARACTER) SPN
TABLES AND MEMBERS
NOTE: THE FOLLOWING INPUT UNIT{MEMBER) NAMES ARE
FULLY DESCRIBED UNDER DATA STRUCTURES
THE FOLLOWING ARE REQUIRED FOR ALL VALUES OF METHOD:
ATM (TMOD )
OBSERV(COORD }
SFIELD(THETA }
SFIELD(PHI )
ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES TABLE (REQUIRED IF
IATM=I)
UNIT MEMBER OF OBSERVER POSITIONS (REQUIRED
IF IOUT=O OR 2)
UNIT MEMBER OF POLAR DIRECTIVITY ANGLES TO
OBSERVER {REQUIRED IF IOUT=I)
UNIT MEMBER OF AZIMUTHAL DIRECTIVITY ANGLES
TO OBSERVER (REQUIRED IF IOUT=I)
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(INOTE: METHOD 2 IS NOT AVAILABLE ON IBM-PC VERSION )
THE FOLLOWING ARE REQUIRED FOR METHOD=I OR 2, AND IF
IMPROV = .FALSE.:
GRID {XI! )
GRID (XI2 )
RBS {SHAPE )
RBS (SLPSPN)
RBS (SLPCRD)
PLD (LOADS)
UNIT MEMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS
UNIT MEMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
BLADE SHAPE TABLE
UNIT MEMBER OF SPANWISE SLOPE MATRIX
UNIT MEMBER OF CHORDWISE SLOPE MATRIX
BLADE LOADING TABLE
THE FOLLOWING ARE REQUIRED FOR METHOD=I OR 2, AND IF
IMPRDV = .TRUE.:
GRID (XII )
GRID (XI2 )
IBS {SHAPE )
IBS (SLPSPN)
IBS (SLPCRD)
PLD (LOADS)
UNIT MEMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS
UNIT MEMBER OF CHORDWISE STATIONS
BLADE SHAPE TABLE
UNIT MEMBER OF SPANWISE SLOPE MATRIX
UNIT MEMBER OF CHORDWISE SLOPE MATRIX
BLADE LOADING TABLE
THE FOLLOWING ARE REQUIRED FOR METHOD=3p AND IF
IMPROV = .FALSE.:
GRID (XII )
RBS (SPAN)
RBS (SLPSPN)
PLD (FORCES)
UNIT MEMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS
BLADE SECTION DATA TABLE
UNIT MEMBER OF SPANWISE SLOPE MATRIX
BLADE SECTION FORCE DATA
THE FOLLOWING ARE REQUIRED FOR METHOD=3_ AND IF
IMPROV =.TRUE. z
GRID (XII )
IBS {SPAN )
IBS (SLPSPN)
PLD (FORCES)
UNIT MEMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS
BLADE SECTION DATA TABLE
UNIT MEMBER OF SPANWISE SLOPE MATRIX
BLADE SECTION FORCE DATA
THE FOLLOWING ARE REQUIRED FOR METHOD=4w AND IF
IMPROV = .FALSE._
RBS
PLD
(BLD ) UNIT MEMBER OF BLADE DATA
(INPLANE) BLADE FORCE DATA
THE FOLLOWING ARE REQUIRED FOR METHOD=41 AND IF
IMPROV - .TRUE.
IBS
PLD
(BLD ) UNIT MEMBER OF BLADE DATA'
(INPLANE) BLADE FORCE DATA
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OUTPUT
USER PARAMETERS
RS RADIAL DISTANCE FROM SOURCE TO OBSERVER
(RS), M {FT) {PROVIDED IF lOUT=l)
TABLES AND MEMBERS
SCRATCH{ TME )
SPN( FFT )
SPN( XXXNNN )
TEMPORARY TIME SIGNATURE TABLE
PRESSURE SPECTRUM OUTPUT MEMBER
{PROVIDED IF lOUT=2)
PRESSURE SPECTRUM OUTPUT TABLE
{PROVIDED IF IOUT=I)
SYSTEM PARAMETER
NERR SYSTEM ERROR PARAMETER
.TRUE. - ERROR OCCURED DURING MODULE EXECUTION
.FALSE.- NO ERROR
DATA BASE STRUCTURES
ATM( TMOD ) - TYPE 1 DATA TABLE OF ATMOSPHERIC MODEL WITH
NINE FUNCTIONS OF ALTITUDE.
VARIABLES IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
(PRESSURE, DENSITY, TEMP.,SOUND SPEED,
AVE. SOUND SPEED, ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY,
COEF. OF VISCOSITY, COEF. OF THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY, CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE)
GRID( XII )
- ONE RECORD MEMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS
TO BE USED TO DEFINE THE BLADE SHAPE
OR
GRID{ XI2 )
RBS( SHAPE )
IBS( SHAPE )
- ONE RECORD MEMBER OF CHORDWISE 5"rATIONS
BETWEEN 0 AND I
- TYPE ONE DATA TABLE CONTAINING FUNCTIONS OF
SPAN AND CHORD OF THE BLADE. FIRST DIMENSION
IS SPANWISE STATIONS. SECOND DIMENSION IS
CHORDWISE STATIONS. THIRD DIMENSION IS ORDERED
POSITION WITH THE FOLLOWING THREE SETS OF DATA:
(I) BLADE SURFACE ABSCISSAS, RE B
(2) BLADE SURFACE ORDINATES, RE B
{3) BLADE SURFACE ELLIPTIC RADIAL COORDINATES,
IN RADIANS
RBS(SLPSPN)
OR IBS{SLPSPN)
- MULTI-RECORD MEMBER IN mRS FORMAT CONTAINING
THE SLOPE MATRIX IN THE SPANWISE DIRECTION.
A RECORD ON THE MEMBER REPRESENTS A COLUMN
IN THE MATRIX. THE NUMBER OF RECORDS EQUALS
THE NUMBER OF WORDS PER RECORD ON THE MEMBER.
( I.E., A SQUARE MATRIX )
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RBS(SLPCRD)
OR IBS(SLPCRD)
- MULTI-RECORD MEMBER IN mRS FORMAT CONTAINING
THE SLOPE MATRIX IN THE CHORDWlSE DIRECTION.
A RECORD ON THE MEMBER REPRESENTS A COLUMN
IN THE MATRIX. THE NUMBER OF RECORDS EQUALS
THE NUMBER OF WORDS PER RECORD ON THE MEMBER.
( IE, A SQUARE MATRIX )
RBS( SPAN )
OR INS( SPAN )
- TYPE ONE DATA TABLE CONTAINING FUNCTIONS OF
SPAN. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE STATIONS,
RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS ORDERED POSITION
IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
(1) LEADING EDGE ABSCISSAS, RE B
(2) LEADING EDGE ORDINATES, RE B
(3) 30UKOWSKI TRANSFORMATION PARAMETERS, RE B
(4) CHORD LENGTHS, RE B
(5) ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ABSCISSAS, RE B
(6) ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ORDINATES, RE B
(7) BLADE ELLIPTIC AXIS TWIST ANGLE MEASURED
POSITIVE CLOCKWISE LOOKING OUTWARD, IN
RADIANS
(8) BLADE CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA, RE Bw*2
RBS ( BLD )
OR IBS( BLD }
PLD( LOADS )
- ONE RECORD MEMBER IN 3RS FORMAT CONTAINING
THE BLADE VOLUME, RE B**3, THE BLADE ASPECT
RATIO, AND THE BLADE ACTIVITY FACTOR
- TYPE 1 TABLE OF PRESSURE LOADING AND SKIN
FRICTION LOADING AS A FUNCTION OF
(I) SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B, (2)
CHORDWISE STATIONS, RADIANS, (3) INPLANE
STATIONS, RADIANS, AND {4) ORDERED
POSITION. THE ORDERED POSITIONS ARE_
I. PRESSURE LOADING, RE RHOe(BIOMEGA)wa2
2. SKIN FRICTION LOADING, RE
RHOw(BaOMEGA)_.2
SCRATCH( TME ) -TYPE ONE DATA TABLE CONTAINING TIME
SIGNATURE PRODUCED BY ONE REVOLUTION
OF A SINGLE BLADE. FIRST IND. VARIABLE
IS TIME. SECOND IND. VARIABLE IS ORDERED
POSITION AND CORRESPONDS TO OBSERVER NO.
IN OUTPUT LISTING. THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE
IS NONDIMENSIONAL PRESSURE.
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SPN( FFT )
- UNFORMATTED UNIT MEMBER CONTAINING
SPECTRAL DATA FOR EACH OBSERVER. FIRST
RECORD HAS BLADE PASSAGE FREQ. AND NO. OF
HARMONICS. SECOND RECORD HAS NONDIMENSIONAL
OBSERVER COORDINATES WRT THE AIRCRAFT-FIXED
RECTANGULAR COORDINATE SYSTEM. THIRD RECORD
HAS NS VALUES OF COMPLEX ACOUSTIC PRESSURE.
RECORDS 2 AND 3 WILL BE REPEATED FOR EACH
OF THE NOBS OBSERVER LOCATIONS.
SPN( XXXNNN ) - TYPE I TABLE OF MEAN SQ. PRESSURE AS A
FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY, POLAR DIRECTIVITY
ANGLE AND AZIMUTH ANGLE. USER PARAMETERS
PROTIME AND PRONUM SUPPLY XXX AND NNN.
SFIELD( PHI ) - ONE RECORD MEMBER OF OBSERVER AZIMUTH
ANGLES IN DEGREES. FORMAT=4HeRS$
SFIELD( THETA ) ONE RECORD MEMBER OF OBSERVER POLAR
DIRECTIVITY ANGLES IN DEGREES.
FORMAT=4H*RS$
OBSERV( CODRD )-MULTI-RECORD MEMBER WITH FORMAT= 3RS ,
CONTAINING ONE RECORD FOR EACH OBSERVER
WITH VALUES OF THE X,Y,Z COORDINATES
IN THE AIRCRAFT-FIXED FRAME .
PLD (FORCES) - TYPE ONE TABLE OF FORCES AS A FUNCTION OF
(I) SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B, (2) INPLANE
STATIONS, RADIANS, AND (3) ORDERED POSITION.
THE ORDERED POSITIONS ARE:
(I) SECTION AERODYNAMIC FORCE PARALLEL TO
THRUST AXIS, RE RHO*B*(B*OMEGA)mm2
(2) SECTION AERODYNAMIC FORCE IN THE
DIRECTION OF INCREASING INPLANE ANGLE,
RE RHO*B*(B*OMEGA)m*2
PLD( INPLANE )- TYPE I TABLE OF NFT THRUST ON BLADE, NET
INPLANE FORCE, EFFECTIVE BLADE RADIUS
WHERE NET THRUSTS ACTS, AND EFFECTIVE
BLADE RADIUS WHERE THE INPLANE FORCE
ACTS AS A FUNCTION OF (1) INPLANE
STATIONS, RADIANS AND (2) ORDERED
POSITION. THE ORDERED POSITIONS ARE:
I. NET THRUST ON BLADE, RE
RHO*(B**2)t(B*OMEGA)tm2
2. NET INPLANE FORCE, RE
RHO*(B**2)*(B*OMEGA)**2
3. EFFECTIVE BLADE RADIUS WHERE NET
THRUST ACTS, RE B
4. EFFECTIVE BLADE RADIUS WHERE NET
INPLANE FORCE ACTS, RE B
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ERRORS
NON-FATAL
1. REOUIRED UNIT NEHBER NOT AVAILABLE.
3. MEMBERHANAGER ERROR OCCURRED ON SPECIFIED UNIT HENBER.
4. UNABLE TO INTERPOLATE TABLE.
5. UNABLE TO BUILD TABLE.
6. ERROR IN SPLICE INTEGRATION ROUTINE.
7. ERROR IN NEWTON'S METHOD.
B. OBSERVER DEFINED ON PROPELLER CENTERLINE.
FATAL - NONE
INPUT DATA SIZE RESTRICTIONS
NUMBER OF AIRFOILS ON BLADE
(SPANWISE STATIONS)
NUMBER OF CNORDWISE STATIONS
NUMBER OF PTS. IN TIME HISTORY
MAXIMUMNUMBER
OF ENTRIES
le
25
3O0
LOS REOUIREHENTS
(Maximum Allocetion of LOS - 690)
GDS REOUIRENENTS
(Naximuu Allocstion of BDS - 7500)
LENGTH MUST BE SUFFICIENT TO HOLD PLD(LOADS) TABLE
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PURPOSE - TO PREDICT THE BROADBAND AND HARMONIC NOISE DUE TO
THE INTERACTION OF THE BLADE TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
WITH THE TRAILING EDGE
AUTHOR - DSW(L03102100)
INPUT
USER PARAMETERS DEFAULT
B BLADE LENGTH {REAL}, M (FT) I.
MACNC TURBULENCE CONVECTION MACH NUMBER {REAL}, 0.8
RE M
MACHRF REFERENCE MACH NUMBER {REAL} O.S
NBLADE NUMBER OF BLADES {INTEGER) I
NTIME NUMBER OF TIME POINTS TO AVERAGE {INTEGER} 16
Z AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE {REAL}, M (FT) 8.
THETAR BLADE ROOT PITCH ANGLE {REAL}, NAD 0.
IUNITS UNIT OPTION FLAG (CHARACTER} SI
= SI - SI UNITS
= ENGLISH - ENGLISH UNITS
IPRINT PRINT OPTION FLAG (INTEGER} 3
=0 - NO PRINT
=1 - INPUT PRINT ONLY
=2 - OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
=3 - BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
THEORY METHODOLOGY OPTION {LOGICAL) .F.
=.TRUE. - USE THEORETICAL PREDICTION
=.FALSE. - USE EMPIRICAL PREDICTION
DIROPT DIRECTIVITY FUNCTION OPTION FLAG {INTEGER} 2
=I - FULL THEORETICAL DIRECTIVITY
=2 - HIGH FREQUENCY APPROXIMATION
=3 - LOW FREQUENCY APPROXIMATION
=4 - DIRECTIVITY FUNCTION BY M. L. FINK
(ONLY VALID WHEN THEORY = .FALSE.}
SPCOPT SPECTRUM FUNCTION OPTION FLAG (INTEGER} 3
=1 - FLAT PLATE SURFACE SPECTRUM
=2 - AIRFOIL SURFACE SPECTRUM
=3 - EMPIRICAL SPECTRUM BY M. L. FINK
IDPDT BLADE LOADING SELECTOR {INTEGER) Q
=0 - BLADE LOADING IS STEADY
=l - BLADE LOADING IS TIME DEPENDENT
lOUT MEMBER OUTPUT OPTION (INTEGER} e
=0 - NO OUTPUT UNIT MEMBER (REQUIRES INPUT
UNIT MEMBER OBSERV{COORD)
=I - OUTPUT TABLE PTE(XXXNNN) IS PRODUCED
{REQUIRES UNIT MEMBER SFIELD(THETA)
AND SFIELD(PHI}}
•2 - OUTPUT UNIT MEMBER PTE(BBN) IS PRODUCED
{REQUIRES INPUT MEMBER OBSERV(COORD)
PROTIM THREE LETTER ID(XXX)USED TO FORM XXX
OUTPUT TABLE NAME PTE(XXXNNN) {CHARACTER}
PRONUM INTEGER ( NNN : O<NNN<1000 ) USED TO FORM 1
OUTPUT TABLE NAME PTE(XXXNNN) {INTEGER)
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RX
ZMPROV
OBSERVER RADIUS FOR OUTPUT (REAL), RE B 10.
( REQUIRED IF lOUT = ! )
IMPROVE OPTION FLAG (LOGICAL} F
= .TRUE. , UNIT MEMBER IBS AND IBL ARE USED
a .FALSE. , UNIT MEMBER RBS AND BLM ARE USED
(NOTE: THEORETICAL PREDICTION ( THEORY=.TRUE. } AND FULL
THEORETICAL DIRECTIVITY ( DIROPT = 1 ) HAVE NOT BEEN
INSTALLED}
UNIT MEMBERS { DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES }
GRID (XII ) UNIT MEMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS
SFIELD(FREQ ) UNIT MEMBER OF 173 OCTAVE BAND CENTER
FREQUENCIES
RBS (SPAN ) TYPE I TABLE OF BLADE GEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
IN THE SPANWISE DIRECTION (USED WHEN IMPROV
EQUAL TO FALSE )
IBS (SPAN ) TYPE I TABLE OF BLADE 8EOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
IN THE SPANWISE DIRECTION (USED WHEN IMPROV
EQUAL TO TRUE)
RBS (SHAPE ) TYPE I TABLE OF BLADE COORDINATES
( USED WHEN IMPROV EQUAL TO FALSE )
IBS (SHAPE ) TYPE I TABLE OF BLADE COORDINATES
( USED WHEN IMPROV EQUAL TO TRUE )
OBSERV(COORD ) UNIT MEMBER OF OBSERVER COORDINATES
SFIELD(PHI ) UNIT MEMBER OF OBSERVER AZIMUTHAL ANGL_
( WHEN IOUT = 1 )
SFIELD(THETA ) UNIT MEMBER OF OBSERVER POLAR DIRECTIVITY
ANGLES ( WHEN IDUT . I )
PRP (PERFORM) TYPE I TABLE OF PROPELLER PERFORMANCE DATA
BLM (THICK ) TYPE I TABLE OF BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESSES
( USED WHEN IMPROV EQUAL TO FALSE )
IBL (THICK ) TYPE 1 TABLE OF BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESSES
( USED WHEN IMPROV EQUAL TO TRUE )
ATM (TMOD ) TYPE I TABLE OF ATMOSPHERIC DATA
OUTPUT
USER PARAMETERS - NONE
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
HERR = .TRUE. - IF AN ERROR OCCURS
• .FALSE. - IF NO ERRORS
UNIT MEMBERS ( DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES )
PTE (BBAND } UNIT MEMBER OF 1/3 OCTAVE BAND BROADBAND
NOISE
PTE (XXXNNN} PRESSURE SPECTRUM OUTPUT TABLE (PROVIDED
IF lOUT • 1 )
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DATA BASE STRUCTURES
GRID (XI1 ) I RECORD MEMBER IN
SFIELD{FREQ )
OR
SFIELD{THETA )
SFIELD{PHI )
RBS {SPAN )
IBS {SPAN )
RBS {SHAPE )
OR IBS {SHAPE )
OBSERV(COORD )
PRP {PERFORM)
RS FORMAT CONTAINING
VALUES OF THE SPANWISE STATIONS, RE B
I RECORD MEMBER IN RS FORMAT CONTAINING
VALUES OF THE 1/3 OCTAVE BAND FREQUENCIES,
HZ
ONE RECORD MEMBER IN RS FORMAT CONTAINING
OBSERVER POLAR DIRECTIVITY ANGLES IN DEGREES.
ONE RECORD MEMBER IN RS FORMAT CONTAINING
OBSERVER AZIMUTHAL ANGLES IN DEGREES.
TYPE I DATA TABLE CONTAINING FUNCTIONS OF
SPAN. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE STATIONS,
RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS ORDERED POSITION
IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
(1) LEADING EDGE ABSCISSA, RE B
{2) LEADING EDGE ORDINATE, RE B
(3) JOUKOWSKI TRANSFORMATION PARAMETER, RE B
{4) CHORD LENGTH, RE B
{5) ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ABSCISSA, RE B
{6) ELLIPTIC SYSTEM ORIGIN ORDINATE, RE B
(7) BLADE ELLIPTIC AXIS TWIST ANGLE MEASURED
POSITIVE CLOCKWISE LOOKING OUTWARD, RAD
(8) BLADE SECTION AREA, RE B 2
TYPE I DATA TABLE CONTAINING FUNCTIONS OF
SPAN AND CHORD. FIRST DIMENSION IS SPANWISE
STATIONS, RE B. SECOND DIMENSION IS
CHORDWISE STATIONS, RAD. THIRD DIMENSION IS
ORDERED POSITION IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
{l) BLADE SURFACE ABSCISSA, RE B
{2) BLADE SURFACE ORDINATE, RE B
{3) BLADE SURFACE ELLIPTIC RADIAL
COORDINATE, RAD
MULTI-RECORD MEMBER IN 3RS FORMAT CONTAINING
THE (X,Y,Z) COORDINATES OF THE OBSERVERS
RELATIVE TO THE PROPELLER HUB, M {FT)
TYPE I TABLE OF PROPELLER PERFORMANCE DATA
AS A FUNCTION OF (I) SPANWISE STATIONS,
RE B, (2) INPLANE ANGLE, RADIANS,
AND (3) ORDERED POSITION IN THE FOLLOWING
ORDER:
{I) LOCAL ANGLE OF ATTACK, RAD
(2) LOCAL MACH NUMBER
{3) RESULTANT VELOCITY IN THE THRUST
DIRECTION, RE B OMEGA
(4) RESULTANT VELOCITY IN THE DISK PLANE,
RE B OMEGA
{5) INDUCED AXIAL VELOCITY AT THE DISK
PLANE, RE B OMEGA
(6) INDUCED ANGULAR VELOCITY AT THE DISK
PLANE, RE OMEGA
{7) INFLOW ANGLE, RAD
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BLM
OR IBL
ATM
PTE
{THICK
{THICK
(TMOD
{BBAND
) TYPE I TABLE OF BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS
) DATA AS A FUNCTION OF (I) SPANWISE STATIONS,
RE B, (2) ORDERED POSITION IN THE
FOLLOWING ORDER:
(I) UPPER SURFACE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS,
RE CHORD
(2) LOWER SURFACE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS,
RE CHORD
{3) UPPER SURFACE MOMENTUM THICKNESS,
RE CHORD
(4) LOWER SURFACE MOMENTUM THICKNESS,
HE CHORD,
{3) ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEGREES, AND (4) HACH
NUMBER
) TYPE I TABLE OF ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES IN
DIMENSIONLESS FORM AS GENERATED BY THE ATM
MODULE. FIRST DIMENSION IS DIMENSIONLESS
ALTITUDE. SECOND DIMENSION IS ORDERED
POSITION IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER:
{I) PRESSURE
(2) DENSITY
(3) TEMPERATURE
{4) SPEED OF SOUND
(5) AVERAGE SPEED OF SOUND
(6) HUMIDITY
(7) COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY
(8) COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
(9) CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDENCE
) UNFORMATTED UNIT MEMBER CONTAINING THE
AVERAGED 1/3 OCTAVE BAND BROADBAND TRAILING
EDGE NOISE WITH THE FOLLOWING RECORDS:
RECORD FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1 RS
2 3RS
3 RS
NFREQ VALUES OF THE 1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER
FREQUENCY VALUES IN HERTZ
COORDINATES OF THE FIRST OBSERVER POSITION
NFREQ VALUES OF THE DIMENSIONLESS MEAN-
SQUARE ACOUSTIC PRESSURE FOR FIRST OBSERVER
2tNOBS 3RS
2eNOBS*I RS
PTE (XXXNNN)
COORDINATES OF THE LAST OBSERVER POSITION
NFREQ VALUES OF THE DIMENSIONLESS MEAN-
SQUARE ACOUSTIC PRESSURE FOR LAST OBSERVER
TYPE ONE TABLE AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY,
POLAR DIRECTIVITY ANGLE, AND AZIMUTHAL
ANGLE. USER PARAMETER PROTIME AND PROMUM
SUPPLY XXX AND NNN
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ERRORS
NON-FATAL
1. INPUT PARAMETER VALUE OUT OF RANGE.
2. REQUIRED UNIT MEMBER NOT AVAILABLE.
3. UNABLE TO GET SUFFICIENT LOS.
4. MEMBER MANAGER ERROR.
5. UNABLE TO INTERPOLATE SPECIFIED TABLES.
FATAL - NONE
INPUT DATA RESTRICTIONS
NUMBER OF AIRFOILS ON BLADE
(SPANWISE STATIONS)
KAXIMUM NUMBER
OF ENTRIES
10
LDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum A11ocatlon of LOS - 51907
LENGTH = 6*NXll + 3*MOBS + MFREQ * MFREQ*NOBS
WHERE
NXII = NUMBER OF SPANWISE STATIONS
NOES = NUMBER OF OBSERVERS
NFREQ = NUMBER OF 113 OCTAVE BAND FREQUENCIES
GDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocstlon of GDS - 3e0_)
SUFFICIENT GDS IS REQUIRED TO STORE THE FOLLOWING TABLES
RBS {SPAN ) OR IBS {SPAN )
RBS (SHAPE ) OR IBS (SHAPE )
PRP (PERFORM)
BLM {THICK ) OR IBL {THICK )
ATM (TMDD )
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PURPOSE - BUILD TABLE OF ATMOSPHERIC MODEL DATA AS FUNCTIONS
OF ALTITUDE
AUTHOR - SWP(Le31e2/eO)
INPUT
USER PARAMETERS
DELH ALTITUDE INCREMENT FOR OUTPUT
M (FT)
Nl GROUND LEVEL ALTITUDE RS
REFERENCED TO SEA LEVEL
M {FT)
IUNITS INPUT UNITS CODE A
=SI , INPUTS ARE IN SI
UNITS
"ENGLISH, INPUTS ARE IN ENGLISH
UNITS
NHO NUMBER OF ALTITUDES FOR OUTPUT I
ATMOSPHERIC FUNCTIONS
P1 ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AT
IPRINT
RS
GROUND LEVEL NIMew2 (LBFIFTa*2)
PRINT CODE FOR FORTRAN WRITE I
O NO PRINT DESIRED
1 INPUT PARAMETER PRINT ONLY
2 OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
MEMBER
ATM( IN )
TYPE DEFAULT
RS 100.
Qs
si
1
101325.
3
3 BOTH INPUT PARAMETER AND OUTPUT PRINT
TEMPORARIES
MEMBER
SCRATCH( TAB1 )
OUTPUT
SYSTEM PARAMETER
NERR EXECUTIVE SYSTEM PARAMETER FOR ERROR ENCOUNTERED
DURING EXECUTION OF A FUNCTIONAL MODULE. NERR
SET TO .TRUE. IF ERROR ENCOUNTERED.
MEMBER
ATM( TMOD )
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DATA BASE STRUCTURES
ATM( IN ) CONTAINS DATA INPUT TO ATM IN FOLLOWING FORMAT
RECORD FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1 3RS
----------.
ALTITUDE UNITS
TEMPERATURE UNITS
RELATIVE HUMIDITY
SCRATCH( TAB1 )
ATM( TMOD )
ALT, TEMP, RELATIVE HUMIDITY
(ALTITUDE, "ALT', IS
REFERENCED TO SEA LEVEL AND
SHOULD NOT BE LESS THAN USER
PARAMETER H1.)
M(FT)
KELVIN(RANKINE)
PERCENT
TEMPORARY TWO-DIMENSIONAL TYPE 1 DATA TABLE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
1. ALTITUDE
2. ORDERED POSITION
DEPENDENT VARIABLES IN FOLLOWING ORDER
TEMPERATURE
HUMIDITY
OUTPUT TWO-DIMENSIONAL TYPE I DATA TABLE OF
ATMOSPHERIC MODEL VALUES IN DIMENSIONLESS UNITS
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
I. ALTITUDE {REFERENCED TO GROUND LEVEL)
2. ORDERED POSITION
DEPENDENT VARIABLES IN FOLLOWING ORDER
PRESSURE
DENSITY
TEMPERATURE
SPEED OF SOUND
AVERAGE SPEED OF SOUND
HUMIDITY
COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY
COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE{RHOsC)
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ERRORS
NON-FATAL
1. USER PARAHETER NHO IS OUT OF RANGE
2. MEMBER CONTAINING INPUT DATA NOT AVAILABLE
3. LOCAL DYNAMIC STORAGE INSUFFICIENT
4. ERROR OCCURRED IN TABLE BUILD ROUTINE WHICH PREVENTED
THE BUILDING OF A TABLE.
5. ILEHBER CONTAINING INPUT DATA IMVALID
FATAL - NONE
LDS REOUIREMENTS
GDS REOUIREMENTS
(Naxiauu Allocation of LOS - 619e)
(Naxiuuu Allocation of GDS - 2N0)
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Atmospheric Absorption Module (ABS)
PURPOSE. COMPUTE AVERAGE ABSORPTION/WAVELENGTH AS FUNCTION
OF ALTITUDE AND FREQUENCY AND BUILD TABLE
AUTHOR SWP(L03/02/00)
INPUT
USER PARAMETERS DEFAULT
IN SI UNITS
IUNITS INPUT UNITS CODE SI
=SI , INPUTS IN SI UNITS
=ENGLISH, INPUTS IN ENGLISH UNITS
ABSINT NUMBER OF INTEGRATION STEPS 5
IPRINT INTEGER PRINT OPTION 3
0 NO PRINT DESIRED
1 INPUT PRINT ONLY
2 OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
3 INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT DESIRED
SAE METHOD OPTION (L) F
.TRUE. - SAE ARP 866 METHOD
.FALSE. - ANSI STANDARD METHOD
MEMBERS DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES
SFIELD( FRED )
NOTE: MEMBERS ARE SPECIFIED BY UNIT( MEMBER ) NAME
TABLES DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES
ATM( TMOD )
OUTPUT
SYSTEM PARAMETER
NERR EXECUTIVE SYSTEM ERROR INDICATOR (L)
.TRUE. - ERROR ENCOUNTERED DURING MODULE
EXECUTION
.FALSE. - NO ERROR ENCOUNTERED
DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURESTABLES
ATM( AAC )
DATA BASE STRUCTURES
ATM( TMOD ) TWO-DIMENSIONAL TYPE ONE DATA TABLE OF
ATMOSPHERIC MODEL OF NINE FUNCTIONS
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
1. ALTITUDE
2. ORDERED POSITION
DEPENDENT VARIABLES
WITH VALUES IN DIMENSIONLESS UNITS
ARRANGED IN FOLLOWING ORDER -
1. PRESSURE
2. DENSITY
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3. TEMPERATURE
4. SPEED OF SOUND
5. AVERAGE SPEED OF SOUND
6. HUMIDITY
7. COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY
8. COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
9. CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE
LINEAR INTERPOLATION AND CLOSEST VALUE
EXTRAPOLATION
ATM( AAC ) TYPE ONE DATA TABLE OF ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION
COEFFICIENT AS FUNCTION OF ALTITUDE AND
FREQUENCIES. NO EXTRAPOLATION
AND LINEAR INTERPOLATION
SFIELD(FREQ) 1 RECORD MEMBER IN IRS FORMAT CONTAINING VALUES
OF 1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES IN HERTZ
ERRORS
NON-FATAL
1. UNABLE TO INTERPOLATE TABLE ATM(TMOD)
2. UNABLE TO BUILD TABLE ATM(AAC)
3. INSUFFICIENT SPACE IN LDS FOR REQUIRED ALLOCATION
FATAL - NONE
INPUT DATA SIZE RESTRICTIONS
NUMBER OF FREQUENCIES
MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF ENTRIES
24
LOS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of LOS - 6190)
8DS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of GDS - 2CO0)
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PURPOSE - A QUICK METHOD OF PRODUCING FLIGHT DYNAMICS DATA IN THE
CASE OF A STEADY STATE FLYOVER. ONE RECORD OF
TRAJECTORY DATA IS WRITTEN TO A MEMBER AT EACH TIME
STEP.
AUTHOR --SLP(Le3102/00)
INPUT DEFAULT
USER PARAMETERS SI UNITS
IUNITS
NJO
IPRINT
IOUT
J
TSTEP
Z1
ENGNAM
TT
VA
XA
YA
ZA
THW
PLG
TLG
JF
TF
SYSTEM OF UNITS SI
Sl SI
ENGLISH ENGLISH
NO. OF TIME STEPS ALREADY COMPLETED 0
INTEGER PRINT OPTION 3
0 NO PRINT
I INPUT PRINT ONLY
2 OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
3 INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
OUTPUT MEMBER OPTION 0
0 NO OUTPUT MEMBER
I OUTPUT IN ORIGINAL UNITS
INITIAL STEP NUMBER I
TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN STEPS 0.5
(SEC)
ALTITUDE AT BRAKE RELEASE O.
(M) (FT)
ENGINE IDENTIFIER NAME ENI
{FDRMAT 3HXXX)
INITIAL TIME 0.0
(SEC)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY 0.0
(M/S) (FT/S)
INITIAL DISTANCE FROM ORIGIN O.Q
(M) (FT)
LATERAL DISTANCE FROM ORIGIN 0.0
(M) {FT)
INITIAL ALTITUDE 0.0
(ZA=ZI IMPLIES GROUND LEVEL)
(M) (FT)
INCLINATION OF FLIGHT VECTOR WRT HORIZONTAL O.
(THW>O IMPLIES CLIMB)
(DEG)
INITIAL LANDING GEAR POSITION UP
UP , RETRACTED
DOWN, EXTENDED
TIME AT WHICH LANDING GEAR POSITION O.
WAS (OR WILL BE) RESET
(SEC)
FINAL STEP NO. LIMIT 50
FINAL TIME LIMIT 100.
(SEC)
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XF
ZF
ALPHA
DELTA
THROT
Steady Flyover Module (SFO)
FINAL DISTANCE LIMIT
(M) {FT)
FINAL ALTITUDE LIMIT
{IGNORED IF THW=O)
(M) (FT)
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK
(DEG)
FLAP SETTING
(DEG)
POWER SETTING
10000.
1000.
.
O.
l.O
TABLES/MEMBERS
ATM(TMOD) mIF IOUT=I
FLI(PATH) mOPTIONAL
FLI(FLIXXX) ,OPTIONAL
OUTPUT
USER PARAMETERS
HJO
J
PLG
TT
XA
ZA
NO. OF STEPS COMPLETED
NEXT STEP NUMBER
FINAL LANDING GEAR POSITION
ACTUAL FINAL TIME
ACTUAL FINAL DISTANCE
ACTUAL FINAL ALTITUDE
MEMBERS
FLI{PATH) *IF IOUT=I
FLI(FLIXXX) mIF IOUT=!
SYSTEM PARAMETER
NERR SYSTEM ERROR PARAMETER
.TRUE. - ERROR ENCOUNTERED DURING EXECUTION
.FALSE.- NO ERROR
DATA BASE STRUCTURES
ATM( TMOD )
- TYPE I DATA TABLE OF ATMOSPHERIC MODEL OF
NINE FUNCTIONS OF ALTITUDE IN FOLLOWING ORDERz
(PRESSURE, DENSITY, TEMPERATURE, SOUND SPEED,
AVERAGE SOUND SPEED, ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY,
VISCOSITY, THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, CHARACTERISTIC
IMPEDANCE )
FLI( PATH ) - OUTPUT MEMBER IN *RS FORMAT CONTAINING THE
FOLLOWING TRAJECTORY DATA IN EACH OF THE
HJO RECORDS:
(TIME,AIRCRAFT POSITIOH(X,Y,Z),EULER ANGLES
FROM VEHICLE-CARRIED TO BODY AXES AND
EULER ANGLES FROM BODY TO WIND AXES )
ORIGINAL DIMENSIONAL UNITS ARE USED.
INPUT MEMBER OF THIS FORM IS EXPECTED IF
HJO IS NONZERO ON INPUT.
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FLI( FLIXXX ) - OUTPUT MEMBER IN 6RS, A4,2RS FORMAT AND
DATA IN THE FOLLOWING ORDERz
(TIME, MACH NUMBERePOWER SETTING, SPEED OF SOUNDp
DENSITY, VISCOSITY, LANDING GEAR INDICATORw
FLAP SETTING AND HUMIDITY)
(LANDING GEAR POSITION IS EITHER DOWN ON
UP .)
ENGNAM REPLACES XXX IN MEMBER NAME.
INPUT MEMBER OF THIS FORM EXPECTED IF
NJO IS NONZERO ON INPUT.
ERRORS
NON-FATAL
I. INPUTS INVALID
2. MEMBER MANAGER ERROR ON OPENING DATA UNITS
FATAL
I. TABLE NOT DEFINED TO DATA BASE MANAGER
LDS REQUIREMENTS
GDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of LDS- 419e)
(Maximum Allocation ol GDS - 4000)
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PURPOSE - TO CALCULATE THE SOURCE TO OBSERVER GEOMETRY
AUTHOR REG(L03/02100)
INPUT
USER PARAMETERS
AW
DEFAULT
Sl UNITS
REFERENCE AREA OF THE AIRCRAFT
(EXAMPLE, WING AREA),
Me*2 (FTm12) 1.00
CHARACTERISTIC TIME CONSTANT 1.00
LIMITING NOISE LEVEL, DOWN FROM THE PEAK(DB) 20.
CTK
DELDB
MASSAC REFERENCE MASS OF THE AIRCRAFT,
KG (SLUGS) 416.8
START INITIAL FLIGHT TIME TO BE CONSIDERED, S O.
STOP FINAL FLIGHT TIME TO BE CONSIDERED, S 9999.
DELT RECEPTION TIME INCREMENT, S .5
DELTH MAXIMUM POLAR DIRECTIVITY ANGLE LIHIT, DEG 10.
ICOORD OUTPUT OPTION
0 NEITHER BODY NOR WIND OUTPUT REQUIRED 3
I BODY AXES OUTPUT REOUIRED
2 WIND AXES OUTPUT REQUIRED
3 BOTH WIND AND BODY AXES OUTPUT REQUIRED
DIRECT =.FALSE., INTERPOLATE FROM FLI(PATH)
OBSERVER RECEPTION TIMES AND
GEOMETRY BASED ON USER
PARAMETERS START, STOP, DELTN,
AND DELT
".TRUE. , CALCULATE OBSERVER RECEPTION
TIMES AND GEOMETRY BASED ON THE
EXACT FLIGHT TIMES AS READ FROM
UNIT MEMBER FLI(PATH)
IPRINT OUTPUT PRINT OPTION 3
0 NO PRINT DESIRED
! INPUT PRINT ONLY
2 OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
3 BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
IUNITS UNITS FLAG FOR BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT SI
SI METRIC UNITS
ENGLISH ENGLISH UNITS
•FALSE.
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MEMBERS
FLI{PATH)
GEO{SOURCE)
OBSERV{COORD)
- NEEDED IF OTHER THAN BODY AND WIND AXES
SYSTEMS ARE TO BE OUTPUT.
- GEOMETRY OF OBSERVERS
OUTPUT
USER PARAMETERS
GEOERR GEOMETRY ERROR FLAG
0 NO OUTPUT WITHIN RANGE
1 SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION
MEMBERS
GEO(BODY) - GEOMETRY ASSOCIATED WITH BODY AXIS SYSTEM
GEO(WIND) - GEOMETRY ASSOCIATED WITH WIND AXIS SYSTEM
GEO(XXXX) - GEOMETRY ASSOCIATED WITH USER SUPPLIED SOURCE
COORDINATE SYSTEM{S). THE MEMBER NAME(S) XXXX
IS GIVEN BY THE SECOND ELEMENT OF EACH RECORD
FROM UNIT MEMBER GEO(SOURCE). THE NUMBER OF
RECORDS IN GEO(SOURCE) DETERMINES THE NUMBER OF
GEO{XXXX) UNIT MEMBERS. IT IS IMPORTANT THAT
THE SECOND ELEMENT OF EACH RECORD IN
GEO(SOURCE) BE UNIQUE TO ALLOW EACH COORDINATE
SYSTEM TO HAVE ITS OWN MEMBER NAME ON UNIT GEO.
TEMPORARY
MEMBERS
SCRATCH{FLITAB) - TABLE OF FLIGHT DATA CREATED AND USED
BY GEO
SCRATCH{FLIGHT) - TEMPORARY MEMBER CONTAINING OUTPUT DATA
PRIOR TO ARRANGING IT ONTO THE OUTPUT
DATA MEMBERS
DATA STRUCTURES
ATM(TMOD) - TYPE I DATA TABLE OF ATMOSPHERIC MODEL CONTAINING
EIGHT FUNCTIONS OF ALTITUDE. DEPENDENT VARIABLES
ARE IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER BY ORDERED POSITION
1. ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
2. DENSITY
3. TEMPERATURE
4. SPEED OF SOUND
5. AVERAGE SPEED OF SOUND
6. RELATIVE HUMIDITY
7. COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY
8. COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
9. CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE
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FLI(PATH)
- INPUT MEMBERIN 1ORS FORMAT, EACH RECORD CONTAINS
THE A/C TRAJECTORY DATA IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER
WORD I - FLIGHT TIME
WORD 2 - A/C X LOCATION (EARTH FIXED)
WORD 3 - Y LOCATION (EARTH FIXED)
WORD 4 - Z LOCATION (EARTH FIXED)
WORD 5 - PSI EULER ANGLE (EARTH FIXED - BODY)
WORD 6 - TH EULER ANGLE (EARTH FIXED - BODY)
WORD 7 - PHI EULER ANGLE (EARTH FIXED - BODY)
WORD 8 - PSI EULER ANGLE (BODY - WIND)
WORD 9 - TH EULER ANGLE (BODY - WIND)
WORD I@ - PHI EULER ANGLE (BODY - WIND)
GEO(SOURCE)- INPUT MEMBER CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF SOURCE
COORDINATE SYSTEMS FOR WHICH OUTPUT IS REOUIRED
THE MEMBER CONSISTS OF RECORDS IN I,AB, 6RS, A80
FORMAT WHERE
ELEMENT I - SOURCE COORDINATE INDEX
ELEMENT 2 - SOURCE COORDINATE NAME
(THIS NAME WILL BE THE MEMBER NAME
XXXX USED ON UNIT MEMBER GEO(XXXX))
ELEMENT 3 - X OFFSET FROM THE BODY ORIGIN
ELEMENT 4 - Y OFFSET FROM THE BODY ORIGIN
ELEMENT 5 - Z OFFSET FROM THE BODY ORIGIN
ELEMENT 6 - PSI EULER ANGLE(BODY - SOURCE)
ELEMENT 7 - TH EULER ANGLE(BODY - SOURCE)
ELEMENT 8 - PHI EULER ANGLE(BODY - SOURCE)
ELEMENT 9 - SOURCE COORDINATE DESCRIPTION
GEO(XXXX) -
THE FORMAT OF GEO(XXXX) IS AS FOLLOWS:
RECORD WORD
1
!
2
3
4
5
6
DESCRIPTION
RECORD FORMAT IS 1,3RS, I,RS
OBSERVER INDEX FOR FIRST OBSERVER
X COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
Y COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
Z COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
NUMBER OF RECEPTION TIMES ASSOCIATED WITH
THIS OBSERVER (ASSUME VALUE IS M)
OBSERVER'S HEIGHT
2
1
N
RECORD FORMAT IS wRS
RECEPTION TIMES FOR CURRENT OBSERVER
INDEX
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RECORDS 3 THROUGH N+2 CONTAIN GEOMETRY DATA FOR EACH
RECEPTION TIME. RECORD 3 CONTAINS GEOMETRY DATA FOR
THE FIRST RECEPTION TIME, RECORD 4 FOR THE SECOND
RECEPTION TIME,... RECORD N+2 FOR THE N TH RECEPTION
TIME.
3
I
2
3
4
5
RECORD FORMAT IS tRS
DISTANCE OF SOURCE FROM OBSERVER
EMISSION TIME
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE
ELEVATION ANGLE
AZIMUTH ANGLE
4
R+3
REPEAT OF RECORD 3 FOR SECOND RECEPTION TIME
I
2
3
Y
5
RECORD FORMAT IS IRS
OBSERVER INDEX FOR SECOND OBSERVER
X COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
Y COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
Z COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
NUMBER OF RECEPTION TIMES ASSOCIATED WITH
THIS OBSERVER (ASSUME VALUE IS M)
N+4 RECORD FORMAT IS mRS
I
• RECEPTION TIMES FOR CURRENT OBSERVER
• INDEX
M
RECORD N+5 THROUGH RECORD N+M+4 CONTAIN GEOMETRY DATA
FOR EACH RECEPTION TIME STORED IN THE SAME MANNER AS
DESCRIBED ABOVE IN RECORDS 3 THROUGH N+2.
THE PATTERN AS SEEN IN RECORDS I THROUGH N+2 AND RECORDS
N+3 THROUGH N+M÷4 CONTINUES FOR ALL OBSERVERS
OBSERV(COORD) - MULTI-RECORD MEMBER WITH FORMAT = 4H3RS$,
CONTAINING ONE RECORD FOR EACH OBSERVER WITH
VALUES OF THE X, Y, Z COORDINATES
GEO(BODY)
- GEOMETRY ASSOCIATED WITH BODY AXES - SAME
FORMAT AS FOR GEO(XXXX)
GEO(WIND)
- GEOMETRY ASSOCIATED WITH WIND AXES - SAME
FORMAT AS FOR GEO(XXXX)
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SCRATCH(FLITAB)-TYPE ONE DATA TABLE OF NINE FUNCTIONS OF
FLIGHT TIME ARRANGED IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER
1. FLIGHT TIHE
2. A/C X (EARTH FIXED)
3. A/C Y (EARTH FIXED)
4. A/C Z (EARTH FIXED)
5. PSI EULER ANGLE (EARTH FIXED - BODY)
6. TH EULER ANGLE (EARTH FIXED - BODY)
7. PH_ EULER ANGLE (EARTH FIXED - BODY)
8. PSI EULER ANGLE (BODY - WIND)
9. TH EULER ANGLE (BODY - WIND)
10. PHI EULER ANGLE (BODY - WIND)
SCRATCH(FLIGHT)-TENPORARY DATA UNIT(DATA NEMBER) TO HOLD
OUTPUT DATA PRIOR TO TRANSLATION INTO OUTPUT
COORDINATE SYSTENS. THE NENBER CONSI$'FS OF
RECORDS IN 11RS FORNAT IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER
I. RECEIVED TINE
2. FLIGHT TINE
3. A/C X (EARTH FIXED)
4. A/C Y (EARTH FIXED)
5. A/C Z (EARTH FIXED)
6. PSI EULER ANGLE (EARTH FIXED - BODY)
7. TH EULER ANGLE (EARTH FIXED - BODY)
8. PHI EULER ANGLE (EARTH FIXED - BODY)
9. PSI EULER ANGLE (BODY - WIND)
1_. TH EULER ANGLE (BODY - WIND)
11. PHI EULER ANGLE (BODY - WIND)
ERRORS
NON-FATAL
1. INSUFFICIENT LDS FOR EXECUTION
2. NORE THAN 18 SOURCE COORDINATE SYSTENS DEFINED
3. UNABLE TO INTERPOLATE TABLE ATN(TNOD)
4. USER PARANETER VALUE OUT OF RANGE, DEFAULT TO BE USED
5. NO FLIGHT TINES THAT CORRESPOND TO USER SUPPLIED
INPUT PARAMETERS START AND STOP
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LDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of LDS - 61gO)
LENGTH • B*( NSOURCE*2 ) * 3*NUMOBS * MAXTIMES * leuNTIMES
WHERE
_SOURCE = NUMBER OF COORDINATE SYSTEMS
NUMOBS z NUMBER OF OBSERVERS
MAXTIMES • MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIMES FOR ANY OBSERVER
NTIMES z NUMBER OF FLIGHT PATH TIMES
GDS RE@UIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocatlon of GDS - 2000)
ALLOCATION REQUIRED FOR TABLES ATM(TMOD) AND SCRATCH(FLITAB)
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PURPOSE - PRT IS THE ENTRY POINT FOR THE TONE PROPAGATION
NODULE. PRT TAKES NOISE DATA WHICH IS GENERATED BY
THE NOISE NODULES IN THE SOURCE FRAME OF REFERENCE
AND APPLIES ALL OF THE APPROPRIATE CONPUTATIONS TO
TRANSFER IT TO THE OBSERVER FRABE OF REFERENCE.
AUTHOR. - REG(LO3/O2/eO)
INPUT
USER PARAMETERS
IPRINT OUTPUT PRINT OPTION CODE
IOUT
DELF
SIGMA
IUNITS
RS
SURFACE
CON
ABSORP
GROUND
(INTEGER)
=0 NO PRINTED OUTPUT
=1 PRINT INPUT DATA ONLY
=2 PRINT OUTPUT DATA ONLY
=3 PRINT BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA (DEFAULT)
"1 PRINT OUTPUT AS SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL, SPL,
IN DECIBELS (INTEGER)
=2 PRINT OUTPUT AS DIMENSIONLESS NEAN-SgUARE
PRESSURE (DEFAULT)
=3 PRINT OUTPUT IN BOTH FORHS
FREgUENCY BANDWIDTH (RS)
(DEFAULT IS 10. HZ)
SPECIFIC FLOW RESISTANCE OF THE GROUND,
KG/(S N**3) OR (SLUG/(S FT*m3)) (REAL SG)
(DEFAULT IS 2.5 101.5 KG/(S H**3))
=SI , INPUTS ARE IN SI UNITS (DEFAULT)
-ENGLISH, INPUTS ARE IN ENGLISH UNITS
SOURCE RADIUS, N (FT) (REAL SINGLE)
(DEFAULT IS 1.0 N)
USER SHOULD NOTE THAT RS VALUE NUST BE THE SANE
USED BY THE NOISE NODULES IN GENERATING THE
NOISE TABLES.
TYPE OF SURFACE TO BE USED IN CALCULATING GROUND
EFFECTS
-SOFT, NON HARD GROUND SURFACE (DEFAULT)
=HARDp HARD GROUNDSURFACE
INCOHERENCE COEFFICIENT - DEFAULT IS .el
-.TRUE. INCLUDE THE EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC
ABSORPTION
-.FALSE. DO NOT INCLUDE THE EFFECTS OF
ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION (DEFAULT)
".TRUE. INCLUDE GROUND EFFECTS
=.FALSE. DO NOT INCLUDE GROUND EFFECTS (DEFAULT)
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PRTTIME THREE LETTER ID (XXX) TO APPEND TO FLI TO
DEFINE THE UNIT MEMBER FLI(FLIXXX) THAT WAS
GENERATED BY THE FLIGHT MODULE CONTAINING THE
SOURCE TIMES TO BE USED BY THE NOISE MODULES.
THIS ID ALSO BECOMES THE FIRST THREE CHARACTERS
" OF EACH TABLE (ONE TABLE FOR EACH SOURCE TIME)
MEMBER THAT IS GENERATED BY A NOISE MODULE. FOR
EXAMPLE, IF THE VALUE OF PARAMETER PRTTIME IS
FOIj THEN THE SOURCE TIMES ARE WRITTEN OH
UNIT MEMBER FLI(FLIFOI) BY THE FLIGHT MODULE.
IF THERE ARE 20 SOURCE TIMES ON UNIT MEMBER
FLI(FLIFOI), THEN THERE 20 TABLES GENERATED FOR
EACH NOISE MODULE CALLED AND THE MEMBER NAMES
FOR THESE TABLES ARE THE SAME FOR ALL NOISE
SOURCES WITH ONLY THE UNIT NAME BEING DIFFERENT.
FOR THIS EXAMPLE, IF NOISE MODULE SPN
IS CALLED, THE TABLES ARE ON UNIT MEMBERS
SPN{FOI001), SPN(FOI002), ... SPN(F01020),
DEFAULT IS XXX.
DATA BASE UNITS AND MEMBERS
ATM(TMOD) TYPE I TABLE CONTAINING ATMOSPHERIC
PROPERTIES (SEE MODULE ATM)
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
1. ALTITUDE
2. ORDERED POSITION
DEPENDENT VARIABLES IN THE FOLLOWING
ORDERED POSITION
ATM(AAC)
GEO(GEOM)
FLI(FLIXXX)
1. PRESSURE
2. DENSITY
3. TEMPERATURE
4. SPEED OF SOUND
5. AVERAGE SPEED OF SOUND
6. HUMIDITY
7. COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY
8. COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
9. CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE (RHOwC)
TYPE 1 TABLE CONTAINING ATMOSPHERIC
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS (SEE MODULE ABS)
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
1. ALTITUDE
2. FREQUENCY
GEOMETRY DATA FOR ALL OBSERVERS RELATIVE
TO ONE NOISE SOURCE COORDINATE SYSTEM
SEE DESCRIPTION IN DATA BASE STRUCTURES.
(SEE MODULE GEO)
FLIGHT DATA CONTAINING SOURCE TIMES USED
BY THE NOISE MODULES. THE XXX IS REPLACED
BY THE ID FOUND IN PARAMETER PRTTIME.
(SEE DESCRIPTION IN DATA BASE STRUCTURES)
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Tone Propagation Module (PRT)
TYPE 1 TABLE CONTAINING DIMENSIONLESS MEAN
SOUARE PRESSURE• THE YYYYYY IS THE UNIT
NAME ASSOCIATED WITH A NOISE MODULE (E.G.,
FAN OR CORE ). THE XXX IS THE ID FOUND IN
PARAMETER PRTTIME. THE NNN IS A COUNTER
STARTING AT @@1 AND CONTINUING FOR THE
NUMBER OF SOURCE TIMES. THERE IS ONE
TABLE PER SOURCE TIME. IF THERE ARE
TWENTY SOURCE TIMES, THEN THERE ARE
TWENTY TABLES FOR EACH NOISE MODULE.
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
I. FREQUENCY, HZ
2. POLAR DIRECTIVITY ANGLE, DEG
3. AZIMUTHAL DIRECTIVITY ANGLE, DEG
OUTPUT
USER PARAMETERS
NERR =•TRUE. , ERROR ENCOUNTERED, PRT
TERMINATED ABNORMALLY
=.FALSE., NO ERRORS ENCOUNTERED, PRT
TERMINATED SUCCESSFULLY
DATA BASE UNITS AND MEMBERS
PRT(PRES) FREQUENCY AND DIMENSIONLESS MEAN SOUARE
PRESSURE AT THE OBSERVER AS A FUNCTION
OF TIME. (SEE DESCRIPTION IN DATA BASE
STRUCTURES.)
DATA BASE STRUCTURES
THE FORMAT OF GEO(GEOM) IS AS FOLLOWS:
RECORD WORD
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
DESCRIPTION
RECORD FORMAT IS 1,3RS, I,RS
OBSERVER INDEX FOR FIRST OBSERVER
X COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
Y COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
Z COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
NUMBER OF RECEPTION TIMES ASSOCIATED WITH
THIS OBSERVER (ASSUME VALUE IS N)
OBSERVER'S HEIGHT
2
I
N
RECORD FORMAT IS uRS
RECEPTION TIMES FOR CURRENT OBSERVER
INDEX
RECORDS 3 THROUGH N*2 CONTAIN GEOMETRY DATA FOR EACH
RECEPTION TIME. RECORD 3 CONTAINS GEOMETRY DATA FOR
THE FIRST RECEPTION TIME, RECORD 4 FOR THE SECOND
RECEPTION TIME,... RECORD N÷2 FOR THE N TH RECEPTION
TIME.
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3 RECORD FORMAT IS *RS
DISTANCE OF SOURCE FROM OBSERVER
EMISSION TIME, SEC
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE, DEG
ELEVATION ANGLE, DEG
AZIMUTH ANGLE, DEG
4
H.3
REPEAT OF RECORD 3 FOR SECOND RECEPTION TIME
1
2
3
4
5
RECORD FORMAT IS 1,3RS, I,RS
OBSERVER INDEX FOR SECOND OBSERVER
X COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
Y COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
Z COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
NUMBER OF RECEPTION TIMES ASSOCIATED WITH
THIS OBSERVER (ASSUME VALUE IS M)
N+4 RECORD FORMAT IS *RS
1
• RECEPTION TIMES FOR CURRENT OBSERVER
• INDEX
M
RECORD N*5 THROUGH RECORD N+M÷4 CONTAIN GEOMETRY DATA
FOR EACH RECEPTION TIME STORED IN THE SAME MANNER AS
DESCRIBED ABOVE IN RECORDS 3 THROUGH H÷2.
THE PATTERN AS SEEN IN RECORDS 1 THROUGH N+2 AND RECORDS
N÷3 THROUGH N+M+4 CONTINUES FOR ALL OBSERVERS
THE FORMAT OF FLI(FLIXXX) IS AS FOLLOWS:
RECORD WORD
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
DESCRIPTION
RECORD FORMAT IS wRS
VALUE OF FIRST SOURCE TIME
MACH NUMBER
POWER SETTING
AMBIENT SPEED OF SOUND
DENSITY
VISCOSITY
LANDING GEAR INDICATOR
FLAP SETTING
HUMIDITY
2 RECORD FORMAT IS *RS
SAME INFORMATION AS IN RECORD I EXCEPT
FOR THE SECOND SOURCE TIME
•
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THE FORMAT OF PRT(PRES) IS AS FOLLOWS:
RECORD WORD
1
1
2
DESCRIPTION
RECORD FORMAT IS I, A8
NUMBER OF NOISE SOURCES PROPAGATED TO
THE OBSERVERS, = 1
MODULE NAME OF NOISE SOURCE PROPAGATED
TO THE OBSERVERS
2
3
1
2
3
4
RECORD FORMAT IS 21,2RS
OBSERVER INDEX FOR THE FIRST OBSERVER
NUMBER OF RECEPTION TIMES ASSOCIATED WITH
THIS OBSERVER (ASSUME VALUE IS N)
AIR DENSITY AT THE OBSERVER (RE RHO )
R
SPEED OF SOUND AT THE OBSERVER (RE C )
R
RECORD FORMAT IS wRS
RECEPTION TIMES FOR CURRENT OBSERVER
INDEX
1
2
NF
RECORD FORMAT IS mRS
OBSERVED FREQUENCY FOR THE FIRST HARMONIC
NUMBER FOR THE FIRST TIME
OBSERVED FREQUENCY FOR THE SECOND HARMONIC
NUMBER FOR THE FIRST TIME
OBSERVED FREQUENCY FOR THE LAST HARMONIC
NUMBER TO BE CONSIDERED FOR THE FIRST TIME
NF
DIMENSIONLESS MEAN SQUARE PRESSURE FOR
THE FIRST FREQUENCY AND THE FIRST
RECEPTION TIME
•DIMENSIONLESS MEAN SQUARE PRESSURE FOR
THE SECOND FREQUENCY AND THE FIRST
RECEPTION TIME
DIMENSIONLESS MEAN SQUARE PRESSURE FOR
THE LAST FREQUENCY AND THE FIRST
RECEPTION TIME
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SAME AS RECORD 4 FOR SECOND RECEPTION TIME
7
2eN*4
2.N*5
SAME AS RECORD 5 FOR SECOND RECEPTION TIME
SAME AS RECORD 2 BUT DATA IS FOR SECOND
OBSERVER
SAME AS RECORD 3 BUT DATA IS FOR SECOND
OBSERVER
RECORDS 2 THROUGH 2'N+3 REPEAT FOR ALL OBSERVERS. THE
VALUE OF N DIFFERS FOR EACH OBSERVER.
ERRORS
NON-FATAL
FUNCTIONAL MODULE ERRORS
1. REQUIRED UNIT MEMBER NOT AVAILABLE.
2. INSUFFICIENT LDS DYNAMIC STORAGE.
3. UNIT MEMBER NOT OF CORRECT FORMAT.
4. MEMBER MANAGER ERROR OCCURRED ON READING OR OPENIN6
A UNIT MEMBER.
5. UNABLE TO INTERPOLATE TABLE .... FOR VALUES , , ,
6. ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN BUILDING TABLE•
FATAL - NONE
LDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of LDS - 619_}
LENGTH = 8 * NFREQ * 3 * NTS * NRT
WHERE
NFREQ = NUMBER OF FREQUENCIES
NTS = NUMBER OF SOURCE TIMES
NRT = NUMBER OF RECEPTION TIMES
GDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of GDS - 2_0Q)
ALLOCATION REQUIRED FOR THE FOLLOWING TABLES:
I. ATM(TMOD}
2. ATM{AAC) ( IF USER PARAMETER "ABSORP" IS .TRUE. }
3. YYYYYY(XXXNNN) NOISE TABLE INPUT
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PURPOSE - PRO TAKES NOISE DATA WHICH IS GENERATED BY
THE NOISE NODULES IN THE SOURCE FRANE OF REFERENCE
AND APPLIES ALL OF THE APPROPRIATE CONPUTATIONS TO
TRANSFER IT TO THE OBSERVER FRANE OF REFERENCE.
AUTHOR - WKB(Le3/e2/eO)
INPUT
USER PARANETERS DEFAULT
IPRINT OUTPUT PRINT OPTION CODE (INTEGER) 3
zO NO PRINTED OUTPUT
-1 PRINT INPUT DATA ONLY
z2 PRINT OUTPUT DATA ONLY
z3 PRINT BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA
IOUT -1 PRINT OUTPUT AS SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL, 2
SPL, IN DECIBELS (INTEGER)
=2 PRINT OUTPUT AS DINENSIONLESS
MEAN-SOUARE PRESSURE
"3 PRINT OUTPUT IN BOTH FORNS
SIGHA SPECIFIC FLOW RESISTANCE OF THE GROUND,
KG/(S N..3) ( (SLUG/(S FTll3))) (REAL)
IUNITS INPUT UNITS FLAG (CHARACTER)
•SI , INPUTS ARE IN SI UNITS SI
•ENGLISH, INPUTS ARE IN ENGLISH UNITS
NBAND NUMBER OF SUBBANDSPER ONE-THIRD OCTAVE 5
BAND (INTEGER)
(NOTE, HBAND NUST BE ODD-E.G., 1,3,5,...)
RS SOURCE RADIUS, N (FT) (REAL) 1.e
USER SHOULD NOTE THAT RS VALUE NUST BE
THE SANE USED BY THE NOISE NODULES IN
GENERATING THE NOISE TABLES.
SURFACE TYPE OF SURFACE TO BE USED IN
CALCULATING GROUND EFFECTS (CHARACTER) SOFT
-SOFT, NON HARD GROUND SURFACE
=HARD, HARD GROUND SURFACE
CON INCOHERENCE COEFFICIENT (REAL) ,.el
ABSORP ".TRUE. INCLUDE THE EFFECTS OF F
ATBOSPHERIC ABSORPTION
=.FALSE. DO NOT INCLUDE THE EFFECTS OF
ATHOSPHERIC ABSORPTION
GROUND -.TRUE. INCLUDE GROUND EFFECTS F
•.FALSE. DO NOT INCLUDE GROUND EFFECTS
2. 5E,,.5
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PROTIME THREE LETTER ID (XXX) TO APPEND TO XXX
FLI TO DEFINE THE UNIT MEMBER FLI(FLIXXX)
THAT WAS GENERATED BY THE FLIGHT MODULE
CONTAINING THE SOURCE TIMES TO HE USED BY
THE NOISE MODULES. THIS ID ALSO BECOMES
THE FIRST THREE CHARACTERS OF EACH TABLE
(ONE TABLE FOR EACH SOURCE TIME) MEMBER
THAT IS GENERATED BY A NOISE MODULE. FOR
EXAMPLE, IF THE VALUE OF PARAMETER PROTIME
IS F01, THEN THE SOURCE TIMES ARE WRITTEN ON
UNIT MEMBER FLIiFLIFOI) BY THE FLIGHT MODULE.
IF THERE ARE 20 SOURCE TIMES ON UNIT MEMBER
FLI(FLIFOI), THEN THERE 20 TABLES GENERATED
FOR EACH NOISE MODULE CALLED AND THE MEMBER
NAMES FOR THESE TABLES ARE THE SAME FOR ALL
NOISE SOURCES WITH ONLY THE UNIT NAME BEING
DIFFERENT. FOR THIS EXAMPLE, IF NOISE
MODULES FAN AND CORE ARE CALLED, THE TABLES
ARE ON UNIT MEMBERS FAN(FOI001}, FANiFBI@@2),
• .. FAN(FO1020), CORE(FOI001), CORE(FeleB2),
.. CORE(Fe1020).
PROSUM CONTAINS THE NAMES OF SOURCE UNITS THAT ARE TO
BE SUMMED BEFORE PROPAGATION. IF THE NOISE DATA
FROM THE CORE AND FAN MODULES ARE TO BE SUMMED,
THEN PROSUM WILL CONTAIN TWO ELEMENTS - 4HCORE
AND 4HFAN .
DATA BASE UNITS AND MEMBERS
ATMiTMOD) TYPE 1 TABLE CONTAINING ATMOSPHERIC
PROPERTIES (SEE MODULE ATM)
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
I. ALTITUDE
2. ORDERED POSITION
DEPENDENT VARIABLES IN THE FOLLOWING
ORDERED POSITION
I. PRESSURE
2. DENSITY
3. TEMPERATURE
4. SPEED OF SOUND
5. AVERAGE SPEED OF SOUND
6. HUMIDITY
7. COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY
8. COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
9. CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE (RHO C)
ATM(AAC) TYPE I TABLE CONTAINING ATMOSPHERIC
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS (SEE MODULE ABS)
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
I. ALTITUDE
2. FREQUENCY
GEO(GEOM) GEOMETRY DATA FOR ALL OBSERVERS RELATIVE
TO ONE NOISE SOURCE COORDINATE SYSTEM
SEE DESCRIPTION IN DATA BASE STRUCTURES.
(SEE MODULE GEO)
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FLI(FLIXXX)
YYYYYY(XXXNNN)
OUTPUT
USER PARAMETERS
HERR
FLIGHT DATA CONTAINING SOURCE TIMES USED
BY THE NOISE MODULES. THE XXX IS REPLACED
BY THE ID FOUND IN PARAMETER PROTIME.
(SEE DESCRIPTION IN DATA BASE STRUCTURES)
TYPE I TABLE CONTAINING DIMENSIONLESS REAM
SQUARE PRESSURE. THE YYYYYY IS THE UNIT
NAME ASSOCIATED WITH A NOISE MODULE (E.G.,
FAN OR CORE ). THE XXX IS THE ID FOUND IN
PARAMETER PROTIME. THE NHN IS A COUNTER
STARTING AT e01 AND CONTINUING FOR THE
NUMBER OF SOURCE TIMES. THERE IS ONE
TABLE PER SOURCE TIME. IF THERE ARE
TWENTY SOURCE TIMES, THEN THERE ARE
TWENTY TABLES FOR EACH NOISE MODULE.
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
I. FREQUENCY, HZ
2. POLAR DIRECTIVITY ANGLE, DEG
3. AZIMUTHAL DIRECTIVITY ANGLE, DEG
=.TRUE. , ERROR ENCOUNTERED, PRO
TERMINATED ABNORMALLY
=.FALSE., NO ERRORS ENCOUNTERED, PRO
TERMINATED SUCCESSFULLY
DATA BASE UNITS AND MEMBERS
PRO(PRES) DIMENSIONLESS MEAN SQUARE PRESSURE AT THE
OBSERVER AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY AND
TIME. (SEE DESCRIPTION IN DATA BASE
STRUCTURES.)
SCRATCH(XXXNNN) UNIT SCRATCH CONTAINS THE RESULT OF SUMMING
NOISE TABLES
DATA BASE STRUCTURES
THE FORMAT OF OEO(GEOM) IS AS FOLLOWS:
RECORD WORD
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
DESCRIPTION
RECORD FORMAT IS 1,3RS, I,RS
OBSERVER INDEX FOR FIRST OBSERVER
X COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
Y COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
Z COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
NUMBER OF RECEPTION TIMES ASSOCIATED WITH
THIS OBSERVER (ASSUME VALUE IS N)
OBSERVER'S HEIGHT
2
!
N
RECORD FORMAT IS RS
RECEPTION TIMES FOR CURRENT OBSERVER
INDEX
RECORDS 3 THROUGH N+2 CONTAIN GEOMETRY DATA FOR EACH
RECEPTION TIME. RECORD 3 CONTAINS OEOMETRY DATA FOR
THE FIRST RECEPTION TIRE, RECORD 4 FOR THE SECOND
RECEPTION TIRE,... RECORD N+2 FOR THE N TH RECEPTION
TIRE.
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I
2
3
4
5
RECORD FORMAT IS RS
DISTANCE OF SOURCE FROM OBSERVER
EMISSION TIME, SEC
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE, DEG
ELEVATION ANGLE, DES
AZIMUTH ANGLE, DEG
4
N+3
REPEAT OF RECORD 3 FOR SECOND RECEPTION TIME
!
2
3
4
5
RECORD FORMAT IS 1,3RS, I,RS
OBSERVER INDEX FOR SECOND OBSERVER
X COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
Y COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
Z COORDINATE OF OBSERVER
NUMBER OF RECEPTION TIMES ASSOCIATED WITH
THIS OBSERVER (ASSUME VALUE IS M}
N*4 RECORD FORMAT IS RS
I
. RECEPTION TIMES FOR CURRENT OBSERVER
• INDEX
M
RECORD N*5 THROUGH RECORD N-M+4 CONTAIN GEOMETRY DATA
FOR EACH RECEPTION TIME STORED IN THE SAME MANNER AS
DESCRIBED ABOVE IN RECORDS 3 THROUGH N+2.
THE PATTERN AS SEEN IN RECORDS 1 THROUGH N*2 AND RECORDS
N*3 THROUGH N.M+4 CONTINUES FOR ALL OBSERVERS
THE FORMAT OF FLI(FLIXXX) IS AS FOLLOWS:
RECORD
1
WORD DESCRIPTION
RECORD FORMAT IS RS
1 VALUE OF FIRST SOURCE TIME
2 MACH NUMBER
3 POWER SETTING
4 AMBIENT SPEED OF SOUND
5 DENSITY
6 VISCOSITY
7 LANDING GEAR INDICATOR
8 FLAP SETTING
9 HUMIDITY
2 RECORD FORMAT IS RS
SAME INFORMATION AS IN RECORD 1 EXCEPT
FOR THE SECOND SOURCE TIME
•
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THE FORMAT OF PRO(PRES) IS AS FOLLOWS_
RECORD WORD
1
1
2-(NS+I)
DESCRIPTION
RECORD FORMAT IS I, A8
NUMBER OF NOISE SOURCES PROPAGATED TO
THE OBSERVERS, MS.
MODULE NAMES OF NOISE SOURCES PROPAGATED
TO THE OBSERVERS
2
3
I
2
3
4
1
H
2
NF
RECORD FORMAT IS 21,2RS
OBSERVER INDEX FOR THE FIRST OBSERVER
NUMBER OF RECEPTION TIMES ASSOCIATED WITH
THIS OBSERVER (ASSUME VALUE IS N)
AIR DENSITY AT THE OBSERVER (RE RHO )
SPEED OF SOUND AT THE OBSERVER (RE C )
RECORD FORMAT IS RS
RECEPTION TIMES FOR CURRENT OBSERVER
INDEX
RECORD FORMAT IS RS
DIMENSIONLESS MEAN SQUARE PRESSURE FOR
THE FIRST FREQUENCY AND THE FIRST
RECEPTION TIME
DIMENSIONLESS MEAN SQUARE PRESSURE FOR
THE SECOND FREQUENCY AND THE FIRST
RECEPTION TIME
DIMENSIONLESS MEAN SGUARE PRESSURE FOR
THE LAST FRERUENCY AND THE FIRST
RECEPTION TIME
5
6
N*4
1
NF
1
NF
RECORD FORMAT IS RS
DIMENSIONLESS MEAN SOUARE PRESSURE FOR
ALL FREQUENCIES FOR THE SECOND
RECEPTION TIME
RECORD FDRMAT IS RS
DIMENSIONLESS MEAN SGUARE PRESSURE FOR
ALL FREQUENCIES FOR THE THIRD
RECEPTION TIME
SAME AS RECORD 2 BUT DATA IS FOR SECOND
OBSERVER
N*5 SAME AS RECORD 3 BUT DATA IS FOR SECOND
OBSERVER
RECORDS 2 THROUGH N+3 REPEAT FOR ALL OBSERVERS• THE
VALUE OF N DIFFERS FOR EACH OBSERVER.
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ERRORS
NON-FATAL
FUNCTIONAL MODULE ERRORS
I. REQUIRED UNIT MEMBER NOT AVAILABLE
2. INSUFFICIENT LOS DYNAMIC STORAGE
3. UNIT MEMBER NOT OF CORRECT FORMAT
4. MEMBER MANAGER ERROR OCCURRED ON READING OR OPENING
A UNIT MEMBER
5. REQUIRED USER PARAMETER PROSUM IS TYPE --- MITH ---
- EXPECTED TYPE ALPHA AND THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
.LE. 10.
6. UNABLE TO INTERPOLATE TABLE .... FOR VALUES p p •
7. ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN BUILDING TABLE
PRO MODULE ERRORS
1. TABLES OF NOISE SOURCES TO BE SUMMED ARE NOT
COMPATIBLE
FATAL - NONE
LOS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of LDS - 6190)
LENGTH = 3wNFREQ + NB * 6uNBeNFREO
WHERE NFREQ • NUMBER OF FREQUENCIES
NB = VALUE OF USER PARAMETER "NBAND"
GDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of GDS - 2000)
ALLOCATION REQUIRED FOR THE FOLLOWING TABLES:
I. ATM(TMOD)
2. ATM(AAC) ( IF USER PARAMETER "ABSORP" IS .TRUE. )
3. NUMBER OF YYYYYY(XXXNNN) NOISE TABLES THAT ARE TO BE
SUMMED PLUS ONE
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PURPOSE - TO SUM THE NOISE UNIT MEMBERS PROPAGATED FROM
DIFFERENT SOURCE COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND COMPUTE THE
REQUESTED NOISE LEVELS FOR EITHER 1/3 OCTAVE OR
NARROW BAND DATA.
AUTHOR - DSW(LO3/O2/eO)
INPUT
USER PARAMETERS DEFAULT
IAWT OPTION FOR A-WEIGHTED SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL F
IDWT
IOSPL
IOUT
BASED ON 113 OCTAVE BAND DATA (L)
OPTION FOR D-WEIGHTED SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL F
BASED ON 113 OCTAVE BAND DATA (L)
OPTION FOR OVERALL SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL F
BASED ON I13 OCTAVE BAND DATA (L)
=1 PRINT OUTPUT AS SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL_ SPLp 2
IN DECIBELS (INTEGER)
=2 PRINT OUTPUT AS DIMENSIONLESS MEAN-SgUARE
PRESSURE (DEFAULT)
=3 PRINT OUTPUT IN BOTH FORMS
OPTION FOR PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL BASED ON FIPNL
113 OCTAVE BAND DATA (L)
IPNLT OPTION FOR TONE-CORRECTED PERCEIVED NOISE T
LEVEL BASED ON 113 OCTAVE BAND DATA (L)
NAWT OPTION FOR A-WEIGHTED SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL F
BASED ON NARROW BAND DATA (L)
NDWT OPTION FOR D-WEIGHTED SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL F
BASED ON NARROW BAND DATA (L)
NOSPL OPTION FOR OVERALL SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL F
BASED ON NARROWBAND DATA (L)
(THE ABOVE OPTION CODES HAVE THE FOLLOWING)
(VALUES: )
( .TRUE. - COMPUTE )
( .FALSE. - DO NOT COMPUTE )
IPRINT PRINTED OUTPUT OPTION (I) 3
0 - NO PRINT DESIRED
1 - INPUT PRINT ONLY
2 - OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
3 - BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
MEMSUM CONTAINS THE UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME OF NONE
THE 1/3 OCTAVE BAND NOISE UNIT MEMBERS TO
BE SUMMED (aAB)
MEMSUMN CONTAINS THE UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME OF NONE
THE NARROW BAND NOISE UNIT MEMBERS TO BE
SUMMED (mAB)
UNIT MEMBERS (DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES)
SFIELD(FREQ )
OBSERV(COORD )
XXXXXX(YYYYYY)
ZZZZZZ(WWWWWW)
UNIT MEMBER OF 113 OCTAVE BAND FREOUEMCII_
UNIT MEMBER OF OBSERVER POSITIONS
UNIT MEMBERS OF 1/3 OCTAVE BAND NOISE DATA
WITH NAMES DEFINED BY USER PARAMETER MEMSUN
UNIT MEMBERS OF NARROW BAND NOISE DATA WITH
NAMES DEFINED BY USER PARAMETER MEMSUMN
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OUTPUT
USER PARAMETERS - NONE
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
NERR =.FALSE. - IF NO ERROR
-.TRUE. - IF AN ERROR OCCURS
UNIT MEMBERS (DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES)
LEV (AWGT ) UNIT MEMBER OF A-WEIGHTED SOUND PRESSURE
LEVEL BASED ON NARROW BAND DATA
LEV (PNLT) UNIT MEMBER OF TONE-CORRECTED PERCEIVED
NOISE LEVEL
LEV (PRES ) UNIT MEMBER OF SUMMED DIMENSIONLESS MEAN
SQUARE PRESSURE AT THE OBSERVER AS A
FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY AND TIME
SCRATCH(FILE ) SCRATCH UNIT MEMBER TO STORE NARROW BAND
DATA CONVERTED TO I/3 OCTAVE BANDS
DATA BASE STRUCTURES
OBSERV(COORD ) MULTI-RECORD UNIT MEMBER IN 3RS FORMAT
CONTAINING ONE RECORD FOR EACH OBSERVER
WITH VALUES OF THE X, Y, AND Z COORDINATES
SFIELD(FREQ ) ONE RECORD UNIT MEMBER IN IRS FORMAT
CONTAINING VALUES OF THE 113 OCTAVE HAND
CENTER FREQUENCIES IN HERTZ
XXXXXX{YYYYYY) UNFORMATTED MULTI-RECORD UNIT MEMBER
CONTAINING 1/3 OCTAVE BAND NOISE DATA AS
GENERATED BY THE PRO MODULE. THE UNIT MEMBER
NAMES ARE DEFINED BY USER PARAMETER MEMSUM.
ZERO, ONE, OR MORE UNIT MEMBERS MAY HE
PROVIDED, AND IF TWO OR MORE ARE PROVIDED,
THEY ARE SUMMED. THE UNIT MEMBERS NAVE THE
FOLLOWING FORMAT:
RECORD FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1 I,*A8
2 21,2RS
3 *RS
4 IRS
I*M.(2+N) IRS
NO. OF NOISE SOURCES, NAMES OF
SOURCES
OBSERVER INDEX, NUMBER OF
OBSERVER TIMES, AMBIENT
DENSITY, AMBIENT SPEED OF
SOUND FOR FIRST OBSERVER
ARRAY OF OBSERVER TIMES
113 OCTAVE BAND MEAN-SQUARE
PRESSURES FOR FIRST OBSERVER
TIME
I/3 OCTAVE BAND MEAN SQUARE
PRESSURES FOR NTH OBSERVER
TIME AND MTH OBSERVER
(M IS THE NUMBER OF OBSERVERS)
(AND N IS THE NUMBER OF )
(OBSERVER TIMES. N MAY BE )
(DIFFERENT FOR EACH OBSERVER )
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ZZZZZZ(WWWWWW) UNFORMATTED MULTI-RECORD UNIT MEMBER
CONTAINING NARROW BAND NOISE DATA AS
GENERATED BY THE PRT MODULE, THE UNIT MEMBER
NAMES ARE DEFINED BY USER PARAMETER MEMSUMN.
ZERO, ONE, OR MORE UNIT MEMBERS MAY BE
PROVIDED, AND IF TWO OR MORE ARE PROVIDED,
THEY ARE SUMMED. THE UNIT MEMBERS HAVE THE
FOLLOWING FORMAT:
RECORD FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1 I,mA8
2 2I, 2RS
3 mRS
4 mRS
5 |MS
Mm(2+2N) mRS
I+Mw(2+2N) wRS
NO. OF NOISE SOURCES, NAMES OF
NOISE SOURCES
OBSERVER INDEX, NUMBER OF
OBSERVER TIMES, AMBIENT
DENSITY, AMBIENT SPEED OF
SOUND
ARRAY OF OBSERVER TIMES
ARRAY OF MARROW BAND
FREQUENCIES FOR FIRST TIME
ARRAY OF MEAN-SQUARE PRESSURES
FOR FIRST TIME
ARRAY OF FREQUENCIES FOR NTH
OBSERVER TIME AND MTH OBSERVER
ARRAY OF PRESSURES FOR NTN
OBSERVER TIME AND MTH OBSERVER
LEV (AWGT)
LEV (PNLT)
SAME AS LEV(PNLT), SUBSTITUTING AWGT FOR PNLT
UNFORMATTED MULTI-RECORD OUTPUT UNIT MEMBER
IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT OF A HEADER RECORD
AND THREE RECORDS PER OBSERVER:
RECORD FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1
2
3
4
3mM-1
3rim
l+3wM
I,mA8 NO. OF NOISE SOURCES, NAMES OF
NOISE SOURCES
2I OBSERVER INDEX, NUMBER OF
TIMES
wRS ARRAY OF TIMES FOR FIRST
OBSERVER
IRS ARRAY OF PNLT FOR ALL TINES
FOR FIRST OBSERVER
2I OBSERVER INDEX, NUMBER OF
TIMES
wRS ARRAY OF TIMES FOR MTM
OBSERVER
mRS ARRAY OF PNLT FOR ALL TIMES
FOR MTH OBSERVER
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LEV (PRES) UNFORMATTED MULTI-RECORD UNIT MEMBER
FOLLOWING FORMAT
RECORD FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1 I, wA8 NO. OF NOISE SOURCES, NAMES OF
NOISE SOURCES
2 21,2RS OBSERVER INDEX, NUMBER OF
RECEPTION TIMES, AIR DENSITY,
SPEED OF SOUND
3 IRS RECEPTION TIMES FOR CURRENT
OBSERVER INDEX
4 mRS SUMMED DIMENSIONLESS MEAN
SQUARE PRESSURE FOR ALL
FREQUENCIES FOR THE FIRST
RECEPTION TIME
5 tRS SUMMED DIMENSIONLESS MEAN
SQUARE PRESSURE FOR ALL FREQ-
UENCIES FOR THE SECOND RECEPT-
ION TIME
6 tRS SUMMED DIMENSIONLESS MEAN
SQUARE PRESSURE FOR ALL FREQ-
UENCIES FOR THE THIRD RECEPT-
ION TIME
mRS SAME AS RECORD 2 BUT DATA IS
FOR SECOND OBSERVER
aRS SAME AS RECORD 3 BUT DATA IS
FOR SECOND OBSERVER
RECORDS 2 THRU N+3 REPEAT FOR ALL OBSERVERS.
THE VALUE OF N DIFFERS FOR EACH OBSERVER.
N*4
N+S
SCRATCH{FILE ) UNFORMATTED MULTI-RECORD UNIT MEMBER
CONTAINING THE NARROW BAND DATA CONVERTED TO
1/3 OCTAVE BANDS AND SUMMED FOR EACH OBSERVER
TIME AND OBSERVER IN THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:
RECORD FORMAT DESCRIPTION
2
3
Nu(2+N)
21,2RS OBSERVER INDEX, NUMBER OF
OBSERVER TIMES, AMBIENT
DENSITY, AMBIENT SPEED OF
SOUND FOR FIRST OBSERVER
*RS ARRAY OF OBSERVER TIMES
wRS 1/3 OCTAVE BAND MEAN-SQUARE
PRESSURES FOR FIRST OBSERVER
TIME
*RS 1/3 OCTAVE BAND MEAN SOUARE
PRESSURES FOR NTH OBSERVER
TIME AND MTH OBSERVER
(M IS THE NUMBER OF OBSERVERS)
(AND N IS THE NUMBER OF )
(OBSERVER TIMES. N MAY BE )
(DIFFERENT FOR EACH OBSERVER )
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ERRORS
NON-FATAL
1. MEMBERMANAGERERROR OCCURRED ON SPECIFIED UNIT
MEMBER.
2. INSUFFICIENT DYNAMIC STORAGE.
3. REQUIRED UNIT MEMBERNOT AVAILABLE.
4. REQUIRED USER PARAMETERTYPE OR NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IS
INVALID.
5. INVALID INPUT DATA.
FATAL - NONE
INPUT DATA SIZE RESTRICTIONS
NUMBER OF FREQUENCIES
MAXIMUMNUMBER
OF ENTRIES
24
LDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocatlon of LDS - 6190)
LENGTH • NFREI I ( 5*NMEMI ) * 3uLRECN * 2 • (NMEMI*NMEMN*I)
• 3 • (I+NMEMI*NMEMN) * MAX(LRECI, LRECN)
WHERE:
NFREI
NMEMI
NMEMN
LRECI
LRECN
NUMBER OF 1/3 OCTAVE BAND FREQUENCIES
NUMBER OF 1/3 OCTAVE BAND NOISE MEMBERS
NUMBER OF NARROWBAND NOISE MEMBERS
LENGTH OF LONGEST RECORD ON 1/3 OCTAVE BAND NOISE
MEMBERS
LENGTH OF LONGEST RECORD ON NARROW BAND NOISE
MEMBERS
GDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of GDS - 2ee@)
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PURPOSE - TO COMPUTE EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL (EPNL)
AS A FUNCTION OF OBSERVER POSITION
AUTHOR - CBF(Le3/B2/00)
INPUT
USER PARAMETERS
DTIBE - RECEPTION TIME INCREMENT (S)
IPRINT - PRINTED OUTPUT OPTION
0 - NO PRINT DESIRED
1 - INPUT PRINT ONLY
2 - OUTPUT PRINT ONLY
3 - BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT PRINT
DEFAULT
.5
3
MEMBERS - DESCRIBED UNDER DATA BASE STRUCTURES
NOTE : MEMBERS ARE SPECIFIED BY UNIT(MEMBER) NAME
OBSERV(COORD)
LEV{PNLT)
OUTPUT
SYSTEM PARAMETER
NERR - EXECUTIVE SYSTEM PARAMETER FOR ERROR ENCOUNTERED
DURING EXECUTION OF A FUNCTIONAL MODULE. NERR SET
TO .TRUE. IF ERROR ENCOUNTERED
MEMBERS
EFF(EPNL)
DATA BASE STRUCTURES
OBSERV(COORD) MULTI-RECORD MEMBER WITH FORMAT = 3RS,
CONTAINING ONE RECORD FOR EACH OBSERVER
WITH VALUES OF THE X,Y,Z COORDINATES
LEV(PLNT) UNFORMATTED MULTI-RECORD MEMBER IN
THE FOLLOWING FORMAT OF A HEADER RECORD
FOLLOWED BY THREE RECORDS PER OBSERVER
RECORD FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1 I, *k8
2 2I
3 *RS
4 *RS
1*3.M
NO. OF NOISE SOURCES, ARRAY OF NOISE
SOURCES
OBSERVER INDEX, NO. OF TIMES
ARRAY OF TIMES
ARRAY OF TONE-CORRECTED PERCEIVED NOISE
LEVEL FOR ALL TIMES
(WHERE M IS THE NUMBER OF OBSERVERS)
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EFF(EPNL)
RECORD
UNFORMATTED MULTI-RECORD OUTPUT MEMBER IN
THE FOLLOWING FORMAT OF A HEADER RECORD
FOLLOWED BY A RECORD FOR EACH OBSERVER
CONTAINING THE OBSERVER INDEX AND EPNL
VALUE
FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1 l,mAB NO. OF SOURCES, ARRAY OF NOISE SOURCES
2 I,RS OBSERVER INDEX, EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED
NOISE LEVEL (EPNL)
N+l (WHERE N IS THE NUMBER OF OBSERVERS)
ERRORS
NON-FATAL
I. INSUFFICIENT DYNAMIC STORAGE (FMNMSG ERROR 2)
2. MEMBER MANAGER ERROR OCCURRED ON SPECIFIED UNIT MEMBER•
(FMMMSG ERROR 4)
LDS REgUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of LDS - 6190)
LENGTH " 12 m NOBS + NS
WHERE NOBS = NUMBER OF OBSERVERS
NS = NUMBER OF NOISE SOURCES
GDS REQUIREMENTS
(Maximum Allocation of GDS - 2eO0)
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APPENDIX A
GLOSSARY OF ANOPP TERMS AND ACRONYMS
Alternate names -
Alternate names -
ANOPP run
BATCH file
Data base
Data element -
Data member
Data record
Data table
Data unit
Data unit file -
DOS
DOS file
A.I Terms
The set of names, established in an Alternate Names Table
File, which corresponds to a set of reference names. The
set of alternate names is available for retrieval by a
functional or an executive system module during the
execution of that module.
External file which contains an alternate names table. The
name of an alternate names file always includes a '.ANT'
extension.
One execution of ANOPP, the sequence of functional module
execution.
A DOS file which contains a list of commands and/or
executable file names.
A collection of data units residing on random-access
mass-storage files.
One or more words residing on a formatted data record.
data type and number of words are determined by the
corresponding element code in the member format.
Its
Any member other than a procedure member or a table
member. (See member.)
An ordered set of data elements or words residing on a
member. The record may be unformatted or it may be
formatted as fixed, variable, or card image according to
the member format.
A table of data available to the functional module for
processing. It resides on a one-record member having an
internal format corresponding to a defined data table type.
The highest level of the ANOPP data base structure that can
be referenced directly (by name) during an ANOPP run. It
is a set of named numbers and it resides alone on an
external random-access file.
External file which contains a data unit. The name of a
data unit file always includes a '.UNT' extension.
IBM-PC Disk Operating System.
An external file that can be accessed by DOS.
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Element - A word or group of words on a record. (See data element.)
Element code The descriptor within a data member format specification
used to identify the data type of an element within the
data member's records.
Executive System - The ANOPP modules that handle data management.
External file
- A file residing on a disk under the management of the
external system.
External system - The operating system that controls all job processing on
the host computer.
Functional module-
(FM)
A named set of one or more modules recognized by the ANOPP
executive system that performs a specific utility or noise
prediction task.
Global dynamic
storage (GDS)
A section of free core storage defined and maintained by
the executive system for storage of directories and
tables.
Local dynamic
storage (LDS)
- A section of free core storage maintained by the executive
system for internal data storage.
Member The lowest level of the ANOPP data base structure that can
be referenced directly (by name) during an ANOPP run. It
is a logically contiguous set of records and it resides on
a data unit.
Member format
- A specification which describes the composition of data
records residing on a member.
Module
- A FORTRAN program that is part of the ANOPP system.
Parameter - See user parameter.
Permanent file
- An external file established permanently at the host
computer installation.
Preprocessor - A program which allows the user to create, change or list
named data items required by functional modules.
Procedure - A batch file which controls the execution of one or more
functional modules.
Record - An ordered set of elements or words residing on a member.
(See data record.)
Scratch file
- A temporary file on which a data unit is established.
Table member
- A member containing a one-record member corresponding to a
defined data table type.
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User parameter
User parameter
table (UPT)
User parameter
file (UPF)
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- Array of one or more values may be established.
- A table used by the executive system which links the user
parameter name with its current value, type, and number of
elements.
External file that contains a user parameter table.
name of a UPF always includes a '.PAR' extension.
The
A.2 Acronyms
ANOPP
ANTEDT
IBGPREP
EPNL
FLPPREP
FM
GDS
LDS
MMEDT
OASPL
PAS
PLEPREP
PNL
PNLT
PRFPREP
SNSPREP
SPL
TMEDT
UPF
UPFEDT
Aircraft Noise Prediction Program
Alternate Names Table Editor
Blade Geometry Preprocessor
Effective perceived noise level
Flight Path Preprocessor
Functional module
Global dynamic storage
Local dynamic storage
Member Manager Preprocessor
Overall sound pressure level
Propeller Analysis System
Propagation (and Noise Level) Preprocessor
Perceived noise level
Tone-corrected perceived noise level
Performance Preprocessor
(Subsonic) Noise Preprocessor
Sound pressure level
Table Manager Editor
User parameter file
User Parameter File Editor
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ALT
ANOPP
BKUP
CHANGE
FPATH
GEOM
INPUT
LEVELS
MAKE
NOISE
PARAM
PAS
PERF
PLOT
REDUCE
RUN
SMALL
TABLE
UNIT
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A.3 IBM-PC Version of ANOPP-PAS Commands
Executes ANTEDT
Starts ANOPP-PAS
Executes backup for input/output data
Changes the current ANOPP subdirectory
Executes ATM, ABS, SFO, GEO
Executes RBS, RBA, BLM or IBS, IBA, IBL
Executes prediction preprocessors: PRFPREP, SNSPREP, FLPPREP,
PLEPREP
Executes PRT, PRO, LEV, EFF
Creates an ANOPP subdirectory and executes IBGPREP
Executes SPN, PTE
Executes UPFEDT
Executes all ANOPP-PAS functional modules in sequence
Executes PRP, PLD
Executes graphics plot postprocessor
Reduces data unit file size
Executes a functional module
Reduces the size of all data units listed in Section 4
Executes TMEDT
Executes MMEDT
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SUMMARY OF FUNCTIONAL MODULES FOR IBM PC VERSION OF ANOPP-PAS
Module
name
ABS
ATM
BLM,
IBL
EFF
GEO
LEV
PLD
PRO
PRP
PRT
PTE
RBA,
IBA
RBS,
IBS
Module
title
Atmospheric
Absorption
Module
Atmospheric
Module
Blade Section
Boundary
Layer Module
Effective
Noise Module
Geometry
Module
Noise Levels
Module '
Propeller
Loads Module
Propagation
Module
Propeller
Performance
Module
Tone
Propagation
Module
Propeller
Trailing
Edge Module
Blade Section
Aerodynamics
Module
Blade Shape
Module
Brief
description (a)
Computes atmospheric absorption coefficients as
function of altitude and frequency using either
ANSI or SAE method
Computes atmospheric properties as function of
altitude using hydrostatic model
Computes the blade skin friction and section drag
distribution (IBL is the improved version of the
module)
Computes EPNL
Calculates source-to-observer geometry
Computes OASPL, A-weighted SPNL, D-weighted SPL,
PNL, and PNLT
Computes final blade pressure and skin friction
distribution
Transfers 1/3 octave noise data to the observer
frame of reference
Computes the induced velocity field thrust,
torque, and efficiency for a given propeller
under specified operating conditions
Transfers noise data to the observer frame of
reference
Predicts the broadband noise due to the
interaction of the blade turbulent boundary
layer with the trailing edge.
Computes the blade pressure and blade section
lift distributions (IBA is the improved version
of the module)
Formulates functional representation of blade
surface geometry (IBS is the improved version of
the module)
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SUMMARY OF FUNCTIONAL MODULES FOR IBM PC VERSION OF ANOPP-PAS - Continued
Module
name
SFO
SPN
Module
title
Steady
Flyover
Modu Ie
Subsonic
Propel Ier
Noise Module
Brief
description (a)
Computes the aircraft flight path
Predicts the propeller noise signature
aFor more complete descriptions of the modules and the methods used, see
Section VI.
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ERROR DIAGNOSTICS AND RECOVERY TECHNIQUES
Error messages generated during an ANOPP job can be any one of the
following:
Io
2.
3.
An external system diagnostic
An ANOPP executive system diagnostic
An ANOPP functional module error message
The diagnostics produced by the external operating system (DOS) are
usually fatal, resulting in no program execution or job termination. The
following describes some of the error messages that are printed to the screen
monitor:
Error Message Type of Error Recovery Techniques
Bad command or
file name
DOS cannot find required
executable (.EXE) or
BATCH file
Check the following:
• Current directory must be
C:\ANOPP
• System Diskette must be
installed on C:\ANOPP
• Executable files (.EXE)
must be installed on
C :\ANOPP\EXE
Error Number
1000-1999
Argument passed to
intrinsic function
out of range
• Check input parameters and
Unit members entries
Error Number
2000-2499
Input file (.PAR or
.UNT) has incorrect
format
• Check or recreate
appropriate files
Error Number
2500-2550
Wrong data type entered
(from terminal) (or)
file name not found
• Rerun program with correct
entry responses
• Create required file on
C:\ANOPP
Error Number
3000-3999
Required file not found
or file has incorrect
format
• Create required file or
change to appropriate
format
Error Number
4001
Your system is not
configured with required
math coprocessor
• Correct System
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Error Message
Error Number
4002
**FILE ACCESS
ERROR
Type of Error Recovery Techniques
Incorrect DOS Version
• Replace DOS with Version
2.1 (or higher)
Required .PAR or .ANT
file not installed on
C:\ANOPP
• Create required file
All ANOPP executive system diagnostics have the following general form:
prefix (ERROR NUMBER v) *** (CALLER sysrtn) error message
where prefix identifies the executive subsystem that produced the diagnostic,
v is the number of the specified system error, sysrtn is the system
subroutine that called the error processor, and error message is the error
condition that occurred. These messages will appear in the FM results files.
The diagnostics prefixes and the executive subsystems that produce them are:
*** EXEC
*** DBM
*** DTM
*** XTB
*** DSM
*** UTILITY
ERROR - the executive management system
ERROR - the data base management (DBM) member manager
ERROR - the table manager system
ERROR - the table manager system utilities
ERROR - the dynamic storage manager
ERROR - the internal system utilities
Most error messages the normal ANOPP user encounters relate to a specific
condition that the user can correct through changes to his ANOPP input.
However, some error messages are applicable to internal execution problems.
These are meaningful to and require the attention of a programmer maintaining
the ANOPP system or a specific functional module. The following table lists
the executive system diagnostics and suggests recovery techniques to be used:
Error Message
DBM ERROR
Type of Error
Missing data base member
Erroneous data found on
specified unit or member
• .Recovery Techniques
• Verify data member via MMEDT
• Reexamine data requirements
of FM; and verify name and
contents of member via MMEDT
DTM ERROR
XTB ERROR
Insufficient GDS
(Table too large)
• Decrease input size of data
used to create table
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Error Message Type of Error Recovery Techniques
Erroneous table
identification or
content
• Verify table requirements
of FM; and verify name and
contents of table via TMEDT
DSM ERROR Insufficient core
or GDS/LDS overlap
• Decrease size of input data
• Check Size Restriction in
Section VI.
Utility ERROR Invalid or erroneous
user parameter or
member data type or
values
• Recheck data requirements
of FM.
Error messages produced by specific functional modules are documented in
Section VI.
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